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Preface 

In the present thesis the subject matter of the discussion is the 

comparative study between the Naiyayikas and the Buddhists regarding 

the nature of inference, its varieties and means for ascertaining vyapti etc. 

A general discussion about the Pramana and Anumana in general has 

made in this connection. There is a subtle distinction between the views 

of the Naiyayikas and those of the Buddhists regarding pramana and 

anumana. The Naiyayikas accepted four prama9-as. On the other hand 

Buddhist accepted two pramaqas, which are Pratyak~a and anumana, 

three characteristics of hetu. It has been shown that how the theories like 

momentariness, non-existence of a permanent soul etc. work behind the 

formulation of the nature of inference by the Buddhists. 

It can be said that there is the long-lasting debate between the 

Naiyayikas and the Buddhist Philosophers in the history of Indian 

Philosophy. Dignaga, the father of medieval Buddhist logic flourished in 

the fifth century A.D. and made a great effort to refute the Naiyayika's 

views. The systematic Buddhist logic comes from Dignaga and there 

after follows Dharmakirti, Santarak~ita, VinTti:ldeva, Kumalasila and 

other. The old Naiyayikas presented many arguments against the attack 

of Dignaga and other Buddhist logicians to establish the N~ayika' s 

views. Later Dharmakirti also flourished as the opponent party of the 

Naiyayikas. Among the Naiyayikas who tried to refute the views of 

Dharmakirti and other Buddhist logicians especially remarkable Is 

Jayanta BhaHa in the tenth century A.D. 

Uddyotakara and Vacaspati Misra in Nyaya mafijuri criticised the 

definition of Anumana and Prama':la (valid knowledge) as given by 

Dharmakirti and others. He also tried to refute the Bhuddhist' s 
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acceptance of only two means of right knowledge. The old Naiyayika 

Vacaspati Misra, the author of Nyiiya - Viirtika - tiitparya-tikii criticised 

Dharmakirti in the middle of ninth Century A.D. 

So it can be said that richness in Indian logic is a result of the long 

lasting debate among the philosophers like Naiyayikas and Buddhists. In 

the present thesis there will be an effort to present how the Naiyayikas 

have presented their views and how the Buddhist views may be refuted 

and what are their weak points. It is hoped that through investigation we 

will be able to provide much information which are not yet well known in 

the world of scholars. As the field of this research is very wide and I 

have to finish the work in a limited time, I have confined by investigation 

into the Naiyayikas and the Buddhists especially Dharmakirti about 

Anumiina and Pramiina . .. 
Most of the Indian Philosophical texts are originally composed in 

Sanskrit. Many Sanskrit texts are not yet translated into English because 

of the lack of the understanding of its difficult terminology, such as 

Nyiiya- Viirtika tat - parya tikii of Vacaspati Misra is yet to be translated 

into English for its difficulty. My research work is mainly based on 

Sanskrit texts, for this reason I had to depend on Sanskrit teachers and I 

have tried to maintain the original meaning of text through the English 

translation with my little knowledge. I apologize for the fact that 

sometimes I had to overlook the proper way of English construction for 

keeping the original idea of the text. Jayanta Bhaga's Nyaya maiijuri 

helped very much for my research work. I acknowledge hereby that I 

have taken help from the translation of vartika by Ganganath Jhan. 
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CHAPTER -1 

INTRODUCTION 

Inference as a valid form of cognition 

According to Naiyayikas imperceptible condition that may be in 

case of the invariable relation between any kind of smoke and that of fire 

can be avoided with the help of Vipalcya Biidhaka Tarka related to 

causality. Vipa~a Biidhaka Tarka related to causality is such - if there is 

no invariable relation between smoke and fire, smoke will not be 

produced by fire. But smoke is produced by fire. So smoke must be 

invariably concomitant with fire. The invariable concomitance related to 

causality which is the base of Tarka is 'that what is produced by that is 

invariably concomitant with that' That condition which is apprehended 

in case of invariable concomitance, same kind of apprehension can be 

made in the case of the invariable concomitance which is the base of 

Tarka. If it is apprehended that smoke is produced without fire, 

satisfaction will come without food. But it is admitted, there will be 

practical obstruction in case of Pratyalcya Pramii1Ja. So this is possible to 

ascertain the invariable concomitance between smoke and fire and there 

is no apprehension of imperceptible condition. 

In the Nyiiya Maiijuri, Jayanta Bhatta has admitted the practical 

utility of inference. In any society all men infer at every step, though they 

are not aware that they infer. Such kind of spontaneous inference occurs 

in case of the child though they are not acquainted with any process of the 
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inference. Farmers also infer about paddy crops through the clue of a 

probans or reason. Even the child can infer the primary relation between 

the word and its meaning by observing the verbal usage of the old people. 

If there is no solid ground in the context of lecture, that lecture can never 

attractive to any man whether he is educated or uneducated. When we 

advise our relatives to do anything, we have to support that advice with 

the help of some arguments so that the advice can be effective. 

Now we shall determine the definition of inference. The word 

'Anumana' is constituted with two words 'Anu' and 'Mana' The 

meaning of the word 'Anu' is 'after' and the meaning of the word 'Mana' 

is knowledge So the etymological meaning of the word 'Anumana' is the 

Knowledge which succeeds another knowledge. After perceiving the 

smoke in the hill the knowledge of fire is possible. Here the preceding 

knowledge is perceptual knowledge. 'The knowledge of fire'- this later 

knowledge is inference. Vatsyayana in his book 'Nyaya Bha$ya' 

describes inference in this way - 'Tatpurbakanumanam '. Here 

perception has been mentioned by the word 'Tat' Therefore it is said that 

inference always follows perception. 

The famous example of the inference of Naiyayikas is 'The hill is 

fiery as it has smoke' In this inference 'smoke' is probans. The probans 

is that by which something is inferred. Fire is inferred with the help 

of the probans named 'smoke' Fire is probandum. That which is inferred 

in the subject is probandum. Fire is probandum as it is inferred about 

fire. The place where fire is inferred is 'the hill'. 'The hill' is pak$a. The 

place where there is doubt about probandum is called pak$a. Because 

before inference there is doubt about fire which is the feature of the 
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probandum. So it follows that in the pak~a 'hill' is inferred the 

probandum 'fire' is inferred by the probans 'smoke'. Here there arises a 

question that we infer fire by perceiving 'smoke', but why do we not infer 

water? In response to this we may say that as smoke and fire always 

remain in the same place, we infer fire by perceiving smoke. That is as 

smoke and fire always reside in the same locus there is concomitance rule 

or the relation of universal concomitance between them. 

The etymoligical meaning of the word ' Vyiipti' is vyiipakatli or 

extensive¢ness. That is the concomitance relation resides in such two 

entities that one entity co-heres with another entity. In Tarkasarilgraha 

AnnambhaUa determines the nature of Vyiipti - The form of the 

concomitance relation has been shown by the statement 'where there is 

smoke there is fire', Here by the word 'smoke' probans has been 

indicated and by the word 'fire' Probandum has been indicated. For 

understanding all places of smoke the part 'where there is smoke' has 

been included. The part 'the rule of concomitance' is the defining 

characteristic of 'the concomitance relation'. 'Co-existence' - that too 

entities abide in the same locus is called 'Sahaciira' The relation of 

sahaciira is called concomitance. The word 'cocomitance' means co

location. The entities which abide in the same locus are co-related. The 

colour and smell of rose abide in the same locus. So in this case the 

colour and smell of rose are co located. The presence of concomitance is 

co-location. Thus 'wherever there is smoke there is fire' -the meaning 

of this sentence is, in the locus where smoke resides, fire also resides in 

that locus, that is there is coherence relation between smoke and fire. But 

only co herence is not called vyiipti. The rule of co-location is called 

vyiipti. By the word 'rule' is meant, the regular co-herence. 



In Tarkasamgraha Dfpikii Annarilbha~~a has explained the rule of 

concomitance as 'Hetusamiiniidhikara1}atyiintabhiiva 

pratiyogisiidhyasamii~Jiidhi Kara1}yam'. Simply it is said that probandum 

will be the non-negatum of the absolute absence which will be in the 

locus of probans. When there is no presence of a object with another 

object in any time, i.e. - past, present and future such type of absence is 

called absolute absence. As for example - there is not only the absence 

of colour in the air, but also there can not be colour in the air in any time. 

The absence of any object is the negatum of that object. As for example 

-the pot is the negatum of the absence of the pot. Where there is the 

absolute absence of any object, there can never be the negatum of that 

absolute absence. Now we shall notice whether the characteristic of 

Vyiipti which has been described is applicable to the valid inference or 

not. If the characteristic is not applicable to any valid inference, it will be 

meant that the characteristic is faulty. So to examine the characteristic it 

will be applied to any val;id inference. The characteristic will be applied 

in the case of famous inferential case. In this inference the probans is 

'smoke', probandum is 'fire' and the subject is 'hill'. The place where 

there is smoke is called the locus of smoke i.e., the locus of the probans. 

The locus of the probans 'smoke' is kitchen, field & the ritual platform 

etc. The absolute absence of the probandum which is in the locus of the 

probans can never be in that locus. The absolute absence of the fire can 

never be in the above mentioned substratum i.e., kitchen, field, ritual 

platform etc. In the locus of the probans 'smoke' there will be absolute 

absence of jar, pot etc. The negatum of the absolute absence of jar, pot is 

jar, pot. The non-negatum of the absolute absence of the jar, pot is the 

probandum 'fire' As the probandum 'fire' is different from jar, pot which 
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is negatum of the absolute absence which abides in the same locus as the 

probans, fire is the non-negatum of the absolute absence of jar, pot etc. 

The characteristic of Vyapti is considered as valid and also as faultless as 

the probandum 'fire' which is the non-negatum of the absolute absence 

abides in the same locus as the probans also abides in the same locus as 

the kitchen etc. Let us consider another inference. Let us apply this 

characteristic in the inferential case 'The hill has smoke as it has fire'. 

'Fire' is the probans in this inferential case. The locus of the probans 

'fire' in red hot ironball. As in the locus of probans 'fire' i.e. in the red 

hot iron ball there is absolute absence of the jar, pot etc., so also in the 

probandum 'fire' there is absolute absence. As in the locus of probans red 

hot iron ball, fire abides but not smoke, fire and smoke can not abide in 

the same locus. As in this context the probandum is 'smoke', the 

negatum of the absolute absence which abides in the locus of the probans 

is smoke. As in this inferential context the characteristic does not match, 

this inference has considered to be faulty. 

Only after establishing the concomitance relation between smoke 

and fire, we can not infer in this way - the hill has fire. At first after the 

observation of the concomitance relation between smoke and fire in the 

kitchen, ritual platform etc. and then the non observation of smoke in the 

place where there is no fire, the concomitance relation between smoke 

and fire is established. But if afterwords we do not perceive smoke in the 

hill and we do not affected by the impression which is due to the 

perception of the formerly acquired concomitance relation, such kind of 

memory can not be produced that smoke is pervaded by fire. So it is 

implied that after the perception of the probans in the subject, the 

rememberance of the concomitance relation between the probans and the 
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probandum is possible. Such kind of knowledge 'The hill has smoke' is 

called Palcyadharmatii Jfiana i.e. 'The subject (paksa), 'the hill' has a 

feature';. If the etymological meanting of the word Palcyadharmatii' is 

accepted, 'pa/cyasya dharmah Palcyadharmah, tasya bhavah 

pa/cyadharmatii' has derived from such sixth Tatpuru$a Samiisa and then 

for inner meaning the word 'pa/cyadharmatii has derived from the root 

word 'Tal'. Let us dicuss the nature of pa/cya before discussing 

Palcyadharmatii. Pa/cya is that where there is pa/cyatii. Literally the 

meaning of paksatii is the feature of Pa/cya or such a characteristic resides 

in the entity, for which the entity is called the pa/cya of that inference. 

Again we mean by pa/cya that entity about whom a probandum is 

certainly ascertained. To prove certainly that there is probandum, the 

entity should have capability of being pa/cya. The capability of being a 

pa/cya is dependent upon a particular situation. The etymological 

meaning of such a situation is called pa/cyatii without which the entity can 

not be a pa/cya of a inference. In Tarkasmngraha D'ipika Annambha!!a 

describes Palcyata- the siddhi that is accompanied by si$adhayi$ii i.e. the 

absence of the certainty of siidhya is called Palcyatii. In the pa/cya there is 

probandum, such kind of certainty is called siddhi. Generally no one can 

infer if there is the certainty of the probandum in the subject or the pa/cya. 

But inspite of the certainty of the probandum, if anyone desires to infer, 

then he can infer. So si$iidhayi$ii or desire to infer acts as a stimulant in 

case of the inference and being stimulant this si$iidhayi$ii helps to 

construct inference in spite of the presence of the siddhi as hindrance. 

But in case of the inference if there is siddhi, not si$iidhyai$ii, there can 

not be pa/cyatii in that case. So it is seen that the negation of the certainty 

of the probandum which is accompanied by the desire to infer is accepted 
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as the cause of the inference and that cause is called pa/cyatii. The subject 

or pa/cya which is accompanied by pa/cyatii is considered as pa/cya. In the 

above discussed example by the term 'the hill etc' is meant that subject or 

pak~a which is accompanied by Palcyatii. For this reason in 

Tarkasamgraha Annmizbhaf!a describes 'pa/cyadharmatii'as 'The hill has 

probans', That which is asraya or the seat of the vyiipti is called vyiipya. 

As for example - in the above mentioned example fire is invariably 

concomitant with smoke. So smoke is invariably concomitant with fire. 

The presence of the probans in the subject or Palcya is called 

palcyadharmatii. After observing the concomitance relation of smoke 

with fire in the places like courtyard, kitchen etc. accepting the invariable 

relation between smoke and fire, if smoke is perceived in the hill, then the 

knowledge 'Dhumah Parvata vr.(ti' i.e. mountainhood of the probans 

'smoke' is called pa/cyadharmatii. If that probans which is invariably 

related with the probandum is in the pa/cya, is called pa/cyadharmatii, In 

the knowledge of Palcyadharmatii the hill acts as vise~ya, smoke acts as 

prakara or vise~aQa of the hill and smokeness acts as prakara or vise~aQa 

of smoke. 

But a question arises when a person perceives smoke in the hill and 

he certainly knows that wherever there is smoke there is fire - from these 

two knowledge whether he can infer that there is fire in the hill. After 

perceiving smoke in the hill that person acquires the knowledge of 

Palcyadharmatii as 'ParvataQ. Dhiimavan' and he acquires the knowledge 

of invariable concomitance as 'VahnivyapyaQ. Dhiimal}.' after perceiving 

the invariable concomitance between smoke and fire. But these two 

knowledge being separate cause of the inference can not be able to 

produce this inference 'ParvataQ. Vahniman'. Because smoke is prakara 
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in the pak~adharmata knowledge 'Parvatal} Dhiimavan', and the hill is 

Vise~ya. Here only smoke is the object of this palgadharmatii jfiana, the 

invariable concomitance between smoke and fire is not the object of this 

Palcyadharmatii jfiana. The hill is not the object in the knowledge of the 

invariable concomitance 'Vahnivyapyal} Dhiima', only there is the 

relation of invariable concomitance of the smoke with the fire. As the 

knowledge of pa/cyadharmatii and the knowledge of vyiipti are 

completely separate, they can not produce this inferential knowledge 

'Parvatal} Vahniman'. The inferential knowledge will never be possible 

if there is no knowledge of invariable concomitance of that smoke with 

fire, i.e., the smoke by which fire is inferred in the hill. The inferential 

knowledge will never be possible unless there is the knowledge of the 

smoke which is in the hill is invariably concomitant with fire. Therefore 

third knowledge is to be admitted which is the addition of two knowledge 

i.e. pa/cyadharmata jfiiina and vyiipti jfiiina and the form of this 

knowledge is 'Vahnivyiipya Dhumaviin Parvatah' If Vyaptivisistatva as 

the adjective of Probans which is included in the knowledge of 

Palcyadharma~tii is the object, there arises visista jfiana called paramarsa. 

Except this Pariimarsa Jfiiina inference is not possible. Therefore 

Annambhaga expresses the characteristic of inference as 

'Pc;:ama~iijanyam Jfiiinam anumiti'. As the characteristic of inference is 
h A . 

expressed by inference, it is essential to understand the exact meaning of 

paramania. 
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Classification of Inference 

Many philosophers have classified inference into vanous classes m 

respect of their point of view. 

Sage Gautama has described inference into three subdivisions - i.e. 

(1) Piirvavat (ii) Se$avat and (iii) SG,L1niinyatodr$.ta. Commentator 

Vatsyayana has described these three kinds of inferences in two kinds of 

interpretations. 

In the first interpretation of the commentator the meaning of the 

word 'Purva' is a cause and the meaning ofthe word 'Se$a' is the effect. 

As iQ the sequence of the cause and the effect, the cause occurs former 

and the effect occurs later, so the word 'purva' is applied in the meaning 

of the cause and the word 'se$a' is applied in the meaning of the effect. 

'Purvam vidyate yatra' that is piirvavat inference is that inference where 

the cause exists as probans. According to such etymological meaning this 

inference is the inference due to cause. In this case the effect is inferred 

by means of the cause. As for example by perceiving the cause i.e. dark 

cloud in the sky we can infer its effect i.e. future rain, According to the 

second interpretation of the commentator this inference is - in the case of 

the perception of the concomitance relation in the way the two entities are 

perceived, between these two in another place for perceiving the same 

kind of entities like formerly seen probans is inferred the same kind of 

entities like forme}y seen probandum, that inference is purvavat 

anumiina. The word 'Purvavat' has come from the word 'Purva' which 

has derived from 'Vati' The meaning of this word is similar to Purva. 

The famous example of it is - 'Yathii dhumeniigniriti'. Earlier in the 



kitchen by percetvmg the co-existence between smoke and fire, we 

perceive the concomitance relation between smoke and fire. Afterwords 

in the hill by perceiving the same kind of smoke which was like formerly 

seen smoke, same kind of unperceived fire which was like formerly seen 

fire was inferred. 'Se~o vidyate yatra' that is se$ovat inference is that 

inference in which effect exists as proban~. From this etymological 

meaning this inference is effect based on inference. In the context of this 

inference the inferential knowledge of that pervaded cause is acquire! by 

the knowledge of the particular effect. By perceiving the effect i.e. the 

swift muddy flooded water of a rain, we infer its cause i.e. the past rain. 

Another interpretation of this inference "Se~avanniima Parisesal]" 

'Sisyate avisisyate' - according to such etymological meaning the entity 

which is residual is meant by the word 'Se~a' '' Se$0 'sti yasya 

Pratipadyatayii' that is residual entity is implied by anumiina pramiina. 

The inference by which interential knowledge is acquired about residual 

entity is called Se$avat inference. A person clarifies with argument that 

sound is quality. Among six entities i.e., substance, quality, particular 

and inherence, universal and action, sound is not universal, particular and 

inherence. Because that three entities are not eternal, but the sound is 

non-eternal. So in the next step such kind of doubt arises whether sound 

is substance or quality or action. But by such kind of inference i.e., 

'sound is not substance, as it is inherent in substance', it is ascertained 

that sound is not substance. Because non-eternal substances have 

component and they inhere in the more than one substance with 

component. But only sound inheres in the substance called akiisa. So 

sound is not substance. In the next step by the inference 'sound is not 

action' from the production of the same class it is determined that the 
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sound is not action. Because in the next moment of the production of the 

sound, that sound produce another sound of the similar class. Because if 

a action is produced in a substance, in the next moment that action has a 

division from other substance. So only action is meant for division and 

that which is not meant for division, has no characteristics of action. So 

in action there is no production-hood of the same class. Only substance 

and quality is the producer of the same class. In this way if in the sound 

substancehood and actionhood is fulfilled, qualityhood is the residual 

entity. So the qualityhood of the sound is proved. The proof of 

qualityhood is the inference about the residual entity i.e. qualityhood. In 

this case Se~avat inference is that inferential means which proves that 

residual entiy. 

In the case of inference where inferential entity is not liable to the 

ordinary perception, so it is not possible to perceive invariable 

concomitance with any other entity. In that case the inference of the 

unperceived entity is possible by perceiving the relation of the invariable 

concomitance of any object with any other object - this kind of inferential 

means is siimiinyatodrsta anumiina. As for example the movement of the . ~. 
sun is unable to see in the ordinary perception. So its concomitance 

relation with any other entity is not possible to perceive in the ordinary 

perception. But because of this movement the object which is seen in one 

place is also seen in another place. Thus because of the perception of the 

in-general invariable concomitance inferential knowledge of the 

movement of the unperceived sun is acquired, as in the morning the sun is 

seen at one place, but at the afternoon the sum is seen at another place. 

According to the second interpretation Siimiinyatodr~ta anumiina is 

opposite to Purvavat anumiina. Because in Purvavat inference formerly 
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at any place the relationship of pervaded-pervader between probans and 

probandum is perceived. But in the case where that kind of relation 

between Probans and probandum is not liable to ordinary perception, in 

that case the probandum is solved by the Siimiinyatodr$.ta inference. The 

inference of the qualities like wish etc. is the example of such kind of 

inference. Besides body etc. soul is not liable to ordinary perception. 

Though the qualities like wish etc. are the object of the internal 

perception, it is not possible to perceive the relation of the invariable 

concomitance of that soul with those qualities, because soul is that in 

which the qualities like wish etc. are acquired - to ascertain such kind of 

invariable concomitance there is no illustration that is proved by 

perception. But whatever is the quality it subsists in the substance itself, 

as for example colour etc. quality - in this way the relation of the 

invariable concomitance of in-general category like quality with 

dravyiistrita-ness is established. Because the fact that quality like colour. 

subsists in the substance is perceived by the external sense organ. As in -

general invariable concomitance relation is established, so it is proved 

that wish etc. qualities persist in the substance i.e., category like 

substance is the substratum of the qualities like wish etc. As a result of 

this, additional substance called soul is proved. 

But according to Uddyatakara and Vacaspati Misra soul is not 

proved by Siimiinyatod[$.1a inference because soul is not the object of the 

inference. But whatever is quality persists in the substance- in such a 

way as the invariable concomitance of the quality like category with 

Dravyiisritva is ascertained, quality like wish etc persist in the substance 

is proved by the Siimiinyatodr$.ta inference. After that wish etc. quality 

does not persist in the body, in the sens~~ - this is proved by 
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inferential means, at last other than body etc. quality like wish persists in 

the substance, i.e., soul is the quality of that additional substance - it is 

proved by se~avat inference. First of all the inference that proves that the 

substance is the substratum of the qualities like wish etc. is called 

Se$avat. 

In reference to this it is mentioned that Siimkhya Philosophers also 

has divided inference into three classes - as for example - Purvavat, 

Se$avat and Siimiinyatodr$.ta inference. According to the old Samkhya 

Philosopher Purvavat inference is analogical inference. The word 

'Purvavat has composed by adding Pratyaya 'Vatic' 'Vatic' is analogical 

Pratyaya. We have seen that from dark cloud the rain falls. At present 

the clouds have gathered as before. So it will be rain. This kind of 

inference is purvavat. In case of Sesavat inference we know a small part 

of the large and we infer that the residual part like small part contains the 

same quality. As for example - tasting a small amount of water with the 

help of tongue we know that the sea water is salty and with the help of 

Se$avat inference we come to know that the remaining part of the sea

water is salty. Imperceivable movement is inferred by Siimiinyatodr$(a 

inference. As for example - a person named Rama from one country 

goes to another country. Perceiving Rama in another country we can 

realize that he has movement. We can not perceive the movement of 

Rama with the help of eye. We cannot perceive the movement of the 

stars and the moon though we can notice their displacement from one 

place to another. We infer their movement by the probans i.e. the 

displacement in one place from another place. Though there is the 

difference between the movement of Rama and the movement of the 

moon and the sun, the movement has some universal feature. We are 
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infering the movement of the moon and the stars on the basis of the 

universal feature called movement. For this reason such kind of inference 

is siimiinyatodrsta inference. 

Vacaspati Misra has divided inference into two subcla;es - Vita ,.. 

amlumifza and A vita anumana. This subdivision of inference has made 

on the basis of the method of determining the invariable concomitance. 

The invariable concomitance is determined on the basis of the agreement 

and the difference. That inference where the invariable concomitance is 

determined on the basis of the agreement, and the inference which is 

meant for positive object is called vita anumiina. As for example- 'The 

hill has fire as it has smoke'. This kind of inference is inclined to find out 

the probandum on the basis of the invariable concomitance based on the 

agreement AvTta anumiina is that where the invariable concominance is 

based on the difference. This kind of inference is engaged in finding out 

the Probandum on the basis of the invariable concomitance based on the 

difference. In spite of being implemented, it prohibits i.e. 'there is 

nothing' -such kind of absence is implied by it. In one word it is said that 

vita anumiina is the knowledge of the invariable concomitance which is 

for the knowledge of the concomitance relation based on the agreement 

and avita anumana is the knowledge of the invariable concomitance 

which is for the knowledge of the concomitance relation based on the 

difference. In the commentatory of Vatsyayana that Se~avat inference 

which has been mentioned is this Avtta Anumiina. In Sesavat anumiina 

that which remains residual, is the content of the inference. As the 

content of this inference is residual, this inference is called Se$avat. In 

course of describing this inference Vacaspati Misra has quoted this very 

famous line - "Pr~akta - Pratisedheanyatra prasangashisyamane 
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sampratyaya Pariseshesah iti'. Tattvakaumadi, Sa.Ka. 5., quote 

Nyiiyabhiisya - 1.1.5. By negating these categories which have 

probability and by not considering those which have no probability, the 

category which remains residual is called Parise$a. If we descube the 

famous example of Nyiiyadarsiina, the matter will be clarified 'Whether 

sound is substance or quality, or action'- in what category sound will be 

included - that is the considerable matter. Sound is existent and non 

eternal. For this reason the probability of being sound is less in the case 

of negation, generality, particularity and inherence as negation is non

existent. Though eternal generality, particularity and inherence are 

existent. By not considering the categories like generality, particularity 

and inherence, we will consider whether sound is substance, or quality or 

action. We think greatly that these categories have the probability. If we 

prove that sound is not substance and action, quality will remain residual. 

Sound is creative category. If sound is substance, it will be avayavf. If it 

is avayavf, it will be inherent in many constituents. But more than one 

constituent of the sound is not seen. So sound is not substance. Whether 

sound is action. Action is not originated from another action. But sound 

is produced from another sound. So sound can not be action. So sound is 

quality. Substance and quality have the probability of being sound, 

generality and particularity etc. have no probability of being sound. In 

the former said manner sound will not be probable substance and action 

and it will not be improbable generality and particularity. At last there 

will remain quality. Thus inclusion of sound in quality will be proved by 

Se$avat inference. 

To make Avfta inference understand Vacaspati Misra has quoted 

the example of Vattt~yan4_s inference which proves qualityness of sound. 



But in his book called 'Tiitparyatfka ', Vacaspati Misra has pointed out 

that the example given by Vat~~ana is not well reputed. Because in the 

case of A vita Anumiina the knowledge of the invariable concomitance is 

established on the basis of the method of difference. But in the inference 

of the proof of the qualityness of the sound, the knowledge of the 

invariable concomitance is established by the method of the agreement 

and the difference. So according to him the proof of the soul as the 

substratum of the wish etc quality is the consistent example of the Se$avat 

Inference. 

Vita inference has been divided into two parts - as for example ( 1) 

Purvavat and (2) Siimiinyatodr$.ta. The meaning of the word 'Purvavat' 

is related to purva. Here the meaning of the word 'Purva ' is famous. 

Vacaspatt Misra has given the meaning of the word 'Piirvavat' is related 

to purva. Here the meaning of the word 'Purva ' is famous. He has given 

the meaning that we formerly perceive the particulars of that universal 

which is inferred. Let us take a famous inferential case i.e., 'The hill has 

fire as it has smoke'. In this cave we do not infer the particular fire, we 

infer the universal 'fiireness' Because only particular is perceivable. 

Formerly many times we have seen the particular 'fire' in the kitchen. 

The universal 'fireness' is existent in this particular 'fire' also. Therefore 

the particular individual (Svala/cya1Ja) of that universal which we are 

inferring, has been seen before. To make this matter understand the 

meanmg of the word 'famous' has been stated 'Dr$.ta 

Svala/cya1Jasiimiinyam'. Dr$.tam Svala/cya1Jam yasya Samanyasyii - i.e. 

that Svala/cya1Ja of the universal which is the object of the perception, if 

we take another svalaka~al}.a of that universal as probandum (sadhya) 

there will be Piirvavat inference, here fire is a universal entity. The 
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particular fire is svala~af).a. As before this inference the svalalcyqna of 

that fire i.e., only individual fire has been perceived, the inference 'the 

hill has fire as it has smoke' has been stated Purvavat. As a result of this 

the fire in the hill is inferred. The probandum which is the object of the 

knowledge of the invariable concomitance, that type of the inference 

which is related to the probandum is called purvavat. 

Second kind of Vita inference or Siimiinyatodr$.ta IS adrsya 

svala/cyal)a Siimiinyavi$ayaka. Svala/cyal)a of that generality has not been 

perceived before, but Svala/cyal)a of generality which is pervaded by that 

generality is perceived, the inference where that generality is the object is 

called Siimiinyatodr$.ta inference. Let us clear the point with the help of a 

example - 'Rupajiiiinam Siikiiral)akam Kriyiitviit Chidiidikriyiivat' - if 

we analyse this example we came to know that the knowledge of the 

colour is the action of the internal sense organ. So there is the instrument 

of that action. As for example there is the instrument of the action of the 

cutting. The axe is the instrument of the action of the cutting. In this 

case there is inference of that generality which is the form of 

instrumenthood. The particular axe etc. entities of that generality is 

perceived by us. We infer that instrumenthood generality of the 

instrument of the action of the colour etc. The particular sense organ of 

that instrumenthood is never perceived. At all times sense organ Is 

imperceivable entity. But instrumenthood is the generality which Is 

pervaded by sense organhood generality, The axe etc. is Svalak$a1Ja of 

generality which is pervaded by this instrumenthood. This kind of 

inference is called siimiinyatodr$.ta as axe etc Svala/cyal)a is perceived and 

the particular sense organ which is Svala/cya1Ja of the sense organhood 

generality is not perceived. In this inferential case the concomitance 
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relation has been established between the action of cutting and the 

intrumenthood. But by this inference the senseorgan is established. In 

the hill to establish fire in the case of the concomitance relation as 

particular fire is the object, likewise particular senseorgan is not the 

object in the case of the accepted concomitance relation to establish the 

senseorgan as the instrument of the knowledge of the colour etc. But the 

axe etc. is the object. This axe etc is not sval/cya!Ja of the probandum of 

that inference. So in the knowledge of the colour etc. as instrumenthood 

is established, this inference is called samanyatodr$.ta as before inferring 

Svalak~ai}.a of such kind of instrument is not perceived. Though there is 

similarity between samanyatodr$.ta with Purvavat, there is dissimilarity 

between them. The similarity between them is that both inference is 

caused by the knowledge of the invariable concomitance which is due to 

agreement Yet in the case of Samanyotodr$.ta we infer that generality of 

which the particular individual can not perceive before. In some cases 

that particular individual can be imperceivable object. But in the case of 

Purvavat the particular individual of the inferrable generality is perceived 

before. 

The neo-logicians has divided inference m two parts - the 

inference for oneself and the inference for others. This kind of division 

of the inference has done on the basis of the utility which the inference 

serves. That inference is called Svarthanumana by which the person can 

infer his own probandum. In the term 'Svartha', by the term 'artha' is 

meant utility. Then the meaning the term 'Svartha' is 'done for serving 

any utility of own'. Again by 'utility' it is meant the removal of the 

doubt which we have about the probandum. Thus according to the 

etymological meaning, the meaning of the term 'Sviirthiinumana' is -
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Sviirthiinumiina is that inference from which one's own purpose is 

served, that is the doubt about probandum which arises in one's mind is 

removed. As for example it is said that when any person who has the 

knowledge of the perceiving the concomitance relation between smoke 

and fire in the places like kitchen etc, goes to any hill and perceives the 

smoke emerging from the hill, then doubt arises in mind that there may be 

fire in the hill. Then that person remembers that there is constant 

concomitance relation between smoke and fire i.e. he remembers this 

kind of invariable concomitance relation - 'wherever there is smoke there 

is fire'. Then he acquires this kind of certain knowledge i.e. 'This hill has 

smoke which has invariable concomitance with fire'. At last from this 

certain knowledge he infers 'The hill has fire'. 

In the case of Pariirthiinumiina the meaning of the term 'artha ' is 

utility. In the case of this inference the utility is for the purpose of any 

other person. Pariirthiil)umiina is that inference by which another person 

can acquire the knowledge of the inferrable entity. In this case of the 

inference at first any person infers for his own purpose and then to make 

it understand another person he applies five membered statement. After 

perceiving smoke any person by himself infers fire in the hill and then if 

he makes it to convince another person, he has to apply those five 

statements i.e. - (i) The hill has fire (ii) Because it has smoke (iii) 

Whatever has smoke has fire e.g. Kitchen (iv) This hill has smoke which 

is invariably associated with fire (v) Therefore this hill has fire. These 

five statements are called Nyaya and its part statements are called 

Avayava The five statements Pratijfiii, Hetu, Udiihiirana, Upanaya and 

nigamana are called Paiiciivayava. 
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.... 
Among these five 'The hill has fire' is Pratijnii. This statement 

describes the proposed conclusion to other person. By this statement it is 

meant that a particular probandum (siidhya) is in the particular subject 

(Palcya ). In the case of any inference it is ascertained that there is a 

particular probandum (siidhya) in a particular subject (palcya). But we 

have to take probandum (siidhya) by limiting the limitor of sadhyata and 

in the same way we have to take subject (Palcya) by limiting the limitor of 

Pa/cyatii. As for example, the statement - 'The hill has fire' is called 

pratijiiii. In this case 'the hill' is subject (Palcya), 'the fire' is the 

probandum (siidhya ). The limitor of Paksatii is mountainhood and the 

limitor of sadhyata is firehood. Then from this 'Pratijfia there will be 

knowledge that the hill which is limited by mountainhood there is smoke 

which is limited by smokehood. In this way in all inferential cases that 

statement is called Pratijiiii in which there acquires knowledge between 

siidhya (Probandum) which is limited by that limitor of sadhyatii and the 

subject (palcya) which is limited by that limitor of Pak$atii. The 

statement called Pratijiiii is essential for the knowledge of 

Palcyadharmatii. 

Hetuviikya is the statement by which it is said that 'In the subject 

(Palcya) there is probandum (siidhya). 'Dhumavattviit'- such type of 

statement is Hetuviikya. After Pratijiiii there is the application of 

Hetuviikya. The main task of this statement is to express the proposed 

probans of inference to other. In Sanskrit there is fifth case ending at the 

end of such statement. There may be hetuviikya if it is said 'dhumiit' 

instead of dhumavattviit. 
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The Statement 'Udiiharal)a' exemplifies Vyapti or the rule of the 

invariable concomitance i.e., Udiihara7Ja is that statement which implies 

the invariable concomitance of probans (Hetu) with Probandum (siidhya) 

or the invariable concomitance of the absence of the probandum (siidhya) 

with the absence,. of the probans (hetu). In this statement the rule of the 

invariable concomitance or Vyiipti is mentioned with example. 'wherever 

there is smoke there is fire', as for example kitchen' or 'wherever there is 

no fire there is no smoke' as for example lake'- such type of statement is 

Udiiharal)a. Here in the first statement the relation of the invariable 

concomitance has been established by the example of the Kitchen and in 

the second statement by the example of lake, the relation of the invariable 

concomitance has been established between the absence of fire with the 

absence of smoke. In the Nilakanthi commentary it has been said that 

where there is real probans (hetu), there remains Probandum (siidhya) 

which is invariably connected with real probans - that statement from 

which such kind of knowledge yields, is called UdaharaQ.a. Simply this 

statement apprehends another person about the knowledge of the 

invariable concomitance that except the knowledge of the invariable 

concomitance no one can prove the existence of the probandum (siidhya) 

in the subject (palcya) in any inference. Udiihara1Ja is essential for 

producing the knowledge of the invariable conconmitance. 

By the fourth statement called upanaya is meant that the probans is 

characterized by the invariable concomitance. By this statement the 

relation is established between the probans which is characterized with 

the invariable concomitance and the subject (Palcya). It has been said in 

the c~hlentai.fry of Nllakan.thi- 'that which is qualified by the limitor of 

Palcyatii, there is Probans which is invariably concomitant with real 
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Probandum (sadhya). As the example of Upanaya it is said that- 'This 

hill has smoke'. By the term 'A yam' which is included in this statement 

is meant the hill which is qualified by the limitor 'hill-hood', and by the 

term 'Dhumavan ' is meant that smoke which is invariably concomitant 

with real Probandum (sadhya) (i.e. fire) is in that subject (Palcya). 

Though there yields the knowledge of probans (hetu) from hetuvakya, 

that probans is invariably connected with probandum - such kind of 

knowledge arises from Upanaya. 

In parlirthiinumana fifth statement i.e. nigamana establishes 

the existence of Probandum in the subject (Palcya) on the support of 

probans which is characterized by the Palcyadharmata in what is Vyapti

Visi$.ta. 'This hill has fire' - such type of statement is the instance of 

Nigamana Viikya. By this statement it is meant that the subject has the 

probans and the probandum. In the subject (palcya) the relation of 

probandum is apprehended on the perspective of the relation of that kind 

of probans. The function of Nigamana Vakya is to convey other person 

the fact that the 'Probans' adduced for the proposed probandum is free 

from faults like 'badha', 'satpratipak~a' etc. So it is to be accepted as 

granted. The utility of Nigamana Viikya is to imply uncontradictoriness 

and non-countemess. 

In this way in case of Parzj(hanumiina we observe that on one harld' 

there is no irrelevant statement, on the otherhand, each statement l~t:'' 

pratijfia etc. has its own utility. 

But according to Mimamsakas for emerging certain !mowledge 
'• 

probandum to other person's mind these three -~tltYI:lS..:;:i::tdther 



hetu and udiihara11a or udliharana, upanaya and nigamana are sufficient. 

According to them there is necessity of Pratijiiii viikya to mention 

specially the conclusion. They admit the necessity of Udiihara1Ja and 

Hetuviikya for the knowledge of Vyiipti and Palcyadharmatii The 
-Mimamsakas think that three avayavas admitted by them are able to serve 

the necessity. But Naiyayika criticizes the opinion of the Mimamsakas 

and says that when Pararthanumana is constituted only by three avayavas 

viz. pratijfia, hetu and udaharana, there lies the possibility of the faults 

like Satpratipalcya and Biidha. Besides, there is necessity of admitting 

the fourth statement called Upanaya because the remembrance of the 

knowledge of the invariable concomitance between fire and smoke and 

the perception of smoke in the hill - these two separate knowledge in the 

hearer's mind can never emerge the inference of fire in the hill. So 

combining those two separate knowledge, such kind of Knowledge of 

pariimarsa i.e., "Vahni vyiipya dhumanayam parvatah" has necessity. 

In the case of pariirthiinumiina all the persons who will have 

inferential knowledge, their own Pariimarsa is the special means of their 

inference. Because the person who acquires inferential knowledge has 

linga Pariimarsa. Here a question arises, how Pariirthiinumiina i.e. 

paiiciivayava viikya can be said the special means of inference of another 

person, In reply to this it has been said in the Nilkanthz commentary that 

though lil)ga pariimarsa of other person is the special means of their 

inference, yet in figurative meaning paiiciivyava viikya is said to be 

pariirthiinumiina. Such kind of figure is possible as paiiciivayava viikya 

is the inducer of linga Pariimarsa of other person. That is 

pariirthiinumiina itself is not the special means of inference of other 

person, that mark or probans which is implied from it, from that lirga or 
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mark the knowledge of li[lga paramarsa of other person emerges and 

from that Hrzga paramarsa other person can infer. 

Another classification of inference has been done by Naiyayikas. 

Anumiina has been divided into three classes as it is based on the nature 

of Vyiipti and on the different methods of establishing it - as for example 

- Anvaya-vyatireki, kevaianvayi and kevala-vyatireki. 

Anwa-vyatireki inference is that inference where the Vyiipti 

between the middle term and the major term in respect of presence and 

absence. The famous example of this inference is - The hill has fire as it 

has smoke'. In this inference 'hill' is the inferential subject (Palcya), fire 

is Probandum (siidhya) and smoke is Probans (hetu). Here the two types 

of the rule of concomitance is involved is anvaya-vyiipti and vyatireki

vyiipti anvaya-vyiipti or the rule of invariable concomitance based on 

agreement is the knowledge of the invariable concomitance which 

emerges from the fact that the probans (hetu) and the probandum 

(siidhya) exist in the same locus. In this case the relevant concomitance

rule in agreement would have the form 'Wherever there is smoke there is 

fire'. This knowledge of the rule of invariable concomitance is based on 

supporting instances like 'kitchen', 'cow-shed' etc. where smoke is 

found associated with fire. As there is no instance to the contrary 

showing the presence of 'smoke' and yet not of 'fire, the rule of 

invariable concomitance is taken to be unexceptionable. Here the 

instances supporting the rule of invariable concomitance are those of 

agreement in presence. Besides this inference depends on another kind of 

the knowledge of the rule of the invariable concomitance - i.e. Vyatireka 

Vyiiptijiiana. Vyatireka Vyiipti is that knowledge of the rule of the 
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invariable concomitance which anses from the knowledge of the 

agreement in absence. In this inference the form of the knowledge of the 

rule of the invariable concomitance is 'wherever there is no fire, there is 

no smoke'. We find that in instances like a pond, a river, a sea etc, there 

is absence of 'fire' as well as 'smoke'. The negative concomitance of 

'smoke' and 'fire' is supported by the negative instances like lake, river, 

sea etc. 

Kevaliinvayi inference is that inference which is involved in a rule 

of concomitance through knowledge only of agreement in presence. Let 

us take one example of Kevaliinvayi inference. 'The pot is nameable 

because it is knowable'. In this inference 'Pot' is inferential subject 

(palcya), 'Nameability' is Probandum (siidhya) and 'knowability' is the 

Probans (hetu). The meaning of the term 'Nameability' is the entity 

which is apprehended by the power of 'name'. That meaning is said to be 

nameability what is meant by the name or power of any term. All objects 

are nameable because in this world there is no such object which is not 

known by the name of any term. The meaning of the term 'Prameyii' is 

the object of Pramii or valid knowledge. In the world all the entities are 

the object of knowledge. Though each and every object is not knowable 

to common people, all objects are knowable to God. As all objects are 

knowable, knowability exists in everywhere. In this inference the 

relevant concomitance rule would have the form 'wherever there is 

knowability, there is nameability'. This rule is based on supporting 

instances like 'table', 'chair' etc. which are both knowable and 

nameable. As the two features 'knowability' and 'nameability' are found 

in some supporting instances and as there is no instance to the contrary 

showing that something is the object of knowledge without being 
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'nameable', the rule of invariable concomitance IS to be taken as 

unexeceptionable. 'Wherever there is absence of knowability, there is 

absence of nameability' - such type of the concomitance rule through 

agreement in absence is not found. It is not possible to have instances of 

agreement in absence (Vyatireka) in support of the relevant vyapti i.e. it is 

not possible to be found 'the absence of nameability' as well as 'the 

absence of knowability'. In the case of the Kevaliinvayi inference the 

relevant rule of concomitance is established only by instances agreement 

in presence (anvaya). 

Kevala vyatireki inference is that inference which is involved in the 

rule of concomitance through knowledge only of agreement in absence 

and where there can be no concomitance rule through agreement in 

presence. Let us take an example of kevala-vyatereki inference- 'Earth 

differs from other things, because it is endowed with smell; what does not 

differ from other things' is not endowed with smell, as for instance, water 

in this inference 'Earth' is the inferential subject 'difference from other 

things' is the probandum (siidhya) 'being endowed with smell' is the 

probans (hetu). By 'other things' which is included in the probandum is 

meant 'things other than the inferential subject, Earth'. In this inference 

it is not possible to have any concomitance rule through agreement in 

presence like 'whatever is endowed with smell is different from others 

things'. Because it is impossible to get any instance of agreement in 

presence which is required for such a concontitance rule through 

agreement in presence. Since every specimen of earth is the subject of 

this inference, there is no instance of agreement in presence which is 

required for such a concomitance rule through agreement in presence. 

The supporting instances for this rule of concomitance would then be all 
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specimens of Earth, for it is only earthy things that can have smell. So 

the rule must then be only of negative concomitance based only on 

instances of agreement in absence and will be of the form 'whatever is 

not different from other things is not endowed with smell''. As the 

phrase 'other things' in the probandum means 'things other than the 

inferential subject earth' it is easy to establish this rule of concomitance. 

As for example water, Tejas are things other than Earth, they are 'not 

different from other things and they are 'not endowed with smell'. As 

there is no instance to the contrary showing that something is 'not 

different from other things' and is yet 'endowed with smell'. So the rule 

of concomitance on which the Kevala vyatireki inference is based, should 

be taken to be unexceptionable. 

In Tarkasamgraha Dipika AnnarilbhaUa has giVen a special 

discussion on Kevala. vyatireki inference and has presented a dilemma. 

In the kevala vyatireki inference under discussion the inferential subject 

(palcya) is 'earth', 'the' difference from other things' is the probandum 

(siidhya). Now the probandum called 'difference from other things' has 

been mentioned is either (i) known or (ii) unknown. If the probandum in 

question is known then there would no rule of concomitance through 

agreement in absence. Because in the locus where the probandum 'the 

difference from other things, is known, if the probans (hetu) 'being 

endowed with smell' is also present there, then it may be the rule of 

concomitance through agreement in presence. If the probans 'being 

endowed with smell' is not present in an instance where the probandum 

'difference from other things' is also present, then as the probans is not 

present either in sapa/cya or in vipa/cya, there would be the fallacy called 

asadharaQ.a. On the other hand, if the probandum 'difference from other 



things' is unknown, i.e., not formerly known, then there will be no 

knowledge of probandum (siidhya), i.e., inferential knowledge will not be 

possible. The knowledge of the absence of the probandum must be 

dependent on the knowledge of the invariable rule of concomitance 

through agreement in absence and the knowledge of the probandum is 

dependent on the knowledge of the absence of the probandum. If there is 

no knowledge of the probandum, if the probandum is unknown, then 

there can be no knowledge of the rule of the concomitance through 

agreement in absence. 

In reply to such criticism m the commentary Dipika 

Annarilbhatta has said that if by 'difference from other things' is meant 

'difference in general from other things' then such kind of objection can 

be done. He points out that the difficulties mentioned in the dilemmatic 

objection do not arise at all if 'difference from other things' is taken to 

mean not 'difference in general from other things 'but 'difference m 

particular from other things'. In Nilakan~ha's language, what IS 

predicated in the instance of 'Kevala vyiitirekl, inference is not difference 

in general from others things but the totality of the several particular 

differences viz, 'difference from water', 'difference of tejas', 'difference 

from air' and so on. (Prthivz tara-siimiinyabhedah na siidhyate, api tu 

jaladi-bheda kU,tah siid~ate - Nilakamha' s commentary - Page - 1 06), 

So 'difference from other things', can not be known in other places. So 

there will not be concomitance rule through agreement in presence. 

Where there is no probans 'being endowed with smell', there will not be 

uncommon in the known 'difference from other things', as by the term 

'difference from other things' is meant 'things other than earth'. The 

number of the things which is meant as the things other than earth has 
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mentioned. The earth is different from thirteen differences collectively -

i.e. the earth is different from eight substances - water, tejas, air, iikasa, 

space, time, soul and mind and from five categories like quality, action, 

generality, particularity and inherence. The meaning of the term 'the 

difference from other things' is the collection of the reciprocal absence or 

the difference from one entity from another among thirteen differences 

like water etc. Water is different from fire, fire is different from air, in 

this way among all these differences locus of every difference will be 

known. So 'the difference from other things' will not be unknown. So 

there will not be the fallacy of having the concomitance rule through 

agreement in absence. 

Knowledge is a kind of lamp by which the nature of an object is 

revealed. According to the Naiyayikas, cognition or Buddhi is of the two 

types : presentative cognition (anubhava) and recollection (smrti). 1 A 

presentative cognition may be valid (yathiirtha) and invalid (ayathiirtha). 

A valid presentative cognition which is called Pramii is of four types : 

Pratya~a, Anumiti, Upamiti and Siibda. The uncommon causes (KarmJa) 

of these four types of knowledge are called perception (Pratya/cya), 

inference (Amumiina) comparison (Upamiina) and verbal testimony 

(Sabda) and they are special sources of attaining valid knowledge 

(Pramiinas/. 

Perception Is the knowledge which anses out of the contact 

(sannikar~a) of the sense organs (indriya) with objects (artha). This 

knowledge will be indescribable ( avyapadesya) i.e. indeterminate 

(nirvikalpaka) non-deviated (avyabhiciiri) definite (vyavasayatmakam) 

i.e. determinate (Savikalpaka). This definition of perception given by 
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older logicians has been rejected by Gangesa, as it does not cover God's 

perception. According to Gangesa, perception is the knowledge of which 

the knowledge is not the uncommon cause having operative process 

(Karm;a/ The perceptual knowledge of an object is independent in the 

sense that it does not depend on the knowledge of other objects and hence 

it is immediate (but not mediate). 

Generally, what a man apprehends with the help of his sense

organs must be true if, of course, there is no defect (in perception). No 

man questions about the truth of the cognition which is attained through 

sense-organs unless anything contradictory to it is found. 

Perception is the basis of all kinds of knowledge. Without taking 

recourse to perception other sources of valid knowledge i.e. inference, 

comparison and verbal testimony are not possible. 

Utility of Inference in our daily life 

Inference consists in making an assertion about an object on the 

strength of the knowledge of the probans which is invariably connected 

with it. The word 'anumana' literally means the cognition which follows 

from other knowledge. Here the prefix 'anu' means 'after' and 'mana' 

means 'knowledge.' From this literal meaning it follows that the 

perceptual knowledge of the probans gives rise to the inferential 

knowledge. One can infer the existence of fire, for example, after 

perceiving the smoke which has got an uninterrupted connection with the 
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surface of the mountain. The knowledge of invariable concomitance 

(vyapti) is the key for having inferential knowledge. This knowledge of 

vyapti is not possible without the help of perception. Vyapti is nothing 

but an invariable co-existence between probans and probandum 4 The 

knowledge of the probandum as related to the subject of inference (pak~a) 

depends on the previous knowledge of the probans as related to the 

subject and at the same time as invariably related to the probandum. One 

can infer fire on the mountain by virtue of the fact that one perceives 

smoke on it and has observed it as invariably accompanied by fire. In 

both the cases the necessity of perception cannot be denied. 

Perception and inference are equally important sources of valid 

knowledge. Perception is independent in respect of the knowledge of 

other objects while inference is dependent on the previous knowledge. 

Perception can reveal those objects that are within the range of our sense

organs, i.e. it can give us the knowledge of the present objects that are 

within the reach of our sense-organs in a normal way.5 But inference can 

give the knowledge of those objects that are not connected with the sense-

organs. 

Though perception IS the fundamental basis of all kinds of 

knowledge yet inference is by far the important source of knowledge in 

our everyday life. The inference has got a prominent role in our society. 

Hence, inference as a special source of valid knowledge (Pramaf)a) is 

accepted by the philosophers of all schools of Indian Philosophy with the 

single exception of the materialistic school (the Carvaka school). But it 

should be clearly borne in mind that the philosophers of the Carvaka 

school also do not deny the existence of inference as such. They only 



hold that inference cannot be accepted as a special source of valid 

knowledge or PramiuJa. There can at most be the knowledge of 

probability through inference, but not definite valid knowledge6 So the 

dispute with Carvakas in regard to inference is limited only to the 

question of its having the nature of the special source of valid knowledge 

or otherwise. The Ciirviikas hold that inference by virtue of having the 

capacity of producing the knowledge of probability cannot produce 

definite valid knowledge. 

The philosophers of other schools theist or atheist, strongly oppose 

the standpoint of Ciirviikas that inference has got no capacity to produce 

definite valid knowledge. The idea behind the strong opposition is that 

inference has got tremendous utility in our day to day life, and unless it 

can produce definite valid knowledge, it cannot satisfactorily be an 

instrument to serve us in meeting the diverse needs of our life. 

It is, of course, to be concluded, they say, that though the 

knowledge of probability also can serve us to a certain extent to meet the 

requirements of our life, particularly in respect of guiding us in the field 

of activity yet it can never serve our purpose in every respect and in all 

cases. Definite valid knowledge of a particular object alone can guide us 

invariably towards action, and this definite valid knowledge can certainly 

be produced by inference in most of the cases. 

In a society the help of an inference is taken almost in every step, 

but generally we are unaware of the fact that we are inferring some 

objects. In most of the cases inference is drawn spontaneously. Illiterate 

persons are found to be guided by inference, not to speak of the literate. 
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Cultivators are seen to infer some object after seeing some sign or mark 

(liriga). The Naiyayikas are of the opinion that even a child also infers. 7 

A child attains inferential knowledge spontaneously without being aware 

of the inferential procedure. The inherent process of inference of a child 

can be shown in the following manner. 

A child comes to know the primary relation (Sarilketa) of a term 

with its meaning at first from the verbal usages of the old persons 

(Vrddhasya sabdiidhfnavyavahiiriideva). When a man who is aware of the 

meaning of a term (vyutpanna) asks another man who also knows the 

meaning of the same term to bring a cow, the person who has been asked 

to bring a cow by the senior person (uttamavrddha) brings it after hearing 

the word of the senior and realising the meaning of it. On observing the 

performance of the man who has been asked to bring a cow, a child draws 

the inference in the form : 'This bringing of a cow is the result of the 

inclination, the object of which is the bringing of a cow, as it has got 

effortness in it, as in the case of my inclination to suck mother's breast", 

(id#ain gaviinayanain svagocarapravrttijanyam, cestiiviit, madiyastanap 

iiniidivat)8 Then he comes to infer the state or condition of being 

produced by the knowledge of the feasibility (by one's effort) of which 

the bringing of a cow has become qualificand 

(gaviinayanadharmikakiiryatiijiiiinajanyatvain/ m respect of the 

inclination with the help of the syllogistic argument in the form : 'That 

inclination to bring a cow is produced by the knowledge of the feasibility 

(by one's effort) of which the inclination to the same has become 

qualificand, as it has got the generic property existing in inclination, as in 

the case of my own (inclination) (sii gayanayanapravrttih 

svayi.$ayadharmi-kakiiryatiijniiiiajanyii pravrttitviit, nijapravrttivat). Here 
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inclination towards a particular action has become qualificand to the 

knowledge of the feasibility by one's effort. Any type of inclination 

presupposes this type of knowledge of feasibility. Then the child again 

forwards the syllogistic argument in the form : 'The knowledge of the 

feasibility (by one's effort) of which the bringing a cow has become 

qualificand, has an uncommon cause, as it is an. effort having effortness 

in it as in the case of a jar. (gavanayanagocaratajjfz[main 

asiidhiiral)ahetukam kiiryatyiit, ghatavat). Any type of effect has got its 

special cause and hence, the effect in the form of bringing a cow needs 

some special cause. After drawing such inference the child comes to 

know that the knowledge of the verbal usages of the old persons 

(vrddhavyavahl!ra) is the uncommon cause (asiidhiiral)akiiral)a) of the 

knowledge mentioned above. 10 A child attains this type of inferential 

knowledge being completely unaware of the abovementioned inferential 

procedure. 

In a society no man believes in a statement which is baseless. In 

other words, a statement which is not properly grounded cannot 

impress other beings. If our neighbours or relatives are advised to do 

something or not to do something, they should be convinced with the 

help of arguments in favour of our statements. In every sphere of our life, 

we are going on saying something depending on some arguments in 

as much as the groundless speech will fall flat upon others, 11 which is 

also a form of inference. 

The valid inferential knowledge guides us in innumerable walks 

of our life beginning with the dealings with our fellow people in our 

everyday life. Our life becomes thoroughly impracticable12 unless our 
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fellow-beings are properly and satisfactorily dealt with and this can 

never be done unless we definitely and rightly understand the mind of 

people around us. This understanding of others' mind depends on 

inference in most of the cases. 13 

Moreover, from fire red-colour of a mango it is inferred that it is 

ripen. In the like manner, the past rain is inferred from the muddy current 

of the river. In the same way. the mental states like pleasure, pain etc. 

existing in a man can be inferred from their different types of expressions 

and gestures. Sometimes, the exact place or country where a man resides 

can be inferred after observing his dress or his particular language 

carefully. Thus innumerable instances of the knowledge based on 

inference in our every day life can be shown. 

A man is desirous of doing those types of works by which his 

purpose might be served and hence, it can be said that the end-in-view 

(prayojana) inspires him to do some activities. 14 In order to get or get rid 

of something a man engages himself in activity. 15 Man's desire is related 

to result in the form of pleasure or the absence of pain and to the means 

of it. The longing for the result of some action presupposes the 

knowledge of it. 16 Hence the desire for the result is due to the existence 

of the knowledge of it, which is also a form of inference. The cause of 

desire for the means (of the result) is the knowledge of its conduciveness 

to the object which is desirable (i$.tasiidhantiijfi[ma). This knowledge of 

its conduciveness to that which is desirable is considered as a hetu to the 

desire for the means also. 17 Again, the knowledge of the feasibility 

through one's effort (krtisiidhyatiijiiiina) and the knowledge of its 

conduciveness to that which is desirable (i$.tasiidhatii-jfiiina) are 
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considered as the reasons behind the desire for doing something. Nobody 

thinks to do action without having the knowledge of its feasibility 

through one's effort, the cause of desire. 18 This can also be taken as an 

instance of inference in our day to day life. In the same way, the 

knowledge of its being productive of what is extremely unpleasant 

(dvi$.tta,sadhanatajiicma) is the cause of avertion (dve$a), the object of 

which causes pain. Here avertion towards an object is inferred on the 

strength of its dvi$.ta-sadhanatajiiana. 19 

The existence of the imperceptible objects like Atman, God etc. can 

easily be proved with the help of inference only.20 Hence, the logicians 

prove the existence of Atman, as a locus of the attributes like desire, 

avertion, effort etc.21 In other words, soulness (atmatva) is inferred as the 

limitor (avacehedaka) of this inherent causeness of pleasure, pain etc. 

Again, that which imparts consciousness in the sense-organs and also in 

the body is Atman. Though the contentness (Vi$ayatva) of the perceptions 

like 'I am unhappy' etc. remain in Atman, it would not be possible at first 

to make a person (bearing doubt about it) convinced that atman, the 

object of the above-mentioned perception, is different from body etc. 

Hence, another strong argument is to be forwarded. As no result is 

produced from the cutting instrument like an axe etc. without being 

guided by an agent, the eyes etc., the sense-organs, cannot produce any 

result without being guided by an agent. That is why, the agent in the 

form of impeller of the sense-organs is Atman22
• The syllogistic argument 

regarding the existence of Atman existing in others' body is as follows : 

'The body of Devadatta is endowed with Atman, as it is associated with 

the condition of being qualifid by inclination like a chariot'. 
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(Debadattasarirain iitmavat pravrttimattviit rathavat). 

It is a fact that a considerable number of people in our society 

believes in the existence of God even in this modem age, but a very few 

of them have realised Him. This belief in God is based on some grounds, 

but not on blind faith. The Naiyayikas have taken pain to highlight the 

existence of the Divine with the help of some grounds or arguments that 

are inferential in nature. These syllogistic arguments are as follows. 

(a) As the effects like jar etc. are caused by an agent, the earth 

(lcyiti), dyads (ankura)23
• must have caused by an agent. The agentness of 

it, being not possible in persons like us having limited knowledge and 

power, remains in God. Hence, God is inferred as the cause or agent of 

earth etc. 24 (b) The activity in which dyad becomes a promoter 

(prayojaka) at the time of initial creation is caused by an effort 

(prayatnajanya), as it is an activity. This world is originated from the 

combination of atoms. These atoms cannot be combined with each other 

automatically (without being guided by a conscious being) due to their 

inanimate character. This Conscious Being is nothing other than God 25 c) 

The absence of the coming downwards of weighty substances 

(gurutvavatam) is caused by an effort which becomes an obstacle to 

the coming down of a substance, as it is endowed with steadiness, as in 

the _ case of the absence of falling of a bird (pa/cyipatiiniibhiivavat/6 

This world having weight is not coming down due to having some power 

in the form of effort, which is God (d) The destruction of the 

universe presupposes the existence of an effort, as it is a destruction in 

character as in the case of the destruction of a jar27 This effort from 

which the destruction of the universe follows is in the form of God. (e) 
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The initial verbal usages like jar etc. are done by an independent person, 

as it is a verbal usage, as in the case of the usages of the scripts 

introduced in modem age. This independent person is God. 28 (f) The 

Vedas are introduced by a being who is other than an individual who 

entangles in the worldly affairs, as it has the property of being the Veda 

(Vedatviit). That which is not of this type would not be of this type, as 

in the case of a piece of literature. 29 The Asainsiiri Puru$a is God. (g) 

The Vedas are introduced by a Puru$a (Pauru$eya) as they possess 

sentences as in the case of the Mahiibhiirata etc. This Puru$a is god. 

All these syllogistic arguments prove the existence of god. 

The imperceptible objects like atom Akiisa Kiila etc. are admitted 

by the Naiyayikas with the help of inference. The Naiyayikas have 

explained the orignation of the whole universe in terms of the 

combination of atoms. This theory would have been meaningless if the 

existence of atom were not proved through inference. Herein lies the 

importance of inference. The syllogistic argument is as follows: If the 

whole of an object has an endless series of parts, there would arise the 

contingency of equality in respect of size between mountain and a 

musturd seed. If the whole has some parts, the parts also have some 

other parts in which there are other parts and so on. In this way, there 

would arise 'Infinite Regress' (Anavasthii). As there is no final unit of 

a definite size, we cannot add these up to make different sizes. Hence 

there would arise the contingency of equality in dimension between very 

big and small objects ; as in mathematics anything multiplied by zero is 

zero?0 So this process of division must be stopped anywhere. If the 

limit is taken as nonetemal, it would be taken into account that a 

positive effect may be produced even when there is the absence of 
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inherent cause. If the limit is considered as non-eternal, it must be 

taken as an effect which remains in its through the relation of inherence 

(samaviiya). As there are no parts in it, it can be said that it is a 

positive effect having no parts. 31 As a positive effect having no parts is 

not possible, it would be taken as an eternal objector As the gradation of 

the medium dimension (Mahatparimanataratalflya) has limit in Akiisii 
(A 

etc., the gradation of the atomic dimension (anuparimane:.) has limit 

somewhere. 

Where there is limit is an atom32 It cannot be said that the limit of atomic 

dimension is a triad (Trasare!Ju). That a triad possesses its parts 

(avayava) can be established with the help of the syllogistic argument in 

the form: "A triad possesses its parts, as it is a substance capable ofbeing 

perceived like a jar" (Trasare!Ju~ siivayavaiJ cii/cyusadravyatviit 

ghatavat). That the parts of a triad (i.e. dyads) possess their own parts can 

also be established by another inferential argument in the form : "The 

parts of a triad possess their own parts, as they become the producer of an 

object of medium dimension, as in the case of kapala i.e. upper part of the 

jar (Trasare!Jo-ravayavii~ siivayaviih mahadiirambhakatviit kapiilavat). A 

part of a dyad, one of the parts of a triad, is called Atom. 33 

In the same way Akasa is inferred as the locus of sound34 The existence 

of Kala is inferred from its general causeness to the objects that are 

produced (janya ), from its being the locus of this universe35 and from its 

being an uncommon cause (karaJJa) of this knowledge of priority 

(Paratva) and posteriority (Aparatva)36 

The philosophers of the theistic school specially take recourse to 
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inference as a means to go above the sphere of grief and sorrow and attain 

fulfilment in the form of attaining salvation or Mok~a. The Upanisadic 

injunction that the realisation of the soul should be attained through 

hearing, thinking and constantly meditating upon the nature of the soul is 

accepted by the philosophers of the theist school as a supreme gospel, by 

obeying which a man can rise above the sphere of sorrow and grief and 

can attain salvation. 'Thinking' in the injunction is nothing other than 

inference of the soul as distinct from other worldly objects (Mananam 

ciitmanah itarabhinnatvena anumiinam). This inference of the true 

nature of the soul should be attained through frequent practice of 

inference. Hence, it can easily be understood what great importance has 

been attached to inference by the theistic philosophers of our country 

having regards to the utility of inference in the matter of attaining the 

supreme goal of life. 

Each and every object of this world can be inferred as distinct from 

other worldly objects. As for example, a jar can be inferred as distinct 

from the objects other than the jar i.e. pot etc. In this way, a pot can be 

inferred as distinct from the objects other than pot etc. i.e., jar etc. The 

Hetu of the inference of some object as distinct from others is the 

definition of that object. As for example, a cow is distinct from the 

animals other than cow, as it is the locus of the dewlap etc. (Gauh 

gavetarabhinnii sii$1Jiidimattviit). 

From the above discussions, it can be concluded that inference has 

great utility in each and every sphere of our life. The particular kind of 

conditions, both positive and negative, cannot guide or control 

activities in the majority of cases of our life for the simple reason 
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capacity of those conditions to produce definite valid knowledge 1s 

limited compared to that of the procedure of inference. 

Though it can be argued that procedure of inference is extremely 

complicated and it can only be successfully applied by the highly 

educated persons, trained in the art of drawing right inference, it can also 

be equally emphasized that the drawing of inference from some given 

data is not a so difficult proposition. It has already been said that even the 

illiterate persons also are found to be spontaneously drawing inference 

from circumstances and controlling their activities accordingly. It is, of 

course, very difficult to give scholarly analysis of the procedure of 

inference, but to draw inference from some given data is not at all 

difficult, rather it is, to a great extent, spontaneous. 

Keeping therefore, in view of the above practical aspect of 

inference, it can safely be concluded that Inference has got great utility in 

our everyday life. 
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(Edited by Krishnaballava Acharya). 

24. "Y atha gha~adikaryam katrj an yam tatha k$i tyam kuradikamapi" 

Siddhiintamuktiivali on Verse I. 

25. "SargadyakalinadvyaQ.ukaprayojakaril karma prayatnajanyaril 

karma tv at". 

Dinakrz on Siddhantamuktavali, Verse no. 1, p. 20 

(Chowkhamba). 

26. "Gurutavavataril patanabhava.b 

patanapratibandhakaprayatnaprayukta.b dr 1 titvat, 

pak$ipatnabhavavat". Ibid. 

27. BrahmaQ.QanasaQ. prayatnajanya.b nasavat, ghatanasavat". Ibid. 

28. "Ghatadivyavahara.b svatantrapuru$aprayojya.b 

Vyavharatvat, adhunikakalpitalipyadivyaval)aravat". 

Dinkarz on Siddhantamuktali, Verse I, p. 29 (Chowkhamba). 

29. "Vedab asamsaripuru$apraQ.itaQ.. Vedatvat, yannaivaril tannaivaril 

yatha kavyamiti". Ibid. 

30. Bhii~iipariccheda, p. 44 (Footnote). 
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Edited by Swami Madhavananda 

31. "Te~aril divayavadharaya anantatve merusar~apayorapi 

Samyaprasailgah, ata.IJ kvacid visramo vacyah 

ata.IJ kvacid visramo vacyah, yatra tu visramaQ. tasyanityatve' 

sambhaveta 

(bhava) karyotpattiprasailgat tasya nityatvani ". 

Siddhiintamuktiivalf on Verse 3 7. 

32. "MahatparimaQataratmyasya gaganadau 

visrantatvamivaQuparimaQataratmayasyapi kvacidvisrantavamastiti 

tasya para maQutvasiddhiQ.", Ibid. 

33. "Na ca trasarel}.aveva visramo' stiti vacyaril. 

Trasarel}.ul) savayava.IJ cak~u~adravyatvat 

ghatavadityanumanena tadavayavasidhau, trasarel}.o

ravayavah savayava.IJ mahadarambhakatvat, 

kapalvadityanumanena tadavyavasiddheQ.". 

Sidhhiintamuktiivali on Verse 3 7. 

"TryaQukavayavo 'pi savayava4 mahadarambhakatvat kapalavat. 

yo dvyal).ukavayava.IJ sa paramal).u}J.". 

Dipika on Tarkasmgraha, p. 190. 

Chowkhamba with seven commentaries. 

34. Sabdagul).akamakasaril. 

Tarkasmhgraha, p. 1718 (Chowkhamba). 

35. "JanyanamjanakaQ. kalahjagatamasrayo mathal)". 

Bhii$iipariccheda Verse no. 45. 

36. "Paratvaparatvabuddhirasadharal).aril nimittaril kala eva". Ibid 
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CHAPTER -II 

THE NYAYA THEORY OF INFERENCE 

Definition of Inference- as given by old & new Logicians 

Cognition (Buddhi) is knowledge and is a quality, which is the 

ground of all linguistic usages. In other words, characteristic features of 

an object are revealed through knowledge just as the nature of an object is 

revealed through the light of a lamp. This knowledge is of two kinds : 

recollection (smrti) and presentative knowledge (anubhava/. 

Recollection or smrti is a kind of knowledge which is produced by the 

trace alone2
• All knowledge other than memory is called the presentative 

knowledge or anubhava which is, again, divided into two categories : 

valid (yathiirtha) and invalid (a: ~yathiirtha/. A valid knolwdge always 

represents the real character of the object and an invalid knowledge does 

not represent the real character of the object.4 A valid presentative 

knowledge which is technically known as pramii is of four kinds : 

perception (pratya/cya), inference (anumiti) comparison (upamiti)and 

verbal testimony (Siibda). Its special cause (Kararza) is also of four 

kinds which are known as perception (Pratya/cya), inference (anumiina), 

comparison (upamiina) and verbal testimony (Sabda/. The knowledge 

which is produced from the contact of the sense organ with object and 

which is not caused due to words (avyapadesya), which is, again 

invariably related to the object (avyabhicari) and certain 

(vyavasiiyiitmaka) is called perception. 6 Perception is the immediate 
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knowledge of present object through a sense organ. We can attain the 

perceptual knowledge of an object directly without taking help of 

previous knowledge of an object e.g. when we perceive a jar, we can 

know it without taking any help of inferential or any other sources of 

valid knowledge. So perception does not depend on other knowledge. 

Without perception no other instrument of valid knowledge is possible. 

Perception is different from inference, comparison and testimony, which 

are not produced by the sense-object contact. Though perception is the 

fundamental basis of all kinds of knowledge yet other sources of valid 

knowledge like inference etc. play an important role in our everyday life. 

We can know only the present object through perception. But in order to 

know the past, future and remote objects as well as present and near 

object we have to depend on inference. 7 

Inference is the knowledge in which perception must be present as 

an antecedent. So inference is mediate knowledge of an object. 

Inference can reveal those objects that are not within the reach of our 

sense organs. With the help of inference we can know definitely the 

existence and the nature of an object, which is doubtful. 8 

According to old logicians, inference is followed by 'something' 

which is expressed by the term 'Tat '9 Here the term 'tat' refers to 

perception without which inference is not possible at all. In the case of 

inference, the perception of the probans and the invariable co-existence 

between the probans and the probandum are highly essential. 10 e.g., the 

syllogistic argument in the form : 'The mountain is fiery as it has got 

smoke.' The real ground of this inference is not the perception of smoke 
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alone, but knowledge of the invariable co-existance between smoke and 

fire is also ground. 

According to the latter logicians, inference is the knowledge, which 

is produced out of consideration. 11 But what is to be understood by the 

term 'consideration' or pariimarsa '? According to them, pariimarsa or 

consideration is the factor through the operation of which the inferential 

conclusion can be attained. 12 pariimarsa has been defined as the 

knowledge of the existence of the hetu or reason in the palcya or subject, 

which reason is characterized by its being concomitant with the Siidhya. 

In the valid syllogistic argument in the form. 'The Mountain is fiery as it 

has got smoke', the cognition in the form- 'The Mountain has got smoke 

which is pervaded by fire' is consideration13 (pariimarsa) which is the 

intermediate cause (vyiipiira) 14 in attaining inferential knowledge of fire. 

But what is to be understood by the term intermediate cause or 

vyapara? It has been defined in the following manner. 

That which, being produced by a particular object, becomes the 

producer of some entity produced by the same (i.e. first) particular object, 

is called vyiipiira or intermediate cause. 15 As consideration, being 

produced by knowledge of vyiipti, becomes the producer of inference 

which is again produced by knowledge of viipti, it is considered as an 

intermediate cause (vyiipiira) of inference.16 The knowledge of vyiipti is 

taken as the special cause of inference. 17 But what is to be known by the 

term special cause or kara~J,a? 

The uncommon cause associated with the intermediary is called 

special cause on kara7Ja. 18 Here knowledge of Vyiipti which is associated 
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with the knowledge in the form of consideration is the special cause of 

inference or instrument to inference. 

ln the syllogistic argument, 'ib.e mountain is f1ery as it has got 

smoke on it', there are five mental or phychic process. At first we have 

to gather the knowledge in the form: 'where there is smoke there is fire' 

in various places like kitchen etc., this invariable relation between smoke 

and fire is called vyiipti. After sometimes it has been found that the 

smoke is arising from the mountain having an uninterrupted connection 

with the surface of the mountain. This is the second step in attaining 

inferential knowledge. Then recollection of the knowledge in the form 

'where there is smoke there is fire' i.e. vyiipti (kara!Ja) is necessary and 

after that we attain the knowledge in the form : 'The mountain has got 

smoke which is invariably connected with fire'. This knowledge is 

known as consideration (pariimarsa) after which the conclusion in the 

form- 'The mountain is fiery' can be drawn. 19 

In the above process of inference the knowledge in the form of 

pariimarsa is actually caused by the knowledge of invariable 

concomitance of probans (hetu) with the probandum (siidhya) and the 

knowledge of the existence of the hetu in the subject. Hence the 

knowledge of vyiipti is considered as highly essential in order to attain 

inferential knowledge. And that is why, the question about the nature of 

vayiipti, the special cause of inference, has been raised by Gangesa 

Upadhyaya in the beginning ofhis famous book Vypiitipaiicakam. 20 

The invariable co-existence in the form - 'where there is smoke, 

there is fire' is known as vyiipti or invariable concomitance.21 Here the 
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invariable co-existance between the probans and probandum (i.e. smoke 

and fire) is the definition of vyiipti. The term 'co-existence' means 

remaining in the same locus of the probans with the probandum, which is 

not the counter positive of the absolute negation existing in the locus of 

the hetu. 22 As for example, 'The mountain is fiery, as there is smoke'. In 

this particular syllogistic argument, smoke has been taken as probans, the 

locus of which is mountain in which there is the absolute negation of a 

jar. The counter positive of this absence is the jar itself and the non

counter-positive of it is fire. The co-existence of smoke with such type of 

fire is called vyiipti. 23 

In the invalid syllogistic argument in the form "The mountain is 

smoky as there is fire on it." 'fire' has been taken as probans. One of the 

loci of the probans is red hot iron ball in which there is the absolute 

negation of smoke. The counter positive of it (but not the non counter 

positive) is the smoke, which is the probandum. So the definition of 

vyiipti cannot be applied in this invalid inference.24 Though there is 

diversity of opinion among the philosophers of the different schools in 

respect of the definition, function and nature of vyiipti or invariable 

concomitance, all of them are of the view of that inference is not possible 

without proper knowledge of vyiipti or invariable concomitance which 

has been considered as a special cause (karmJa) of inference by the 

logicians. 
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The first and second definition of Vyllpti 

The first definition of Vyiipti is formulated by Visvanatha in the 

following way. Vyiipti is the non-existence of the middle term (hetu) on 

the loci, which are differing from those (loci) of the probandum or 

siidhya.25 As for example, "The Mountain is fiery as it has amoke" 

(parvato vahimiin dhumiit). In this example, the probandum (siidhya) is 

the fire; the loci of the probandum are kitchen etc. The loci, which are 

different from those of the probundum, are water, lake etc. in which there 

is the non-existence of middle term or hetu. So we can safely conclude 

that between smoke and fire there is the relation of invariable 

concomitance or vyiipti. 26 

Now the Naiyayikas are of the opinion that the same definition 

cannot be applied to the invalied inference - "The mountain has smoke as 

it has fire on it" (parvato dhumaviinvahneh). In this example, the 

probundum (siidhya) is smoke, the loci of which are kitchen etc. The 

locus, which is different from the loci of the smoke, is electric bulb in 

which there is the existence (but not the non-existence) of fire, that is, 

middle term or hetu. 27 So it cannot be said that between fire and smoke 

there is the relation of invariable concomitance (vyiipti). 

If the above-mentioned definition of vyiipti is accepted, there will 

arise the defect of avyiipti or too narrow in the valid inference in the form 

"The mountain has fire, as it has got smoke";. By the tern 'siidhya' fire 

may be taken and the locus of siidhya will be a part of fire (vahnyavayava 

but not kitchen). The locus, which is different from that of siidhya (a 
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part of fire) is kitchen etc. in which there is the existence (but not the non 

existence) of the hetu, that is, smoke in this particular instance. So there 

would arise the defect of avyiipti in the valid inference mentioned above. 

According to the Naiyayikas, the locus of siidhya should be taken 

through that relation in which probundum (siidhya) exists on the subject 

(paksa). Such relation is called the limiting relation of siidhyatii 

(sadhyatiivacchedakasambandha). In the above mentioned inference the 

probandum (fire) exists on the subject (mountain) through the relation of 

contact (samyoga). The locus of siidhya should be taken through the 

same relation, that is, contact. A part of fire is the locus of fire through 

the relation of inherence (samaviiya), which is not permissible here. The 

· locus of siidhya through the relation of contact will be kitchen etc. and 

different from that will be water etc. in which there is the non-existence 

of the probans (smoke). So there is no questin of avyiipti. 28 

But there will arise another problem if the above-mentioned 

definition of vyiipti is taken for granted. This definition cannot be applied 

to the valid inference mentioned above. Here the 'fire' may be taken as 

probundum through the relation of contact and the locus of the 

probundum through the same relation will be kitchen (mahiinasa). The 

locus, which is different from the locus of Siidhya, will be cowshed 

(go$./ha) in which there is the existence of the probans, that is, smoke. So 

it leads to the defect of avyiipti. In order to avoid this defect (avyiipti) the 

Naiyayikas explain the term- 'sadhyavadanya' (i.e., the locus which is 

different from that of siidhya) in a different way, which runs as follows. 



The meaning of the above term is the object, which has got the 

mutual absence, the counter-positive of which is limited by the locusness 

of the sadhya (siidhyavattviivacchinnapratiyogitiikabhedaviin). This 

mutual absence is in the form : 'This is not the locus of Siidhya 

(sadhyavan na)'. In the above example, the mutual absence of the above 

form cannot exist in the railway engine or cowshed, which is taken as the 

locus, which is different from that of sadhya. Though there is no fire in 

the railway engine or cowshed at present yet it can be the locus of fire in 

near or remote future. It cannot be said that it can never be a locus of the 

sadhya. Though there is no fire yet therein lies the potentiality of existing 

fire and hence the absence of sadhyaviin i.e. the locus of sadhya cannot 

remain there. On the other hand, water, lake, river, sea etc can be the 

locus of the absence of sadhya, because these are the places where 

sadhya, can never exist. The above mutual absence exists in these places. 

So there does not arise the defect which is called avyapti or too narrow. 29 

The non-existence of the hetu on the locus, which is different from 

the locus of siidhya, should be taken through the limiting relation of the 

reasonness (hetutiivacchedakasambandha), that is, through that relation 

which exists between subject (palcya) and hetu. In the syllogistic 

arguments in the form - 'The mountain is fiery as there is smoke' 

(parvato vahnimiin dhumat) limiting relation of the reasonness 

(hetutavachhedakasambandha) is contact (samyoga). In this inference, a 

part of smoke can be taken as the locus which is different from the locus 

of sadhya (siidhyavadanya) and in which there is the existence of hetu 

through the relation of inherence (as smoke exists in its part through the 

relatin of inherence), but not through the relation of contact, which is the 

limiting relation of the reasonness (hetutiivacchedakasam bandha, i.e., the 
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relation existing between hetu and pa/cya ). Hence, it cannot be taken into 

consideration. 30 

The absence of the superstratumness of the hetu from the locus of 

sadhya (Siidhyavadanyavrttitva) must be an absence, the counter-positive 

of which is limited by the generic property existing in the 

superstratumness of that which is different from the locus of siidhya 

(siidhyavadanyavrittitviivacchinnapratiyogitiikiibhiivah). The absence of 

the superstrucmtuness must be determined by all the loci, which are 

different from those of siidhya. 31 In the invalid syllogistic argument in the 

form - 'The mountain has got smoke as it has got fire, '(Parvato 

dhumaviin vahneh) there is the absence of the superstratumness of the 

hetu determined by water etc. that are different from the locus of siidhya. 

Yet is cannot be said that there is the defect called 'ativyiipti' or 'too 

wide' as there is the existence of hetu in an electric bulb or a red-hot iron 

ball, which is also different from the locus of siidhya. In other words, the 

absence of the existence of hetu must be determined by all the loci 

different from those of sadhya. In the present case there is no defect of 

ativyiipti as the absence of the existence of hetu is not determined by all 

the loci different from those of siidhya. Here the absence of the existence 

is vitiated by the presence of hetu in two places. On account of this there 

does not arise any question of ativyiipti. 

It has been stated earlier that Vyiipti is the absence of all the 

superstratumness determined by that which is different from the locus of 

siidhya. This definition is also defective, as it cannot be applied in the 

following valid syllogistic argument : 'This is a substance as it has got 

existence or sattii qualified by that which is different from quality and 
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action.' (idam dravyam guf)akarmiinyatvavisi~.tasattviit). Here 

substanceness is the probandum and the existence qualified by that 

different from quality and action is the probans or hetu. This 

subtanceness exists in quality and action. The locus which is different 

from the locus of siidhya is quality and action in which there is the 

existence (but not the non-existence of hetu) i.e., the existence of the 

qualified sattii also, according to the dictum - 'A qualified sattii is not 

different from a pure one i.e. sattii32
• So there is the defect called avyiipti 

in the valid inference mentioned above. 

In order to avoid this defect it has been stated that the absence of 

the superstratumness (vrttitvabhava) should be taken as a capacity of 

being the limitor of reasoness (hetutiivacchedakariipe1Ja). In the above 

hetu the limitor of reasonness will be generic property existing in a sattii 

qualified by that, which is different from quality and action 

(guf)akarmiinyatvavisi~.tasattiitva). In quality and action, which are 

different from the locus of siidhya, the qualified sattii exists as a capacity 

of satta but not as a capacity of qualified sattii. Though in quality and 

action which are different from locus of siidhya there is the existence of 

superstratumness limited by generic property existing in a satta 

(sattiitviivacchinnavrttitva), there is the absence of stratum limited by a 

generic property existing in a qualified satta (visi~.ta-sattiitva) which is 

the limitor of reasoness. So in the probans in the form of qualified sattii 

the above definition of Vyiipti can be applied. 33 

The first definition of Vyiipti cannot be applied in the syllogistic 

arguments like 'It is knowable as it is capable of being expressed' (idam 

jiieyam viicyatvat). As each and every object of this world is knowable in 
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character, the locus that is different from that of sadhya i.e. knowability is 

not possible. So in the first definition there is the defect called avyapti or 

too narrow. 34 

In order to avoid this difficulty of the first definition of vyapti 

Visvanatha has formulated the second definition of it, which runs as 

follows: 

''Athava hetumanni$,thavirahapratiyogina 

Siidhyena hetoraikiidhikaral)yam vyaptirucyate" 

- Bha$apariccheda Verse No. 69 

Vyiipti is the co-existence of the hetu with the siidhya, which is not 

the counter positive of the absence existing in the locus of hetu. As for 

example, in the syllogistic argument 'The mountain is fiery as there is 

smoke', here 'smoke' is taken as the probans or hetu, the locus of which 

is kitchen in which there is the absence of jar. The counterpositive or 

absentee of this absence is the jar itself and the non-counter-positive or 

non-absentee of it is fire, which is the probundum or siidhya. The co

existence of the smoke with such type of fire is known as Vyiipti35 

The newly formed second definition of Vyapti can remove the 

difficulty arising in the exclusive affirmative inferences like '!dam 

vacyam jfieyatvat' etc. In this inference the hetu is jfieyatva, the loci of 

which are all the knowable objects. In a knowable object there might be 

the absence of any entity other than the absence of viicyatva or 

knowability, as each and every object having existence is knowable in 

nature. Hence viicyatva or knowability must be the non-counterpositive 
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or non-absentee of the absence existing in the locus of hetu, which rules 

out the possibility of the defect of avyapti in such cases of kevaliinvayz 

inferences as shown earlier. 

But it has been argued that in the valid syllogistic argument in the 

form - 'The mountain is fiery as there is smoke' (parvato vahnimiin 

dhumiit), the second definition of vyiipti cannot be applied. That is, in the 

second definition there would arise the defect called avyiipti as it cannot 

cover a valid inference. In the kitchen, which is the locus of smoke, the 

probans, there may exist the absence of field-fire, the non-counterpositive 

or non-absentee of which is the kitchen-fire, but not fire-in-general. In 

this way, we shall get the absence of every specific type of fire (i.e. 

kitchen- fire, mountain-fire, engine-fire etc.) like the principle involved 

in the operation of a sieve (ciilanfyanyiiya). So there would occur the 

defect called avyiipti in the second definition. 36 

It can be argued that between smoke and fire existing in the same 

locus (samiiniidhikara1Ja) there is the relation of invariable concomitance 

(vyiipti). In the mountain there is the non-existence ofkitchen-fire, which 

is the counter-positive, or the absentee of the absence, but the mountain

fire cannot be the counter-positive or the absentee of the absence, as 

mountain-fire exists in the mountain. The co-existence of the mountain

smoke with the mountain-fire existing in the same locus is vyiipti. 

In the same way, though there is the absence of the mountain-fire 

in the kitchen, there is the existence of kitchen-fire. So the co-existence 

of the kitchen-smoke with the kitchen-fire existing in the same locus is 

called vyiipti. 
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But the above-mentioned view is not tenable. It cannot be said that 

the coexistence of smoke with fire existing in the same locus is called 

vyiipti. For, though there is the existence of one object, it seems to us that 

'there is the non-existence of two or of both' (dvayam niisti). If it is said 

that there is the non-existence of both the entities in the mountain, it 

implies that there is non-existence of both the jar and fire on the 

mountain. So in the mountain we have got the non-existence of mountain

fire. Here the mountain-fire existing in the same locus of the mountain

smoke becomes the counterpositive of the absence of both the entities 

(ubhayabhiiva) existing in the locus of probans, and hence there is the 

defect called avyiipti. Moreover, there would occur the defect called 

avyiipti in the following syllogistic argument also - "It is the locus; of 

attribute as it has not the substanceness" (guf}aviin _ dravyatviit). There is 

the absence of yellow colour or red colour in a substance, which is the 

locus of substanceness, the probans. So the probandum in the form of 

attribute or quality becomes the counter-positive of the absence existing 

in the locus of hetu. So there is the defect called avyiipti. 37 

This difficulty can be avoided by giving the new interpretation of 

the definition. According to the new interpretation, vyiipti is the co

existence of the hetu with the siidhya, which is limited by the limitor of 

siidhyatii (siidhyatiivacchedaka), which is the non-limitor of the counter

positiveness (pratiyogitiinavacchedaka) of the absence existing in the 

locus of the hetu. According to this interpretation, the non-limitor of the 

counter- positiveness of the absence of a jar existing in the: kitchen, the 

locus of smoke (hetu) will be fireness, which is the limitor of siidhyatii. 

As this fireness exists in all types of fire, vyiipti between smoke-in

general and fire-in-general will be possible.38 
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The new interpretation of the second definition of vyiipti is not 

tenable, because it again creates problem in a particular case. Because 

such type of interpretation does not hold well in the valid syllogistic 

argument in the form- "The jar is the locus of the universal pervaded by 

coloumess as it has got earthness" (Rupatvavyiipyajatimattviin 

prthivitviit). Here earthness is the probans or hetu, the locus of which is 

earth as found in a blue jar. There may be the absence of red jar, yellow 

jar etc., i.e., other than the blue jar. The counter-positive or absentee of 

the absence is the red jar, yellow jar etc. The non-counter-positive or the 

non-absentee of the absence is the blue jar. The limitor of the counter

positiveness (but not the non-limitor of the counter-positiveness) is the 

redness, yellowness etc. other than blueness, which is the limitor of the 

counter-positiveness. The probandum of the above inference is the locus 

of the: universal pervaded by coloumess (riipatva-vyiipya-jiitim'at), 

which implies blue, red etc. and the universal pervaded coloumess 

(rupatviivyapyajatim 'at) implies blueness, redness etc. So the probandum, 

I.e., the locus of the universal pervaded coloumess 

(rupatvavyiipyajiitimat) is blue, red etc, (seven colours). The limitor of 

the siidhyatii (i.e. the locus of the universal pervaded by coloumess) is 

blueness, redness, yellowness etc. The limitor of the counter- positiveness 

(but not the non- limitor of the counter- positiveness) of the absence is 

blueness, redness etc. which is the limitor of siidhyatii, (i.e. blueness, 

redness). Here the limitor of siidhyatii is the limitor of counter

positiveness but not the non- limitor of the counter- positiveness of the 

absence existing in the locus of hetu. So in this particular syllogistic 

argument there is a defect called avyiipti. 

In order to remove this defect the Naiyayikas are of the view that 
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the limitor of the siidhyatii should be taken through the indirect relation 

known as sviisrayiisamaviiya. Here the generic property existing in the 

universal pervaded coloumess (rftpatvavyiipyajiititva) will be the limitor 

of siidhyatii. In this context the term 'sva' means jiititva, which remains 

in jiiti, which is again inhered in an object pervaded by the coloumess 

(rupatvavyiipya). It is difficult to say that in the earth there is the absence 

of the locus of universal pervaded by coloumess (rupatvavyiipyajiitimiin) 

e.g., blue, yellow etc. So it can be said that in the earth there is the non

existence of the absence of the locus of the universal qualified by the 

generic property existing; in the universal pervaded by coloumess 

(rupatvavyiipya-jiititvavisi$.ta-jiitimiin) e.g. red colour, yellow colour etc. 

through the indirect relation known, as sviisrayiisamaviiya. That is to say, 

in the earth. which is the locus of hetu, there is the existence of locus of 

universal qualified by the generic property existing in universal 

(rftpatvavyiipa-jiititvavisi$_ta)) e.g. red colour, yellow colour etc. In such 

cases there would arise a contingency of availing a cognition in the form: 

'there is the absence of an entity having universal pervaded by 

coloumess" (rupatva-vyiipya-jatiman niisti). which is virtually impossible 

due to the presence of red colour etc in the locus of hetu. As there cannot 

be the absence of the locus of hetu, it cannot be the limitor of the counter

positiveness of the absence in the locus of hetu. So it becomes the non

limitor of the counter- positiveness of that absence. So there is no defect 

of avyiipti in the above-mentioned valid inference.39 

The above-mentioned clarification of the definition cannot be 

accepted, as it cannot be applied to the valid syllogistic arguments like "It 

is the locus of the holder of the stick, as it has contact with the holder of 

the stick (dam/.imiin dant/isamyogiit). Here the locus of the probans is the 
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ground in which there is the absence of the particular individual holder of 

the stick. Though there is the existence of the holder of the red stick. there 

may be the absence of the holder of the blue stick etc. In this way, in the 

locus of hetu, there will be the absence of all the particular individual 

holders of the stick, i.e. the absence of the holder of the stick in general 

according to the principle involved in the operation of a sieve 

(ciilan'iyanyiiya). The counter- positive of the said generic absence of the 

holder of the stick is the holder of the stick. The limitor of the counter

positiveness of that absence is the stick, which it the limitor of siidhyatii 

(here danl/i i.e. the holder of a stick is siidhya and the stick only is the 

limitor of siidhyatii). So there is the defect of avyiipti. 

In order to avoid this defect we shall take stickness i.e. dandatva as 

the limitor of siidhyatii through the indirect relation known as 

sviisrayiisrayatva. Here by the term "sva" stickness or dantfatva has been 

taken. The locus of this da1)datva is stick or danl/a, which again exists in 

dantfi i.e., the holder of the stick. As on the ground there is the existence 

of the holder of the stick in which there is the existence of stickness, there 

cannot be the absence of it (i.e., the absence of the holder ofthe stick). So 

dantfatva or stickness, the limitor of siidhyatii becomes the non-limitor of 

counter positiveness of the absence existing in the locus of the hetu. So 

there does not arise any question of avyiipti. 40 

The above-mentioned definition of vyiipti again cannot be applied 

in the following valid syllogistic argument - "It is a substance as it has 

got the generic property called satta other than that existing in quality and 

action" (dravyam gu1)a-karmiinyatva-visi$_ta-sattviit). Here qualified sattii 

is the probans which is not different from the pure satta according to the 



dictum - "A qualified sattii is not different from the pure one." If it is so, 

quality and action will be the loci of that qualified satta and the absence 

of the probandum i.e., the absence of the substanceness will be taken as 

an absence existing in the locus of hetu. For, there is the absence of 

substanceness in quality and action also. The limitor (but not the non

limitor) of the counter-positiveness is dravyatvatva, which is the limitor 

of siidhyatii (sadhyatiivacchedaka). Sc there is the defect called avyiipti in 

the above inference. 

In order to avoid this defect it has been stated that the locus of hetu 

must be qualified by the limitor of hetutii or reasonness 

(hetutiivacchedaka). In the previous instance the hetu is the qualified 

sattii and the limitor of hetuta is the generic property existing in qualified 

sattii (visi~tosiittiitva). The locus of the qualified sattii which is limited by 

the generic property existing in a qualified sattii will be the substance 

only, but not quality and action. In this substance, the locus of hetu, there 

may have the absence of jar. cloth etc. but not the absence of 

substanceness. So the absence of substanceness cannot be taken as the 

absence existing in the locus of hetu. So the generic properly existing in 

the substanceness (dravyatvatva), which is the limitor of siidhyatii must 

be the non-limitor of the counter- positiveness of the absence existing In 

the locus of hetu41 

The locus of the hetu should be taken through the limiting relation 

of the reasonness (hetutiivacchedaka-sambandha). In the above

mentioned case of valid inference, the limiting relation of the reasonness 

is contact (samyoga). The relation between subject (palcya) and probans 

(hetu), which is contact (samyoga) in the present case., is called the 
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limiting relation of reasonness (hetutiivacchedakasambandha). So the 

locus of hetu should be taken through the relation of contact (samyoga) 

and in this relation kitchen should be taken as the locus of the hetu but 

not a part of smoke. Because a part of smoke is the locus of smoke 

through the relation of inherence, which is not the limiting relation of 

reasonness. So there is no harm 42
• 

But in a particular syllogistic argument in the form- "It is the locus 

of the contact of a monkey as it has got this treeness" 

(Kapisamyogi _ etadvr/cyatviit), there would occur the defect called 

avyiipti. For in 'this tree' which is the locus of the hetu (i.e. this treeness) 

there may have the absence of contact of a monkey (kapisamyogiibhiiva) 

limited by the base of the tree (muliivacchedena). The limitor of the 

counter-positiveness (but not the non-limitor of the counter- positiveness) 

is the contactness of the monkey (kapisamyogiibhiiva), which is the 

limitor of siidhyatii. So there would occur time defect mentioned above. 

In order to remove this difficulty it has been mentioned by 

Visvaniitha that the absence, which exists in the locus of the hetu 

(hetusamiiniidhikara~J,a) and does not exist in the locus of the counter

positive (Pratiyogivyadhikara~J,a) should be taken into the consideration. 

According to this interpretation, in the locus ofthe hetu (i.e. in this tree) 

the absence of the contact of a monkey (kapisamyogiibhiiva) cannot be 

taken, as this tree Is the locus of the counter- positive 

(pratiyogyadhikara~J,a). So the absence of a jar should be taken in this 

tree. The non-limitor of the counter- positiveness of the absence would be 

the contactness of a monkey (kapisamyogiibhiiva) which is the limitor of 

siidhyatii. So there does not arise any question of avyiipti.43 
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What is the meaning of the term 'pratiyogivyadhikaral)atvam '? 

Does it mean 'pratiyogyanadhikaral)avrltitva' i.e., the existence of hetu in 

a non-locus of the absentee. If this interpretation were taken into account, 

it would, lead to the defect of avyapti in the following syllogistic 

argument: 'Kapisamyogi etadvr/cyatvat {This has the contact of a monkey, 

as it has got this-treeness ), 

The second definition of vyiipti can be applied in the invalid 

inference in the form - "It is the locus of the qualified salta as it is 

universal" ( visi$.tasattiivan jiiteh ). In this inference, quality and action can 

be taken as the loci of the universal, the probans, there may be the 

absence of a qualified, satta, the counter-positive of which will be the 

qualified salta as well as pure salta according to the principle - "A 

qualified satta is not different from the pure one". Under this situation the 

absence of the qualified satta will exist in the locus of the counter

positive, which can never be taken. Instead of that the absence of a jar 

should be taken into account, the -non- limitor of the counter-positiveness 

of which will be the qualified sattiitva, which is again the limitor of 

sadhyatii. So there is the defect of the definition known as ativyapti (over 

coverage). 

In order to avoid this defect it has been argued by the Naiyayikas 

that counter-positive is that which is limited by the limitor of the counter

positiveness (pratiyogitavacchedakiivacchinna ). According to this new 

interpretation, the counter-positive of the absence of a qualified salta 

which is taken earlier in quality and action will be the qualified satta only 

but not the pure satta, as it is not limited by the limitor of the counter

positiveness. So the limitor of the counter-positiveness is the qualified 
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sattatva, which is the limitor of siidhyatii. So there is no difficulty. 

The non-locus of the counter positive: should be taken, through the 

limiting relation of siidhyatii (siidhyatiivacchedakasambandha ). 

Otherwise, there would occur the defect called avyiipti in the valid 

syllogistic argument in the form "The Mountain has fire as there is 

smoke" (Parvato vahnimiin dhumiit). In this example, there may be the 

existence of the absence of fire through the relation called inherence in 

the kitchen, which is the locus of the hetu. This absence can be regarded 

as existing in the non-locus of the counter positive through the relation 

called inherence, which is not the limiting relation of siidhyatii. So there 

would occur the defect called avyiipti. In order to avoid the above 

difficulty it has been mentioned that the non-locusness of the counter

positive should be taken through the limiting relation of siidhyatii 

(siidhyiitavacchedakasambandha i.e .. contact or smnyoga in the particular 

case). According to this principle, the absence of a jar should be taken in 

the kitchen through the relation of contact, which is the limiting relation 

of siidhyatii and in this way, the defect called avyiipti can be avoided. 44 

It has already been mentioned that the absence, which is inserted in 

the second definition of vyiipti, must have two characteristic features: (i) 

existing in the locus of hetu and (ii) existing in the non-locus of the 

counter positive. The non-locus of the counter positive, which is limited 

by the limitor of the counter-positiveness, should be taken into account. 

Now the question arises whether it denotes the non-locus of any of 

the counter- positives limited by the limitor of wants for or of all the 

counter- positiveness or of all the counter-positives limited by any of the 
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limitors of the counter positiveness.45 

The first alternative is not tenable, as there would occur the defect 

called avylipti in the valid inference like "It is the locus of the contact of a 

monkey, as it has got this-treeness". In this tree, which is the locus of hetu 

there, the absence of the contaet of monkey exists in another tree, which 

is the non-locus of the counter positive (i.e. this tree). The limitor of the 

counter-positiveness would be the contactness of a monkey, which is the 

limitor of siidhyatii. So there is the defect called avyiipti as non-locus of 

any of the counter-positives limited by the limitor of the counter

positiveness has been taken into the account.46 

If the second alternative were taken into account (i.e. if the non

locus of all the counter- positives limited by the limitor of counter

positiveness is taken into account), then there would occur the defect 

called avyiipti. 

In the syllogistic argument "The Mountain is fiery as there is 

smoke on it", we can take the absence of a jar in the kitchen, the locus of 

the hetu and this absence may exist for two or three moments. In the 

second moment, there is the absence of the absence of a jar attained at the 

first moment, the counter- positive ofwhich is the absence of ajar, which 

exists, in the second moment. So the absence of the above- mentioned 

form exists in the locus (but not the non-locus the counter positive), 

which leads to the defect called avyiipti. In this way, each and every 

individual manifestation of absence can be regarded as existing in the 

locus of the counter positive for which second alternative cannot be 

accepted. 47 
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The third alternative cannot be accepted, as there will occur the 

defect called avyiipti in the valid syllogistic argument in the form - "It is 

the locus of the absence of the contact of a monkey as it has got soulness" 

(Kopisamyogiibhiivaviin iitmatviit). In the soul, which is the locus of hetu, 

there exists the absence of the absence of the contact of monkey. The 

limitors of the counter- positiveness of this absence will be the generic 

property existing in the absence of the contact of a monkey 

(kopisamyoga-siimiinyiibhiivatva) as well as the generic property existing 

in the generic property exists in the absence of the quality 

(gur:zasamanyabhavatva). If the third alternative is taken into account, 

the above-mentioned form exists in the non-locus of the counter- positive. 

The limitor (but not the non- limitor) of the counter positiveness of that 

absence is the generic property existing in the absence of the contact of 

the monkey, which limitor of siidhyatii, which leads to the defect called 

avyiipti'~8• The above -mentioned defect can be avoided after giving a 

new interpretation. By the term "Non .. Iocus of the counter positive limited 

by the limitor of the counter positiveness", the non-locusness of that 

which is limited by that type of counter- positiveness, the non- limitor of 

which is the limitor of siidhyatii is to be understood. Through the light of 

this new interpretation the defect occurred in the above-mentioned cases 

can smoothly be avoided.49 

Now, let us see how the above-mentioned defect do not occur in 

the light of a new interpretation mentioned above. There would not occur 

the defect called avyiipti in the syllogistic argument in the form: "It is the 

locus of the contact of a monkey as it has got this treeness" (kapisamyogi 

etatvr/cyatviit). Through the non-locusness (anadhikaranatva) of the 

contact of a monkey existing in another tree can be taken in this particular 
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tree. which is the locus of the probans, the limitor of the counter

positiveness would be the contactness of a monkey existing in an object 

other than this tree through an indirect relation on the strength of the term 

"Yiidrsapratiyogitavyiipti" inserted in the new interpretation. The non

limitor of that counter- positiveness would be the pure contactness. which 

is the limitor of siidhyatii So there is no avyiipti. 

It has been stated earlier that the defect called avyiipti. will occur in 

the 'case of inference in the form: "The mountain is fiery as there is 

smoke," if the second alternative of the interpretation is taken into 

account. Though each and every individual manifestation of absence can 

be regarded as existing in the locus of the counter- positiveness in the 

way mentioned earlier, the limitor of the counter- positiveness of the 

absence of ajar in the kitchen (the locus ofthe hetu) would be thejarness 

on the strength of the term 'Yiidrsapratiyogitii '. The nor-limitor of the 

counter- positiveness would be the fireness, which is the limitor siidhyata. 

So there does not arise the defect called avyiipti. 

It has always been discussed, that in the valid syllogistic argument 

in the form: "It is the locus of the absence of the contact of a monkey as it 

has got soulness", there would occur the defect called avyiipti, if the third 

alternative is taken into account. This defect can be avoided through the 

light of new interpretation. The generic absence of quality has been taken 

as the counter-positive of the absence of generic absence of quality. The 

limitor of the counter-positiveness will be the generic property existing in 

the generic absence of quality (guJJasiimiinyabhavatva) on the; 

strength of the term- "Yii(irsa-pratiyogitii. " The non-limitor of it would 

be the generic property existing in the absence of the contact of a monkey 
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(kapisamyogiibhiivatva ), which is the limitor of siidhyata. So there does 

not arise any defect called avyiipti.50 

The Concept of Pariimarsa in Nyiiya Logic 

The cognition of invariable concomitance or vyiipti is an important 

factor for attaining inferential cognition. Hence it is called karaf)a or 

special uncommon cause (asiidhiiraf)akaraf)a) of inferenc, An individual 

who has got the knowledge of the invariable concomitance of smoke with 

fire in kitchen etc. sees, afterwards, the trail of smoke connected with the 

surface of the mountain (avicchinnamula dhumarekha). Then he 

recollects the invariable concomitance in the form: 'Smoke is pervaded 

by fire' ( dhumo vahnivyiipyah ). Afterwards, he comes to know that this 

mountain is the locus of something which is pervaded by fire: 

(vahnivyiipyadhumaviin ayam).51 This type of knowledge is called 

pariimarsa or consideration from which the inferential cognition in the 

form - 'The Mountain is fiery' is drawn. 

It has been said by Visvanatha that the cognition of the existent of 

probans or hetu in the subject of inference along 'with the cognition of the 

Probans or hetu as pervaded by siidhya is called pariimarsa (pa/cyasya 

vyiipyavrttitvadhzh paramarsa ucyate ). 52 It may also be explained in the 

following way. The cognition of the existence of a hetu, which is 

characterized by Vyapti, Is called paramarsa (vyiipti

visi$.tapa/cyadharmatiijiiiinam pariimarsah ). It is called an intermediate 

condition of inferential cognition (Vyiipara). Because such congition 

being produced through the earlier cause i.e. vyiipti becomes the 
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producer of inference To Visvanatha this is an invariable step for the 

attainment inferential cognition. 

The Mimamasakas do not think that such a step is at all essential 

for attaining inferential cognition as it has go no new information other 

than the conjunction of the two i.e., the cognition of the existence of hetu 

in the paksa (palcyadharmatiijiiiina) and the cognition of the hetu as 

pervaded by Vyiipii (vyiiptivi#$ia). The conditions vyiiptijiiiina (the 

knowledge of invariable concomitance) and palcyadharmatiijiiiinam (i.e., 

the cognition of the existence of the probans in the subject) are accepted 

as essential isolately, but so far as pariimaria concerned, it is. according 

to them, quite uncalled for. In the syllogistic argument in the form: 'The 

mountain is fiery as it has got smoke (parvato vahnimiin dhumiit) and 

wherever there is smoke, there is fire' (yatra yatra dhumastatra tatra 

vahni}J). In this case, the inferential cognition follows from the 

knowledge of the invariable concomitance and the knowledge of the 

existence of hetu in a pak§a (vyiiptijiiiina and pa/cyadharmatiijiiiina). An 

individual who does not have these two conditions cannot attain the 

inferential cognition that the mountain has got smoke. Hence these two 

cognitions have to be admitted as the necessary conditions for having 

inferential cognition. They are not merely necessary, but sufficient also, 

according to the Mimamsakas-thinkers, to produce the inferential state. It 

is being so the postulation of an additional condition called Pariimarsa or 

the cognition 'The Mountain has got smoke pervaded by fire' seems to be 

unnecessary. The Mimamsakas do not say indeed that such an additional 

cognition is never found as instrumental to the emergence of the 

inferential state. But they emphasise that since it is not a uniform 

antecedent, it cannot be regarded as one of the necessary conditions for 
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anumiti.53 The Naiyayikas claim that even there such cognition has to 

be admitted for the sake of logical economy (laghava ). They explain that 

there is such a thing as paramarsa leading to an inferential state and that 

if pariimarsa has to be admitted even for once as a condition for some 

inferential cognition then for the sake of a unified causal theory it should 

be admitted as a uniform condition for all inferential cognitions. 54 

According to the Nyaya cognition like paramarsa has to be 

admitted as a necessary condition for alt inferential cognitions. In the case 

of a person inferring the existence of fire in a hill on the strength of the 

smoke coming out of the mountain and remembering that wherever there 

is smoke there is fire, the ensuing paramarsa is of the nature of an 

immediate cognition But an individual may infer the presence of fire on 

the mountain on hearing from others that the hill in question has smoke, 

which is invariably associated with fire. In this case the inference 

undoubtedly caused by his verbal knowledge mentioned earlier, which is 

again of the nature of pariimarsa. If paramarsa is admitted it as a 

necessary condition for a particular inference, why is not accepted in all 

cases? Hence the Naiyayikas have accepted a uniform condition called 

paramarsa for inferential cognition for the sake of logical economy 

(liighava). Moreover, there would anse a possibility of inferential 

cognition from the statement. 'The mountain is smoky' (parvato 

dhumaviin ), because the cognition of the existence of a hetu i.e. smoke (in 

Paksa) characterized by 'smokeness' which has become the limitor of the 

pervadedness (vyiipyatiivacchedaklbhutaprakiiraka) is very much present 

here. It cannot be said that the cognition of the existence of the hetu (in 

Palcya), which is characterized by the limitor of the pervadedness, which 

is known, becomes the cause of inferential cognition. For, if the above 
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criterion is accepted, there would anse the possibility of attaining 

inferential cognition from the knowledge of Vyiipti attained by an 

individual called Caitra and from the cognition of the existence of hetu in 

pa/cya attained by another individual, called Maitra.55 

If it is said again that the cognition of the hetu characterized by the 

limitor of the pervadedness attained by an individual and the cognition of 

the existence of hetu in Palcya attained by the same individual become the 

causes of the inferential cognition by the same individual, there would 

have to be accepted innumerable forms of causal relations, because 

different individual form of causal relation has to be accepted for the 

inferential cognition drawn by each individual. In order to avoid such 

complication a solution is suggested by Visva~ba. The congnition of 

hetu (in a Palcya), which is characterized by Vyiipti attained through the 

relation of inherence, can produce an inferential cognition through the 

relation of inherence. Hence there does not arise the question of 

innumerable causal relations. 56 

~ 

If it is said that the cognition of the existence of inmumerable 

causal relations, and the cognition of hetu characterized by Vyapti 

( vyiiptiprakiirakam jiiiinam) are taken as an independent cause of 

inferential cognition, then two forms: of causal theory would have to be 

accepted. If it is taken for granted, there would arise inferential cognition 

from two independent cognition in the forms; The smoke is pervaded by 

fire' ( vahnivyapyo dhumal;.) and 'the mountain is possessing light 

(iilokaviin piirvatal;.), as, there are two cognitions mentioned above. The 

latter cognition is described as pa/cyadharmatiijiiiina because 'light' 

(iiloka) which is like smoke is pervaded by fire. 57 



In order to avoid this problem the Naiyayikas prefer to admit a 

qualified cognition which is a unitary whole in the form vyiiptivisi$.ta

pa/cyadharmiitiijfiiinam' i.e., the cognition of the existence of hetu (in 

Palcya), which is characterized by Vyiipti. if there is at all any defect of 

gourava it is of virtuous type, as it does not become an impediment: to the 

attainment of inferential cognition.58 

The Concept of Tarka 

Vyiipti is an important factor in attaining the inferential cognition. 

The Naiyayikas admit that the knowledge of coexistence between hetu 

and siidhya as well as the knowledge of the absence of deviation are the 

. causes of ascertaining Vyiipti. In cases of doubt of Vyiiptigraha Tarka is 

the method by applying which the said doubt of deviation between hetu 

and siidhya can be removed. Hence the role of Tarka in such cases cannot 

be ignored and hence its significance should be brought forward. 

In the Nyaya system the cognition is of two types : definite 

cognition and the cognition in the form of doubt. The doubt of deviation 

may arise in some cases from the doubt of limiting adjunct (upiidhi), and 

sometimes from the knowledge of the common attributes (of hetu and 

siidhya) like coexistence etc. along with the absence of the knowledge: of 

any specific characteristic features of them. That is, the absence of the 

knowledge of the specific characteristic feature as well as the knowledge 

of common attributes like coexistence etc) give rise to the doubt of 

deviation. Such doubt can be removed by Tarka (Reductio-ad-absurdum), 

which counters the oppsite standpoint (vtpa/cyabiidhaka). The doubt of 
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deviation can be removed through the application of Tarka, which is the 

limit (avadhi) of doubt. So Tarka along with the perception of the 

coexistence of hetu and siidhya and non-perception of that deviation 

( vyabhiciira) of the same would become the cause of ascertaining vyiipti. 

It cannot be argued that Tarka, is not possible without repeated 

observations. For a wise can apply Tarka with the help of the perception 

of the coexistence and non-perception of deviation (vyabhiciira) of the 

same in only one instance. 

If the above-mentioned view is accepted, there would occur the 

defect called Infinite Regress (Anavasthii) as Tarka is not possible 

without having the knowledge of vyiipti. It can be explained in the 

following manner. 

The definition of Tarka as found in the Nilakan.thiprakiisikii on 

Dipika of Tarkasamgraha run as follows: 

'Ahiiryavyiipakavattiibhramajanya iihiiryavyapyavattiibhramastarkah' . 

That is, Tarka is an imposed (iihiirya) erroneous cognition of the 

existence of a pervader ( vyiipaka ), which is produced, by another 

imposed erroneous cognition of the existence of a pervaded (vyiipya). 

What is to be understood as Ahiiryajiiiina (imposed cognition)? In reply it 

can be said that the knowledge which is produced out of one's desire at 

the time when there is the contrary knowledge is known as aharyajiiana 

or imposed cognition (Virodhijiiiinakalinec-chiiprayojyajiiiinatvam 

iihiiryajiiiinatvam). If the knowledge in the form: There is fire in the lake 

(hrado vahnyabhiivan) is produced out of one's desire at the time when 

there is the existence of the contrary knowledge in the form-'There is the 
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absence of fire in the lake" (hrado vahnyiibhjivaviin), it Is called an 

imposed one. 

Such Tarka is of two types: determinant of the definite valid 

knowledge ( vi~ayaparisodhaka) and remover of the doubt of deviation 

(vyabhiciirasamkiinivartaka). The former in the form: 'If it has no fire, it 

has no smoke' (yadyam vahnimiinna syiittadii dhiimaviin na syiit) 

determines the certainty of the existence of fire in a particular locus (i.e .. 

mountain). Here by the absence of the Apiidya or the consequence (i.e., 

by the absence of the negation of fire) the certainly of, the existence of 

the absence of Apiidaka (i.e., the absence of the negation of smoke) is 

ascertained. In such a way doubt as to the existence of fire on the 

mountain in this particular case may be removed by applying this type of 

Tarka. 

The perception of the coexistence with the help of the methods of 

agreement and difference is to be understood as the cause and effect 

relation (kiiryiikiirm:zabhiiva) between smoke and fire. As this top of 

Tarka is not sufficient for ascertaining vyiipti. the latter type of Tarka i.e., 

vyabhiciirasamkiinivartaka tarka is to be resorted to. In the Tarka in the 

form: 'If smoke be deviated from fire, it will not be caused by fire' 

(Dhiimo yadi vahnivyabhiciiri syiit tarhi vanhijanyo na syiit), the first 

part is known as Apiidaka or ground and the second part Apiidya or 

consequence. In Apiidaka there is invariable concomitance determined by 

Apiidya. 

The form of Vyiipti is 'where there is deviation of fire, there is the 

negation of being a product of fire' (yatra yatra vahnivyabhicaritvam, 
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tatra tatra vahnijanyatviibhiivah ). In this form of vyiipti the first part is 

vyiipya (pervaded) and the second one vyapaka (pervader). In the same 

way, it can be said that the Apiidaka -part is the pervader and the Apiidya

part is pervaded. So vyiipti or invariable relation, is included in Tarka. In 

order to remove doubt about the existence of vyiipti determined by 

Apiidya and existing in Apiidaka in the form: 'whether Apiidaka is 

pervaded by Apiidaya or not' (Apiidaka iipiidyavyiipyo na va) in this 

vyiipti, the necessity of applying .another Tarka will come into being. In 

this Tarka also there is another vyapti. In order to remove the doubt of the 

above-mentioned form existing in this vyiipti also, another Tarka will 

have to be resorted to and in this way the defect called infinite regress 

( anavasthii) would crop up. 

The above-mentioned v1ew is not tenable. For, the doubt of 

deviation does not arise in vyiipti of a Tarka, for it would involve 

contradiction ( vyiighiita) in respect of one's own activity and hence, the 

necessity of another Tarka does not arise at all. One can doubt so long as 

there does not arise any contradiction in respect of one's own practical 

activity. A man is permitted to bear any doubt about vyiipti between 

smoke and fire, as he seeks fire in his practical life to get smoke without 

any hesitation. If he has a. slightest doubt regarding vyiipti between 

smoke and fire, he would not seek fire for having smoke. In this way, it 

can be said that a man takes food to satisfy his hunger and takes recourse 

to words to make others understanding his desire etc. So. one's own 

activities indicate the absence of doubt in them. Moreover, if we on 

doubt, our doubting would be subject of doubt. 

Tarka is a kind of hypothetical argument. Both the parts of Tarka 
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are full of imaginary thought. If smoke were endowed with doubt of 

deviation of fire, it would not be caused by fire. If the first part is true, the 

second, part would also be true. But it is known through experience that 

the second part is not true in so far as we do not. get any smoke, which is 

not caused by fire. From the falsity of the second half, the falsity of first 

half (i.e., smoke is deviated from fire) is determined. In cur everyday life 

also we remove doubt in respect of something alter following this method 

of argumentation, From the knowledge of consequence the idea of an 

antecedent is revealed Tarka, being a kind of mental construction, is 

useful for removing doubt and hence Tarka, though invalid ( in the sense 

of not being a source of valid cognition) is the promoter of the Pramiif)as. 

'This Tarka is otherwise known as Apatti i.e., the introduction of the 

undesired through which the desire is established. It is also a kind of 

· indirect method through which the truth is ascertained. If the negation of 

P is proved as absurd, it would automatically follow that P is true, For 

these various reasons much importance has been laid on this method in 

the Navya Nyaya. 

The Concept of Logical Fallacies (Hetviibhiisa) 

That which appears as reason or hetu (but actually not) due to the 

existence of some similarities with a hetu is called hetviibhiisa (.i.e. 

fallacy of inference). According to Raghunath Shiromani, the author 

Dzdhiti, the defect of hetu are called hetviibhiisas or fallacies 

(hetoriibhiisah do~ah hetviibhiisah ). When the knowledge of an object 

becomes impediment to the attainment of inferential cognition is 
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otherwise called hetvabhiisa. That is to way, the knowledge of an object, 

which becomes an impediment to the knowledge of Vyiipti and 

consideration or pariimarsa Is described as hetviibhiisa 

(yadvi$ayakatvenajfiiinasyanumiiivirodhitvam tattvam )59 

This hetviibhiisa is of five types : (i) Inconstant reason 

(anaikiintika or savyabhiciira) (if) Unfounded (a$idha or asiddhi) (iii) 

Contradictory (viruddha or virodha) (iv) counterbalanced (satpratipa/cya 

or satpratipalcyita) and ( v) Incongrous 

(viidhita or viidha). 

a) Inconstant reason (anaikiintika or savyabhiciira) is of three types: I) 

common (siidhiira~;a) ii) uncommon (iisiidhiira~;a) end c) inconclusive 

(anupasamhiirl). Common inconstant reason (siidhiiraiJa anaikantika) 

According to the Neo-logicians, the reason, which exists in a place, 

which is different from the locus of/iiidhya, is called common inconstant 

reason (Siidhya bhiiviidhikara1Javrttil) hetuh siidhiira1}ah ). 62 As for 

example, "The Mountain has got smoke as it has got fire' (parvato 

dhumaviin vahnel)). In this inference 'smoke' is taken as siidhya, the loci 

of which are kitchen etc. and different from the locus of Biidhya is red-hot 

iron ball in which there is fire. Hence in this case fire is the common 

inconstant reason. According to the old logicians, the reason existing in 

both similar as well as contrary instances is called common inconstant 

reason (sapa/cya-vipa/cya-vrttih siidhiiral)ah). The definition can be 

applied to the above-mentioned example. The similar instances are 

mountain, kitchen etc where siidhya or probandum certainly exists 

(niscitasiidhyaviin sapa/cyah) and the contrary instances are red-hot iron 
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ball, electric heater etc where siidhya does not exist without any 

exception (niScitasiidhyiibhiivaviin vipalcyah ). As the hetu or reason fire' 

exists, in the mountain etc and also in red-hot iron ball etc. this reason is 

fallacious. The fallacy is called common inconstant reason (siidhiiraiJa 

.,_;::; t .ka)63 anaztwn z 

To the Navya Naiyayikas the reason or hetu, which does not co

exist in the locus of siidhya, is called uncommon inconstant reason 

(siidhyasiimiiniidhikara!Jo hetuh asiidhara!Jah ). In the inference "The 

sound is non-eternal, as it has got soundness in it" (sabdal} anityah 

sabdatviit), the 'non-eternity" ( anityatva) is taken as siidhya, the loci of 

which are cloth, jar etc in which there is the absence of soundness. So the 

reason (hetu) is called uncommon inconstant reason (asiidhiira!Ja 

anaikiintikal} hetuh). So far as the view of the old logicians is concerned, 

the reason, which does not exist in the similar instances as well as 

contrary instances, is called uncommon inconstant reason (asiidhiiraiJah 

anaikiintikal} hetuh). The original definition runs as follows : sapa/cya

vipaksa vyiivrttah asiidhiira!Jah. In the above mentioned instance the 

hetu 'soundness' (sabdatva) does not exist in the cloth etc as well as in the 

space etc. but exists in the subject i.e .. pa/cya i.e .. sound alone. Hence, this 

hetu is called uncommon inconstant reason (asiidhiira!Jah anaikiintikah 

hetviibhiisah ). 64 

An inference where the .3adhya etc do not become the absentee of 

the absolute negation Is called inconclusive inconstant reason 

(anupasamhiirz anaikiintika hetviibhiisa), the definition of which is as 

follows: Anupasamhiirz ciityantiibhiivapratiyogisiidhyakiidih. In the 

inference 'All is nameable as it is knowable' (sarvam abhidheyain 
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jiieyatviit), i.e. siidhya 'nameability' (abhidheyatva) is not the absentee of 

the absolute negation of nameability. Such an absence is not at all 

possible as each and every object in this world is nameable in character. 

This inconclusive inconstant reason may be explained in another way, 

The hetu of which the subject or pa/cya is based on exclusively 

affirmative (kevaliinvayl) method, (kevalanviiyipa/cyakah anupasamhiirl). 

The definition can be based on exclusively affirmative method alone. 

There is no scope for applying the method of difference as 'all'.' has been 

taken as the subject or pa/cya. Hence there lies a fallacy called 

anupasamhiirf (fallacy of inconclusiveness). 

(2) Unfounded (asiddhi): This fallacy is again subdivided into three 

a) unfounded with regard to substratum (iisrayiisiddhi)', b) unfounded in 

respect of essence (svariipiisiddhi); c) unfoundedness from the standpoint 

of pervadedness ( vyiipyatiisiddhi). 

Unfoundedness regarding substratum (iisrayiisiddhi) remains there 

where there is the absence of the limitor ofsubjectness in a subject (pa/cye 

pa/cyatiivachedakasya abhiivah ). In the inferential argument 'The sky

flower is fragrant, as it has got flowemess in it' (akiisakusumam surabhi 

kusumatviit) 'the sky flower' (iikiisakusuma) is the pa/cya or subject where 

there is the absence of flowers (kusumatva) which is the limitor of 

pa/cyata (pa/cyatiivacchedaka). Here there is the hetviibhiisa called 

iisryiisiddhi. 

If there is the absence of hetu in the subject of inference (palcya), 

there occurs the fallacy called svariipiisiddhi (unfoundedness in respect of 

essence), the definition of which IS as follows: Pa/cye 
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vyapyatvabhimatasya abhiivah svariipiisiddhih). In the 

inference 'The lake is a substance as it has get smoke in it', the 'smoke' is 

a hetu' or pervaded (vyapya) which is absent in the subject of inference 

(paksa) i.e. in lake. Hence there occurs a fallacy called svariipasiddhi. 

Unfoundedness in respect of pervadedness ( vyapyatvasiddhi) is of 

two types: sadhyasiddhi and sadhanasiddhi. When there is an absence of 

the limitor of sadhyata in a sadhya, it is called sadhyasiddhi. (Sadhye 

sadhyatavacchedakasyabhavah sadhyasiddhih), in the same way if there 

is the absence of the limitor of hetuta in a hetu, it is called sadhanasiddhi, 

(sadhane sadhanatavacchedakasya abhavah sadhanasiddhih ). In the 

inference 'The mountain has golden fire as it has got blue smoke' 

(parvatah kiificanavahniman niladhiimat), there is the absence of the 

limitor of sadhyata i.e. dhilmatva in the sadhya i.e .. kaficanavahni and the 

absence of the limitor of hetuta i.e., dhilmatva in blue smoke (nlladhilma) 

which is the hetu here, and hence there arises the fallacy of sadhyasiddhi 

and sadhanasiddhi respectively which are sub-types of vyapyatasiddhi. It 

is also worth-mentioning in this connection that the golden fire 

(kiificanavahni) and blue smoke (niladhilma) are absurd entities and 

hence they are asiddha. 65 

Contradiction ( viruddha) : The reason or hetu which is the 

counterpositive of the absence which is the pervader of the sadhya is 

called a contradicted one (viruddha) (sadhyavyapakibhiitabhavapratiyagi 

viruddah). 

In other words, the reason which is pervaded by the absence of the 

sadhya is called as contradicted one (sadhyabhavavyapto hetuh 
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viruddhah ). In the example - 'The sound is eternal, as it is produced' 

(sabdah nityah krtakatviit or kiiryatviit), the hetu lqtakatva or kiiryatva 

(producedness) proves the absence of eternity (i.e. non-eternity) or 

anityatva. Where there is the property of being produced, there is the 

property of being non-eternal (anityatva), which is the absence of siidhya 

in this particular case. Another example - "The Mountain is fiery, as it has 

got water should be cited as viruddha and it can be explained in the 
. .1 66 simi arway. 

Counterbalanced (satpratipalcya): A rival argument that establishes 

the absence of sadhya is called counter-balanced (satpratipalcyah prati 

hetuh siidhyiibhiivasiidhakah). In the inference- 'The sound is eternal as 

there is audibility (sabdah nityah sriival)atvat) the sadhya is 'eternity' 

(nityatva) which can be counterbalanced by another rival argument, in the 

form: 'The sound is non-eternal, as it has got producedness' (sabdah 

anitya kiiryatviit). Hence the earlier argument is suffering from the 

fallacy of satpratipa/cya. 67 

Incongruous (viidhita)'. If there is the absence of the siidhya in the 

subject of inference, it is called viidhita or incongruous hetviibhiisa 

(palcye siidhyiibhiivah). It can also be described as incongruity (viidhah), 

which is defined-by the neo-thinkers in the following way: "Siidhyasiil)yo 

yatra pa/cyastviisau viidha udiihrtah '. When, a pa/cya becomes free from 

siidhya or pa/cya is; endowed with the absence of siidhya, it is called 

vadha. In the inferential argument in the form: "The fire is the locus of 

the absence of heat, as it is a substance" ( vahnih anu$nah dravyatviit), the 

absence of heat' (anu~natva) is taken as the siidhya in 'fire' is taken as 

pa/cya or subject of inference. In this case of fire the absence of heat' is 
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not possible. As the: existence of heat in fire is known through another 

pramiif)a i.e. perception, it is fallacious for having a fallacy called 

viidhita. Considering this the old Naiyayikas have defined in the 

following way: 'Yasya siidhyiibhavah pramiif)iintaref)a niscitah sa 

vadhitah'. That is when the absence of siidhya is ascertained through 

other means of knowing, it is called viidhita as found in the above

mentioned inference. 68 
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CHAPTER III 

THE BUDDHISTS NOTION OF INFERENCE 

Refutation of Inference by the Ciirviikas 

Valid knowledge or Pramii is that where the determinans or 

Prakara actually remains in the determinandum. Or the knowledge about 

which we do not have any doubt and the knowledge which corresponds to 

the object is called Pramii, e.g. "Gha.te ayam gha.ta" - This kind of 

anubhiiva of gha!a is called valid knowledge as in this anubhiiva 

"gha.ta" is determinandum, gha.ta.tva is determinans and "gha.tatva" as 

· determinans resides in the gha.ta, the determinandum. Determinandum, 

determinans and the relation, are the three objects in Visi$.ta- Buddhi. In 

the case of Visi$_ta Buddhi "ayam gha.ta" "ghafa"determinandum, 

"gha.ta.tva" determinans and the inherence relation appears as the object. 

In the above - mentioned part the relation is not separately described as 

mainly Tadvati Tatprakaratva has been explained here. The instrument of 

valid knowledge is called Pramii!Ja. 

In all the schools of Indian Philosophy as the instrument of valid 

knowledge (Pramii) Pramiina is admitted. But in respect of the number of 

PramiifJa there is difference of opinion about them. Carvaka Philosopy 

admits only perception as PramiifJa. In Bauddha Philosophy both 

perception and inference are admitted. Perception, inference and 

testimony - these three are accepted s Pramal).as in Samkhya and Jaina 

Philosopy. In Nyaya Philosophy perception, inference, comparison and 
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testimony are accepted as four Pramcu;as. In Mimamsa and Advaita 

Vedanta the six pramiif}as namely perception, inference, comparison, 

testimony, arthapatti and non - cognition are accepted as PramaQas. 

Carvaka is the only Philosophy that does not admit inference as pramiif}a. 

The arguments the Carvakas exhibit to falsify the inference as 

Pramiif}a are as follows : 

If by Pramiif}a we mean indubitable and faultless anubhiiva, 

inference cannot be accepted as pramiif}a. According to them only 

perception can be such Pramiif}a. Because in the case of inference when 

we acquire knowledge from the perceived smoke to the presence of the 

unperceived fire, we leap in the dark. Perhaps the Naiyayikas support this 

kind of difference by formerly acquired Vyiipti Jiiiina between the smoke 

and the fire. 

The Carvakas doubt the knowledge of Vyiipti which plays most 

important role in the case of anumiina. Vyiipti is the concomitance 

relation between the probans (Hetu) and the probandum (Siidhya) or the 

co-existence of probans with probandum is meant here. As for example -

in the case of famous inferential instance 'hill' is subject (pa/cya) 'Fire' is 

probandum (Siidhya) and 'smoke' is probans (hetu). In this the 

concomitance relation is 'where ever there is smoke, there is Fire'. In the 

case of any knowledge of Vyiipti there will be knowledge of 

concomitance relation devoid of knowledge of vyabhiciira. The 

knowledge of concomitance relation is of two kinds - Anvaya and 

Vyatireka. Anvaya Sahaciira is "Tat Sattve tat Sattva" or the presence of 

one indicates the presence of another, as for example - where there is 
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smoke, there is fire. On the other hand, the knowledge of Vyatireka 

Sahacara is "Tadasattve tadasattva" or the absence of one indicates the 

absence of another, as for example - where there is the absence of fire 

there is absence of smoke. For acquiring the knowledge of Vyiipti the 

knowledge of Anvaya and Vyatireka Vyabhihciira accompanying with the 

knowledge of Sahaciira is required. The knowledge of anvaya 

vyabhihciira is this "Tadasattve tadasattva" or one will be absent instead 

of the presence of another. As for example - there will be the presence of 

fire in the case of the absence of smoke. For acquiring the knowledge of 

Vyiipti 'instead of the presence of fire there will be the absence of smoke' 

this fact will be observed. "Tadasattve Tadasattva" is Vyatireka 

Vyabhihciira knowledge. In case of Vyatireka Vyabhihciira one will be 

present instead of another is absent. As for example - there will be 

presence of smoke instead of the absence of fire. The fact "there will be 

no smoke instead of the absence of fire" will be noticed for 

accomplishing the knowledge of Vyiipti. Only the knowledge of Sahaciira 

is not sufficient for the indubitible Knowledge of Vyiipti, the absence of 

the knowledge of Vyabhihciira accompanying with the knowledge of 

sahaciira is vital for the certain knowledge of Vyiipti. 

By considering all kinds of Pramii1}as the Naiyayikas try to show 

that the origin of the knowledge of Vyiipti is not possible by any kind of 

Pramii1}as. According to them, Pratyalcya is primary and important 

pramii!Ja of all Pramii!Jas. Carvakas attack against the productivity of 

Pratyalcya as the origin of the knowledge of Vyiipti. Ordinary Pratyalcya 

is of two kinds - external and internal. In the case of external Pratya/cya 

there is a contact between external sense organ and presently existent 

object. So external perception is able to acquire knowledge about p~ 
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object. It cannot acquire knowledge about past and future object. The 

knowledge of concomitance of all smoke and fire formerly produced, 

presently existent and what will be produced in future, is essential for the 

relation of Vyiipti i.e. 'wherever there is smoke, there is fire'. It is not 

possible for all smoke and fire of past and future to contact with the sense 

organ of the person who infers. Even all smoke and fire presently existent 

in this world cannot be connected with the sense organ of the person who 

infers. In Tattvopaplavasingha it has been described that the main 

hindrance of establishing the relation between the smoke and fire by 

observing every individual incident is the difference of space, time and 

characteristics. Jayarasi BhaHa thinks that this is not inconsistent to 

anticipate the colour perception in the case of gustatory perception by 

means of tongue as it is the case to anticipate the existence of the object 

that cannot be perceived directly. In this reference the supporters of 

inference may say that the invariable relation between smoke and fire can 

be established by the observation of some special incidents for this there 

is no need to observe every incident. It has been described in 

Tattopaplavasingha that the difference of space, time and characteristics 

is the main hindrance to establish the relation between smoke and fire by 

observing every incident. Jayarasi Bhatta thinks that if it is imagined the 

existence of the object that is not directly perceived it will not be 

inconsistent to imagine the appearance of the colour in the case of the 

tasting the water by the tongue. In this context the supporters of inference 

may say that the relation between smoke and fire can be established on 

the basis of the observation of some special incident, it is needless to 

observe every incident for this purpose. In the book Tattvopaplavasingha 

it has been described that this is applicable only in the cases where this 
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relation has been established on the basis of the incidents related, it is not 

applicable in the other cases. Because it is inconsistent to imagine the 

gamaktva of other in response to other. 

The propounder of inference theory thinks that although all the 

cases of smoke and all the cases of fire is not possible to perceive, it is 

possible to perceive the class character "smokehood" & 'firehood' that is 

in all cases of smoke and fire and as a result of this consequence it is also 

perceivable the relation between the class - character smokehood and 

firehood. But according to Carvaka perceiving each and every particular 

case of 'smoke' and 'fire' it is not possible for the external organ of 

human being, to perceive the class - character "smokehood" & 

"firehood". Carvakas rejects the possibility of attaining the knowledge of 

Vyapti through internal perception. Separately internal organ cannot 

attain knowledge about the object of outer world. Because inner organ of 

a man has to depend on outer organ to attain the knowledge of outer 

world. 

According to Naiyayikas to attain actual knowledge of Vyapti it is 

absolutely necessary to observe the every case of co-presence of probans 

(Hetu) and probandum (Sadhya) as well as it is necessary to observe each 

and every case of the absence of the probandum (Siidhya) with the 

absence of probans (Hetu) i.e., the knowledge of Vyapti should be 

verified by both the method, the method of agreement and the method of 

difference. But the thinkers of Carvakas opines that in the practical field 

it is more difficult to apply the method of difference than the method of 

agreement. Though it is possible to observe the co-presence of smoke and 

fire in many places, it is almost impossible to observe each and every 
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incident of the absence of smoke in case of the non - existence of fire. 

Because the absence of fire will be perceived in the every object of the 

world except fire. The truth of the knowledge of Vyiipti is not proved by 

any method that is method of agreement and the method of difference. As 

a result of this it is proved the uncertainty of the validity of that inference 

whose ground is the knowledge of Vyiipti. 

The relation of Vyiipti is not knowable with the help of inference. If 

we think that this kind of knowledge of co-herence relation between all 

cases of smoke and all cases of fire is obtained with the help of inference, 

then we have to infer another inference for that inference. Again that 

another inference will be established with the help of the knowledge of 

Vyiipti. In this way there will be fallacy of infinite regress if we establish 

the knowledge of Vyiipti with the help of inference and again to establish 

inference with the help of the knowledge of Vyiipti and thus validity of 

inference is never proved. 

According to the propounder of the inference theory that inference 

can be treated as Pramiil)a which is based on faultless probans. That 

probans which is devoid of condition is called faultless probans. The 

concomitance relation of unconditional probans with probandum is called 

Vyiipti. As for example, if in any places it is inferred that there is fire by 

observing smoke then it is implied that smoke is not dependent on any 

element except fire. But if anyone infers - 'The hill is smoky as it is 

fiery', the inference is wrong because the co-location relation between 

fire and smoke is the co -location due to condition of wet fuel. In the red 



hot iron ball there is no smoke although there is fire. Some fire is limited 

out of all fire by the condition called 'relation of wet - fuel' and if such 

kind of acts as reason then the inference will be faulty. 

The Carvaka philosophers put this argument against the acceptance 

of inference as pramii!Ja that it is not at all possible to be certain that in 

all places and time whether the reason is unconditional. As a result of this 

there remains doubt about the knowledge of concomitance which is 

accepted as the ground of inference. There is no rule that condition 

always will be perceptible. This is not directly known whether there is 

any super - sensuous condition attached to the reason. So there remains 

doubt whether the probans is devoid of all types of condition. So with the 

help of inference we cannot determine whether the probans is condition 

less. Because we think that the conditionless of the probans will be 

determined with the inference, but the conditionlessness of the probans 

including that very inference is not anyway possible. So indubitable 

knowledge of invariable concomitance cannot be possible. 

The other means of instrument of knowledge (Pramii!Ja) that is 

Sabda pramii!Ja also is not the cause of knowledge of invariable 

concomitance, because verbal testimony is not separate instrument of 

knowledge. According to propounders of the 'verbal testimony' by the 

uses of trustworthy person people is acquinted with unknown meaning of 

the world. As a result of this it is proved that 'verbal testimony' is 

included in the instrument of knowledge of inference. So the defect which 

comes from the determination of the inference as a means of the 

invariable concomitance, the same defect will occur if verbal testimony is 

pointed out as a means of the knowledge of invariable concomitance. 
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Testimonial statement is the statement of the trustworthy person. 

To determine the truth of statement is only possible when we become 

indubitable about the existence of the knowledge of another invariable 

concomitance which indicates the all time inseparable relationship 

between sentence and its meaning. As the validity of the testimonial 

statement depends on the knowledge of invariable concomitance, that 

testimonial statement cannot be considered as a basis of the knowledge of 

invariable concomitance. 

It is not possible to acqmre the knowledge of invariable 

concomitance with the help of comparison, in case of comparison with 

the help of probans named 'the cognition of similarity' the relation of 

similarity is established between a term (Samjfiii) and what it stands for 

Samjfiin. so the comparison is not the separate instrument of knowledge 

and this is only a kind of inference. The objection arises in case of 

attainment of the knowledge of invariable concomitance with the help of 

inference, comparison also faces the same objection. 

So as the knowledge of invariable concomitance which is the main 

ground of inference is not possible to acquire by any instrument of 

knowledge, inference also is proved as dubitable. So according to 

Carvakas perception is only the means of the instrument of knowledge. 

But the Carvakas think that the common usage of people may be 

possible with the help of that possibility which comes through the clue of 

inference. By the perception of smoke the possibilities of fire comes out 

on our mind, but there is no certainity in this. This possibility is the main 

influence of the maximum work of our life.For most of the time the 
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possibility may be true but this is nothing but post hoc ergo propter hoc 

(Kakatalfya). 

The relation of causality may be mentioned as the father of 

knowledge of invariable concomitance which is the base of inference. But 

the Carvakas who do not believe in the law of causality think that in 

many cases occurrence of two incidents happen one by one is groundless 

and from this it is not inferred that in future the past incidents will be 

repeated. People accepts stone for property or to cure disease, they apply 

mantras or take medicine. According to Carvakas in some cases the goal 

may be attained through this, but there is no causal relationship between 

the usage of this and the attainment of result. Because in many times we 

do not get any result by applying stone, mantras or medicine. Again in 

some cases without applying these sometime some people get the same 

result. According to the language of Carvakas the relationship between 

both of them for getting result is described as accidental. In case of world 

the incidents which seem to be apparently related as causal relation, in 

same judgement it may be said without depending on the cause or any 

rule all these objects are produced accidentally. The Carvakas said that, 

there is no cause in case of the diversity of the world. The diversity of 

nature is explained with the help of nature. The hotness of fire, coldness 

of water, the hardness of stone are natureal and as those things are not 

connected with any cause. Similarly the various incidents of the world, 

the sorrow, pleasure etc. of people happens naturally. As the cause of 

these there is no reason of accepting A4r~.ta, Dharma, Adharma etc. 
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Justification of Inference as a Pramlina from Siimkhya, Jain a, 

Bauddha and Nyliya standpoints 

Many heterodox and orthodox philosophers vehemently attacks the 

opinions of Carvakas who belief perception as the instrument of 

knowledge. 

The Sathkhya Philosophers reject the objections of the Carvakas by 

the argument that the non existence of the object is not proved if the 

object is not perceived. If any object is situated in far distance, the object 

is not perceivable for the long distance. We cannot perceived the 

existence of the flying bird which flies on the high range of the sky. 

Collyrium of eye is not capable of being seen due to proximity. 

If any person becomes blind and dumb, he cannot perceive the 

colour and sound of any object. Due to the inattentiveness of mind any 

object is not perceivable. A man who thinks of his wife, the man whose 

mind is in sorrow for the death of his near relative cannot perceive the 

object which is situated in front of the eye and bright light. For the 

subtleness the object is not apprehended by the perception. Though the 

person is attentive cannot be perceived atom, due to its subtleness. 

Partition by the wall or covered by the clothes the object is not perceived 

for the distance. If any object becomes ecstatic trance by the another 

object, then through this ecstatic trance those stricken object cannot be 

perceived. As for example - during day time star and planets cannot be 

observed as they are stricken by extreme sun- rays. We cannot separate 

the cloudless water drops in the pond due to same type of object. 
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An object can not be perceived due to its non orgination. Before 

production the effect remains in latent content in the inherent cause and 

for this latent presence the effect is not perceived. For example- the curd 

is not perceived as the curd remains in latent content in the milk. The 

inconstancy arises if non - existence admitted due to the imperceptibility 

of the object. If any person who is out side the house can determine, the 

nonexistence of the relative who cannot be perceived in the house. But 

this cannot be done due to genuine reason. So this should be admitted that 

if there is adequate imperceptibility than non existence will be admitted. 

Wherever there is imperceptibility there is non existence of object - this 

kind of relation of invariable concomitance is not right. The relation of 

invariable concomitance will be such "wherever there is adequate 

imperceptibility, there is in non existence of object". 

Perception is the only source of valid knowledge. The Jaina 

Philosophers reject this statement of Carvakas by various arguments. The 

Jaina philosophers put questions to Carvakas ---- whether the Carvakas 

can exhibit any argument in favour of the statement 'perception is the. 

only source of valid knowledge'? If Carvakas philosophers fail to exhibit 

the argument then their statements will not be acceptable as they are not 

supported by reason. On the other hand, if the Carvakas support their 

statements with the help of this argument that perception is valid source 

of knowledge because perception can never be falsified, then infact they 

admit inference indirectly. Because any argument is the another name of 

inference. Inference is the determination of probandum in the subject 

with the help of probans. The Carvakas can say in support of their 

statement that "perception is valid source of knowledge", as perception 

reveals object without any exception. But perception does not always 



reveal object without any exception. But sometimes perception gives us 

opposite result. As drinking and bathing of water in illusion of desert is 

not able to give result, so the knowledge of the perception of water is 

false and there is no validity of such knowledge. A person who is 

attacked by jaundice perceives a moon as two and there is no validity of 

such kind of knowledge too. If inference and verbal testimony is not 

acceptable as sometimes they are falsified, then for the same reason 

perception is undependable as perception gives us opposite result. So any 

instrument of knowledge will be considered as valid if it is able to 

produce effective knowledge. To know water as water is effective 

knowledge and effective knowledge is pramii or veridical Anubhava. 

Pramii is the key of effective activity like perception if inference and 

verbal testimony is able to give such practical result then they also will be 

considered be as valid instrument ofknowledge (Pram(uJa). 

Besides the Carvakas have admitted inference as valid instrument 

of knowledge as they have denied imperceptible object like rebirth, 

immortality of soul, internal soul beyond the body, God etc. Because they 

have proved the probandum 'non existence' in the category like soul by 

the Probans "imperceptibility", in this case the form of the inference of 

Carvakas 'that what is not the object of the knowledge of perception, is 

non existent; soul etc is not the object of knowledge of perception, so soul 

etc. is non existence. 

When the Carvakas said that perception is the only source of valid 

knowledge, then their conclusion is applicable to the perception of 

knowledge as a whole. The statement of knowledge of Carvakas will be 

self- contradictory if they wanted to present their opinion as "perceptual 
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knowledge of all person, in all places and at all times is the instrument of 

valid knowledge. According to the conclusion of Carvakas it is revealed 

that own perceptual knowledge of each person is the instrument of valid 

knowledge. Because the perception of any person will not be considered 

as existent in the sight of another person, because which is non existent 

can not be considered as the instrument of valid knowledge. So if 

Carvakas want to prove the knowledge of perception of all knower of all 

places and time, they have to accept inference in another way. When 

Carvakas engage in the discussion with another person to establish their 

own statement, they try to establish their own statement knowing the 

intention of the mind of the person who engages in the discussion. 

Indeed without help of inference it is not possible to know intention of 

other's mind. 

The Buddhists who are against the opinion of Carvakas who reject 

inference as instrument of valid knowledge said that the knowledge of 

invariable concomitance is possible and this knowledge of invariable 

concomitance is acquired by the principles of essential identity and 

causality. Without cause the production of effect is impossible. There 

can be no doubt about the co-relation between cause and effect. The 

production of any effect is due to cause. The effect is probans. Cause is 

probandum. In the case of inference 'the hill has fire as it has smoke', 

'smoke' is probans and 'fire' is probandum. Fire is the cause of smoke. 

Smoke is the effect of fire. Perceiving the smoke, that means the effect in 

the hill, the fire that means the cause is inferred. Smoke and fire is 

related in the relation of invariable concomitance as effect and cause. 

Effect is possible without cause - if it is admitted then self contradiction 

arises and our day to day life becomes impossible. Therefore Udayan said 
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lVyiighiitavadhiriisankii' that means doubt in a particular case is possible 

until contradiction arises. So we have to admit the relation of cause and 

effect as the relation of invariable concomitance. The relation of 

invariable concomitance between cause and effect can be determined by 

the means of paiickarm;f. These are as follows : 

i) The effect is not known before it is produced. 

ii) The knowledge of cause. 

iii) The knowledge of effect m immediate successiOn of the 

knowledge of cause. 

iv) The knowledge of non apprehension of cause. 

v) The knowledge of the non apprehension of the effect in 

immediate succession of the knowledge of the non - apprehension 

of the cause. If these five knowledge come one after another we 

become doubtless about the knowledge of invariable 

concomitance between the cause and the effect. Similarly the 

knowledge of invariable concomitance is certified by the 

principles of essential identity. The relation of essential identity is 

the relation of difference and identity. 

The two things which are in the relation of essential identity, 

neither different nor identical with one another. The two objects who are 

in the relation of essential identity, remain in the same locus. There exists 

the relation of essential identity between Sinisapiihood and treehood. If it 

is said that Sinisapii is different from tree, Si"msapii loses its own genetic 

property. Again any type of tree is not Sinisapii. So we have certain 
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knowledge of the relation of essential identity between Sinisapiihood and 

treehood. From the knowledge of the relation of the essential identity 

between Sinisapiihood and treehood it is known that there is relation of 

invariable concomitance between them. 

Lastly Buddhist philosophers arise one question to Carvakas 

whether they give any argument for admitting the validity of inference. If 

they do not give any argument their statement will not be acceptable. 

'Ekiikinf pratijiiii hi pratijiiiitam na siidhayet.' If the Carvakas give 

reasons to establish the truth of their statement, this exhibition of reason 

will stand against their original statement. Now they may say that as 

inference is mentioned in Nyaya philosophy, so they also bring the 

context of reason. So they accept the statement of Nyaya as the statement 

of trustworthy person. But those who do not admit inference as the 

instrument of valid knowledge if they admit verbal testimony other than 

perception, there arises a practical inconsistency. 

Naiyayikas also establish the validity of inference by rejecting the 

arguments given by the Carvakas. The main arguments of the Carvakas in 

favour of non accepting other Pramii7Jas except perception is "That what 

is beyond observation is non existent". Naiyayikas prove that Pratya/cya 

Pramii!Ja is contradicted according to the own arguments of the 

Carvakas. Pratya/cya is not accepted as Pramii!Ja because eye etc. sense 

organs cannot be perceived. That what is perceived is a ball, not sense 

organ. The existence of eye etc. sense organ is established through 

inference. But the Carvakas admit eye etc. sense organ instead of 
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imperceptible of those organs. Thus there arises fault for admitting the 

existence of imperceptible sense organs and it is not possible to ascertain 

the absence of any object with the help of the probans like 

'imperceptible'. If the object is not perceived is determine the absence of 

that object then if Carvakas goes to another place he will be sure to know 

the absence his wife and children as he cannot perceive his wife and 

children and he will cry in sorrow after returning home. In reality it is 

seen that after returning home he is accompanied by his relatives. As the 

relatives exist in the state of imperceptibility, it is to be admitted the 

'imperceptibility' cannot be counted as probans in respect of ascertaining 

the non- existence of any object. 

The Carvakas think that there may be imperceptible condition in 

response to established invariable relation between smoke and fire. But 

according to Naiyayikas this fear is baseless. As we perceive the relation 

between smoke and fire in the places like kitchen, cow - shed etc, the 

invariable relation which is established between smoke and fire is 

unconditional. Only in the cases where the invariable relation between 

smoke and fire will be established in future, there may be imperceptible 

condition. But that invariable relation which will be established between 

smoke and fire placed in another time and place cannot be known by 

perception. That invariable relation only can be known by inference. 

Therefore if Carvakas expect imperceptible condition then they have to 

admit inference and if they do not apprehend (expect) condition there is 

no problem for them to ascertain the invariable condition and as a result 

inference is proved. According to Naiyayikas the imperceptible condition 

which may be in case of the invariable relation between any type of 
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smoke and fire can be removed with the help of Vipa/cya Biidhaka Tarka 

which is related to invariable relation. 

Buddhists Theory of Perception 

Right knowledge is the cause of every successful action in respect 

of all these various human ends. Thus, after rightly determining the 

nature of an object through perceptual knowledge etc, one avoids the 

object like spears, poison, thorns etc ; takes up the objects like flowers, 

garlands etc and remains indifferent to objects other than these. 

The expression 'the attainment of all human ends' is equivalent to 

'that which causes the attainment of all human ends'. The word 

'attainment' (siddhi) is here used in the sense of 'that which causes the 

attainment' (siidhaka). It is shown thereby that right knowledge is 

necessarily the cause of the attainment of all human ends. 

The word iti is used in the sense of 'therefore'. The two words yat 

and tat are invariably correlated. Thus, it is finally asserted that, since 

right knowledge invariably precedes the attainment of human end, it is 

here expounded. 

In the expression 'it is expounded', the word 'it' is to be 

understood not be understood as referring to right knowledge, 1 because it 

is mentioned in the neuter gender. The word 'it' should not be understood 

as referring to the attainment of all human ends, though it 1s m 

'immediate proximity' (avyavahita), because of its [relative] non

importance ( apriidhiinyii)./11 



Right knowledge is of two kinds - perception and inference. Nyiiya hindu 

1/2 

This right knowledge can be properly comprehended only when the 

four types of 'contradictory notions' (vipratipatti) regarding its nature are 

removed? The four types of contradictory notions are the contradictory 

notions relating to its number (Sa~?Zkhyii), nature (svariipa), object 

(vi$aya) and effect (phala). 

Of these, the contradictory notions relating to its number are the 

following. Some logicians, namely, the followers of the Carvakas school, 

maintain that right knowledge is of only one kind. Some others, namely, 

the followers of the Samkhya school, maintain that is of three kinds. 

According to the followers of the Nyaya school, it is of four kinds, while, 

the followers of the Mimamsa school admit six kinds of right knowledge. 

The contradictory notions relating to its nature are the following. 

According to some, Perception is determined (savikalpaka). But 

according to other Perceptions is only indeterminate (nirvikalpaka) 

The contradictory notions relating to its object are the following. 

Some say that the 'unique particular' (svala/cya1Ja) alone is the object of 

perception and the universal (siimiinya-la/cya1Ja) alone is the object of 

inference. Other logicians speak of other kinds of objects as the objects of 

perception and inference. 

The contradictory notions relating to its effect are the following. 

Some logicians maintain that the effect of employing an instrument of 
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knowledge is something different, while others argue that there is no 

difference between the instrument of knowledge and its effect. Thus, the 

nature of right knowledge is comprehended, quite free from any error, 

only when these four types of contradictory notions are removed. 

To remove, at the outset, the contradictory notions relating to its 

number, the another says, "Right knowledge is of two kinds". The 

expression 'is of two kinds' means that it has two different varieties. The 

word denoting the number is mentioned to express clearly the 

significance that right knowledge has only two kinds and not more. This 

excludes the possibility of its being of three kinds, of four kinds and so 

on. The word denoting the number merely refers to its two-foldness. But 

what actually are the two kinds? Why should knowledge be not regarded 

as of four kinds? In answer to these queries, the author specifically 

mentions the name of the two kinds, "Perception and inference." 

The term Pratya/cya (perception) means etymologically 'dependent 

upon the senses'. This 'indeclinable particle' (nipiita) merely suggests 

that the object of knowledge also is a factor in the production of 

perception. This, however, does not mean that the term Pratya/cya or 

perception is to be applied to that kind of perception only which is always 

dependent upon the senses For example, a particular animal is called go 

i.e. a cow because of its movement (gamana). But in this case movement 

is only an accidental indicator of cowness (gotva). Hence it is found that 

any particular 'lump of flesh' (pifJ4a), which is a locus of cowness, is to 

be denoted by the term go irrespective of whether it moves or not. 
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Here also the fact of its i.e. of perception being dependent upon the 

senses merely suggests that the object of knowledge too is a factor in the 

production of perception and as such, all the four types of perception 

including those which are not dependent upon the senses, e.g., mental 

perception etc are denoted by the term 'perception' .3 

The word mana in the term anumana etymologically means 'that 

by which an object is measured i.e. cognized.' That is to say, mana means 

an instrument which rightly specifies the nature of an object. The particle 

anu means 'subsequently' (anantarya). Thus the term anumana is 

equivalent in meaning to 'subsequent cognition'. That is, inference is a 

form of knowledge which appears subsequent to 'the perception of the 

reason as belonging to the subject' (Pa/cya-dharma-graha) as well as the 

'reconciliation of the invariable concomitance between the reason and the 

inferable property' (pratibandha-smaral)a ). 4 

The two terms Pratyalcya and anumana have been mentioned 

separately with different case-suffixes ( vibhakti). That there is difference 

also in the nature of the object5 revealed by them follows by implication. 

That is, just as they are different as regards the case-suffix added to them, 

so also they are different as regards the nature of the objects revealed by 

them.6 

The conjunction 'and' (ca) is used in the sense of aggregation 

(samuccaya ). It gathers the additional significance that perception and 

inference have 'equal capability' (samavalatva).7 

Just as perception, being produced directly by an object, becomes 

non-erroneous and is a real instrument of knowledge, similarly inference 
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also, having invariable connection with the object through identity 

(tiidiitmya) and causation (tadutpatti), becomes non-erroneous and is a 

real instrument of knowledge. This repudiates the view, as held by some 

logicians, that, of all the instruments of knowledge, perception is the 

primary (mukhya) one. Because, both of them are 'equally non

erroneous'. There are, indeed, logicians who have tried to show the 

primariness ofperception. (Nyiiyabindu 1/2) 

To remove the contradictory notions relating to its nature, the 

author gives the correct definition of perception, namely. "Of these, 

perception is knowledge which is free from construction and is not 

illusory". The word tatra is used in the sense of selection (nirdhiiraiJa) 

Thus perception is here singled out from the two kinds of right 

knowledge with the help of its definition just mentioned. The term 

perception stands for 'what is to be defined' (lalcyya) and the expression 

'free from construction and not illusory' stands for the definition 

(la/cyaiJa). Thus the meaning conveyed is : whatsoever is free from 

construction and is not illusory is to be viewed as perception. 8 

The meaning as expressed by the component members of the 

expression taken individually will now be stated. The expressiOn 

kalpaniipo¢ha means that which is free 'from all kinds of mental 

construction' (kalpaniibhyah), i.e. pure knowledge as separated from 

construction. Or, the expression kalpaniipo¢ha means that which is not 

connected 'with any kind of mental construction' (kalpanayii) i.e. pure 

knowledge as not mixed up with mental construction.9 The word 

abhriinta means 'not illusory', i.e. which is not contradictory in respect of 

the knowledge 'that makes one reach the object' (priipaka) 



Buddhistic conception of inference 

The Buddhists are the forerunners in establishing the means of 

ascertaining Vyiipti through tiidiitmya (the law of Identity and tadutpatti 

(law of causality). But the Buddhist concept of inference is somehow 

peculiar in nature and they accept it as a second order means of knowing, 

as it cannot reveal the real nature of an object. To them only perception 

can provide acquaintance with the real nature of the same. Let us 

understand the definition of Pramal}a which goes as follows. Pramii11a is 

a kind of trustworthy cognition (avisamviidakam jiiiinam). 

Trustworthiness does n?t remain. merely in the sentences uttered by a 

reliable person (aptavacana) as said by the Naiyayikas, but it remains in 

the capacity of producing successful activity (samarthapravrttijanakatva). 

To the Buddhists it is not the instrument of the right cognition 

(pramakaraiJ.a), but it is a defining characteristic of prama. What is called 

pramaiJ.a by them is nothing but the prama itself, because the pramal).a 

and prama is grasped at the same moment. According to many schools of 

Indian Philosophy the relation between pramaiJ.a and prama is a causal 

one - pramal}a is the instrumental cause (karmJa) while prama is the 

result (phala) produced by the instrumental cause. In fact, there is no hard 

and fast distinction between prama and pramal}a. 

The Buddhists admit two types of pramal).a, viz. perception . and 

inference. Perception reveals the entities called svala/cya]Ja, which are 

ultimately real (paramarthikasat), while inference reveals objects known 

as samanyalak~al}a which are imaginary constructions (kalpanii). As 
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judgemental assertion is not directly connected with the reality, it cannot 

be regarded as ultimately real. These samanyalak$al)as cannot also be 

described as fictional entities like hare's hom etc., as these revealing 

some objects lead us to successful activity and by way of this they can 

serve some purpose (arthakriyiikiirf). Hence the samanyalaksana objects 

are empirically real (vyavaharikasat). In their opinion there are two types 

of pramal)a due to two types of object to be known prameyadvaividhyat 

pramal)advaividhyam. Each pramaQa is confined to a specific type of 

object. Hence, perception can reveal only svalak$al)a objects, while 

inference can reveal only siimiinyala/cyana objects. Perception is defined 

as kalpaniipot/ham abhriintarri Pratyak~am i.e., perception is a kind of 

cognition which is free from mental constructions (kalpanii) and non -

erroneous (abhrantii). In this case only indeterminate perception 

(nirvikalpaka) is perception in the true sense of the term. It cannot cover 

the determinate or judgemental perception (savikalpakapratya/cya) which 

is known through inference. 

The arguments for not accepting savikalpaka or judgemental 

expression as a form of perception are as follows : 

i) The philosophers which accept savikalpaka perceptin admit 

five kinds of mental constructions (kalpanii)-niimakalpanii, 

jiitikalpanii, gw;akalpanii, karmakalpanii and 

dravyakalpanii. The first one cannot be perceptual, for, 

names or words cannot feature in any cognition produced by 

sense - organ and sense - object - contact. The second, third 

and fourth are ruled out on the ground that prior to the so

called savikalpaka perception these are not apprehended in 
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isolation from the entity which they qualify. Moreover, the 

entities like universal etc. are unreal and hence cannot 

feature in perception. The last one is also ruled out on the 

reason that such a qualificative judgement follows 

appehension, recognition, synthesis and addition of words -

functions that can never be performed by sense - organ 

which is merely receptive. 

ii) Svala/cyaf)a is inexpressible smce expressibility entails 

conceptualization which includes relation. Our language is 

so structured. Svala/cyaf)a enjoys a non - linguistic ontology. 

If one attempts to communicate the experience of svalak~aQa 

then it must involve kalpanii. That which 'is' is momentary 

(yat sat tat ksanikam). An object persisting through moments 
• 

must be unreal (asat). An object seen through theoretic 

constructions is a post eventum affair. Moments do pass 

between apprehending a singular and its judgemental 

acknowledgement through the use of concepts and relations. 

The Buddhists call it anumiina. 

Inference For Oneself 

Dharmakirti in his Nyiiyabindu has given an analysis of inference 

which is nothing but a cognition known through mental ascription 

(kalpaniiyukta). Any type of conceptual cognition, to him, comes under 

mental construction. The conceptual cognition includes a cognition 

known through the glass of language, universal, etc. That is why, this 

type of cognition is called samvrti satya (covered reality) which is of 
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second order truth in Buddhism. Let us try to give a short description of 

inference according to Dharmakirti. 

Inference is twofold - for one's own sake (sviirtha) and for the 

sake of others (pariirtha ).(Nyayabindu 2/1 ). 

Right knowledge has been explained to be of two kinds, namely, 

perception and inference. Of these, perception has already been explained 

in details. To begin the explanation of inference, the Dharmakirti says, 

"Inference is twofold". It is to be noted that there are only two types of 

inference. 

There can be no general definition10 covering both sviirthiinumiina 

and pariirthiinumiina which are respectively of the nature of "cognition" 

(jiiiina) and "verbal communication" (abhidhiinai 1 This shows that the 

two are different by nature. 

How can, therefore, a general definition be stated first? On the 

other hand, it would be easier to state the definitions pertaining to each 

class when they have been classified. That is why the classification has 

been mentioned first. 12 

The terms sviirtha and pariirtha are added to show specifically that 

inference is of two kinds only. The word artha here means purpose 

(prayojana). Finally, the terms sviirtha and pariirtha therefore 

respectively mean 'what serves one's own purpose' and 'what serves the 

purpose of somebody else'. Thus, it is to be noted that a sviirthiinumiina 

is what is the cause of one's own cognition, and a pariirthanumana is 

what is the cause of the cognition of somebody else. (Nyiiyabindu 211 ). 
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The compounded word tririi.pa means what possesses three 

characteristics. The word 'mark' (linga) means that by which an object is 

indicated (lingyate). An inferable object is what is known through 

inference. Thus, a sviirthiinumiina means a cognition which is produced 

through a reason (hetu) having three specific characteristics and pertains 

to the inferable object. 

Even a cognition which is produced through a pseudo-mark 

(lingabhiisa) would have become inference and hence, to exclude it from 

the purview of proper inference the expression 'having three 

characteristics' has been added. The cognition of the mark itself would 

have become inference and hence, to exclude it from the purview of 

proper inference the expression '(that) pertains to an inferable object' has 

been added. The mark itself would have become inference and hence, to 

prevent such a possibility the word 'cognition' has been added. 13 

(Nyiiyabindu 2/2). 

If the cognition of the inferable object itself is admitted to be the 

instrument of valid knowledge, what, then, would be the effect (phala) 

produced by it? Apprehending such an objection the Dharmakirti says -

just as in the case of perception the cognition itself has been said to be 

the effect, so also here the inferential cognition itself would be the effect 

produced by the instrument of valid knowledge, because it i.e. the 

cognition is of the nature of the ascertainment of an object. 

Just as the instrumentality of perception consists in its coordination 

with the object, so also the instrumentality of inference, too, consists in 
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its co-ordination with the object, because the ascertainment of an object is 

accomplished by force of it i.e. co-ordination.(Nyayabindu2/3). 

It has been said that inference is cognition produced through a 

mark having three characteristics. What, then, are these three 

characteristics? In answer to such a querfy, Dharmakirti says - the word 

trairiipya etymologically means the general property of what possesses 

three characteristics . 

The first characteristics of a valid mark is its presence in the 

inferable object which will be defined subsequently. By mentioning the 

word sattva (presence) there, the author excludes the psuedo - reasons 

like "because it is perceived by the visual sense" (ca/cyu$atva) 14 in the 

inference of non-etemality in sound and such others. By mentioning the 

additional word eva. the author excludes the pseudo- reasons like 'one 

whose presence is unproved in some of the cases under the scope of the 

subject' (Pa/cya-ekadesa-asiddha) 15 and such others. 

The second characteristic of a valid mark is its presence only in a 

similar case. By mentioning the word sattva (presence) here, the author 

excludes the pseudo - reason known as the "extra - ordinary irregular" 

(asadharalJa- anaikantika). 16 By mentioning the additional word eva, the 

author excludes the pseudo-reason known as the 'ordinary irregular' 

(sadharalJa - anaikiintika). 11 By mentioning both of these together, the 

author excludes the pseudo - reason known as the contradicted 

(viruddha/8 

The third characteristics of a valid mark is its absence in all the 

dissimilar cases. 
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By mentioning the word asattva (absence) here, the author 

excludes the pseudo - reasons known as the ordinary irregular and the 

contradicted. 19 By mentioning the additional word eva, the author 

. excludes the pseudo - reason "which is present in some of the instances 

under the scope of a dissimilar case" (vipa/cyaekadesa-vrtti).20 

The expression 'properly ascertained' is to be understood as related 

to all the three characteristics, because it has been mentioned in the end. 

All the three characteristics are to be accepted only when they are 

properly ascertained by one's own self through the instruments of valid 

knowledge. Otherwise it would be impossible to have any faith [in the 

efficacy of the mark] in the case of the inferable object. 21 (Nyiiyabindu 

214). 

What is the nature of an inferable object? To answer such a query, 

the author says- the word 'here' means 'while considering the definition 

of the reason'. 22
• The expression 'sought to be known' means 'desired to 

be ascertained'. The word 'property' means 'a distinguishing 

characteristic'. The compounded expression jijiiiisita - vise~a means 

something the property of which is sought to be known. A substratum is 

an object which possesses some characteristic. Thus, by the term 

'inferable entity' is meant a substratum - some property of which one 

desires to ascertain. 

It is also stated hereby that this definition of a substratum is to be 

understood in the context of the definition of a reason. Elsewhere23 an 

inferable entity is simply a substratum as possessing a property.,,~ 

(Nyiiyabindu 2/5). 
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What is to be understood as a similar case? To answer such a 

query, the author says - the word samiina (similar) literally means what 

possesses equal measure (miina). In other words, it means what is 

perceived through an analogous piece of knowledge,24 i.e. finally, similar 

(sadrsa). Thus, by a similar case is to be understood an object which 

possesses such similarity. 

But how is it that the two i.e. the similar case and the subject of 

inference are similar in kind? To this, the author says, 'Through the 

possession of the general inferred property,' 25 An inferred property 

(Siidhyadharma) is something which is a property and which is also 

sought to be proved by inference. The general inferred property means 

such a property considered in its general aspect. The inferred property is 

actually different in every case, because its connection is restricted to that 

particular object only. Thus, the inferred property being different in every 

case, it would be inconsistent to maintain that the two are similar through 

the possession of the inferred, property only and that is why the two are 

said to be similar through the possession of the inferred property 

considered in its general aspect. (Nyiiyabindu 216.) 

What is to be understood as a dissimilar case? To answer such a 

query, the author says -by the term 'dissimilar case' is to be understood 

each and every one of the cases which are not similar. The expression 

'different from it' means what is different from a similar case. As for 

example, in the inference of warm touch, a dissimilar case of this fonn is 

a substance characterized by temperate touch. 
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The expression "contrary to it" means contrary to a similar case. As 

for example, in the inference of warm touch, again, a dissimilar case of 

this form is a substance characterized by cold touch. 

The expression 'its absence' means the absence of a similar case. 

As, for example, in the inference of non - etemality in the Sautriintika 

view, a dissimilar case of this form is a substance characterized by the 

absence of non - etemality i.e. a substance which is eternal, because in 

the Sautriintika view even iikiisa and the like are not admitted to be 

characterized by etemality. 

A dissimilar case is thus to be understood as not similar in each of 

the three senses. In the sense of absence, it is understood as not similar 

actually. But in the sense of difference or contrariety, it is understood as 

not similar in an indirect way.26 (Nyiiyabindu 2/7) 

How many are the marks that possess the characteristics of a valid 

mark as already mentioned? To answer such a query, the author says - the 

three characteristics, as already mentioned, can relate to only three and 

not to any greater [number of marks]. This is the meaning conveyed by 

the additional [word eva]. It is to be noted that each one of the three 

varieties of the marks must possess all the three characteristics and not 

merely any one or any two of them. 27 (Nyiiyabindu 2/8) 

What, then, are the three marks? To answer such a query, the 

author says - here the three marks are specifically mentioned by their 

names. (Nyiiyabindu 2/9) The author begins the explanation of the nature 

of non - apprehension with the words, "Of these, a case of non -

apprehension" etc. The word yathii means generalisatoin 



(upapradarsana) i.e. it is used here to signify that there may be many 

other similar cases of non -apprehension. 

In the expression 'there is no jar on a particular spot somewhere', 

the spot referred to is a spot which is in close proximity to the observer. 

The implication here is as follows. In the expression "there is no jar on a 

particular spot somewhere", the word 'somewhere' refers to the subject 

(dharmin = palcya). The expression 'a particular spot' specifies the scope 

of it. Thus the meaning is : There is no jar on the spot indicated by the 

speaker ( viidin ). 

If the subject is simply mentioned as 'a spot', each and every spot 

would come under the scope of the subject and it would be impossible to 

· prove the absence of a jar. Besides, it i.e. each and every spot anywhere is 

also not 'capable ofbeing cognized' (yogya). 

The expression 'which fulfils the conditions of cognisability' has 

been mentioned as a qualification to the reason. The word upalabdhi in 

upalabdhi-la/cyal)a-priipta means perceptual knowledge. The word 

la/cyal)a in the same expression means what "is marked" (lalcyyate) 

through a piece of cognition, i.e. finally, an object of knowledge. The 

compounded expression upalabdhi- la/cyaiJa means an object which can 

be revealed by a piece of cognition; and lastly, the compounded 

expression upalabdhi -la/cyal)a- priipta means what has attained the 

status of such an object, i.e. finally, anything that can be an object of 

sense- cognition. 
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The expression 'because of non - apprehension' is equivalent in 

meaning to 'because of non - perception'. The full meaning is thus as 

follows : because there is non - perception of a cognizable jar on the spot 

or any such locus, i.e. finally, because of the perception of a spot without 

ajar.28 (Nyiiyabindu 2/10). 

But what exactly is meant by this fulfillment of the conditions of 

cognisability? To answer such a query, the author says that the word 

upalambha means cognition. The compounded expression upalambha -

pratyayiintara means the other conditions of such cognition.29 The object 

-condition (upalambhapratyaya = alambana- pratyaya) there is the jar 

itself. The other conditions different from it are the "immediate 

homogeneous condition" (anantara- pratyaya) and the like. 

The totality of the conditions of cognition means the aggregate of 

all such conditions. By the word 'totality' is meant their 'collective 

presence' (samiivesa). An object characterized by a distinct nature means 

what has its own peculiar nature and is as well distinguished from other 

objects. These two namely, the totality of conditions and the peculiar 

object are here referred to by the expression :"the' fulfillment of the 

conditions of cognisability". (Nyiiyabindu 2/11). 

Now what is exactly meant by an object characterized by a distinct 

nature? To answer such a query, the author says- by the term svabhiiva

vise$a is meant an entity which is not rendered inaccessible (viprakr$.ta) 

by any of the three preconditions of inaccessibility and thus, which, being 

present, can be perceived when the necessary factors, namely, the visual 
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organ and the like are available. Thus, the meaning finally conveyed is 

that there is no jar here, because, in spite of the presence of the visual 

organ etc., there is non - apprehension of a perceptible jar. (Nyayabindu 

2/12). 

To state the definition of a reasons based on identity, the author 

says - the expression 'its own existence only' means the existence of the 

reason only. The expression [sva] -sattiimiitra - bhiivini means what 

always exists in its own [i.e. of the reason] existence only. Thus, it is to 

be noted that a reason based on identity is employed to infer such an 

inferable property as owes its existence only to the existence of the 

reason. As for example : this is a tree, because it is of the nature of 

Sinisapii. Here the tree is related to every form of simsapii and hence the 

existence of the tree is deduced from it i.e. from being of the nature of 

Sinisapii. (Nyayabindu 2/13 ). 

Here the author gives an illustration of a reason based on causation. 

It is ascertained that wherever there is smoke there is also fire, because 

the generation of smoke is dependent on fire. (Nyiiyabindu 2/14). 

But how then can it be specifically established that the marks are 

only of three kinds. To answer such a query, the author says - since the 

inferable entity is only of two kinds, namely, positive (bhiiva) and 

negative (abhiiva), the reasons also are of two kinds - what proves a 

positive entity and what proves negation. The inferable entity which is 

positive in nature is, again, of two kinds, namely, different from the 

reason and identical with the reason. 
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As the inferable entity which is positive in nature is of two kinds, 

the reason proving such a positive entity also is of two kinds. To explain: 

a reason identical with the inferable entity cannot prove the inferable 

entity, if the inferable entity and the reason are different in nature. Again, 

a reason different from the inferable entity cannot prove the inferable 

entity, if the inferable entity and the reason are identical in nature. When 

the reason and the inferable entity are identical in nature, we have a 

reason based on identity, and when the inferable entity and the reason are 

different in nature, we have a reason based on causation. the reason in the 

form of non - apprehension is the cause for establishing negation. 

Hereby it is shown that, since two forms of the reason establish a 

positive entity and the other one is the cause for establishing negation, the 

reason also is of three kinds - two proving positive entitles and one 

proving negation. (Nyiiyabindu 2/15) 

But how is it that only two forms of the reasons prove positive 

entitles? To this the author says- the compounded expression svabhiiva

pratibandha means being connected through one's intrinsic nature. Thus, 

finally, the implication is that the thing offered as the mark can establish 

the existence of the thing sought to be inferred, when it is found that the 

two are connected with each other by their own nature. (Nyiiyabindu 

2/16) 

How is it that a thing can indicate the existence of another thing, 

only when there is a connection through one's intrinsic nature? To this, 

the author says-since what is not connected through one's intrinsic nature 

cannot invariably and necessarily lead to the ascertainment of the other 
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object, the 'relation of the indicator and the indicated' (gamya- gamaka 

- bhiiva) is to be understood as subsisting between two things only when 

there is such an invariable connection; and not otherwise. (Nyiiyabindu 

2/17). 

To show what the connection pertains to and also the manner in 

which the connection is established. The author says - since the mark is 

sometimes identical in nature with the inferable entity itself, it must 

therefore be invariably connected with that inferable entity. 'Because it 

actually originates from the inferable entity'. Since the mark sometimes 

originates from the inferable entity itself, it must be invariably connected 

with that inferable entity. (Nyiiyabindu 2/18). 

But how is it maintained that the mark has invariable connection, 

because of its identity with the inferable entity or because of its 

origination from the inferable entity? To this, the author says- how can it 

i.e. the supposed mark be said to have invariable connection with that 

inferable entity, if it is something which is not identical in nature with the 

inferable entity or if it is something which does not originate from the 

inferable entity? But anything which is not invariably connected cannot 

be a mark, because absurdities would follow. It is to be admitted therefore 

that invariable connection is established through identity and causation, 

and not otherwise. (Nyiiyabindu 2/19). 

Let it be so. What does then follow from it? To this, the author says 

- 'Identity' establishes invariable connection in the case of a reason 

having an identical nature. 'Causation' establishes invariable connection 
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in the case of a reason having a causal relation. And hence it has been 

said that these two alone prove the existence of a positive entity. 

Since identity and causation belong only to a reason having either 

an identical nature or a causal relation, it is possible to prove the 

existence of a positive entity by these two alone, and not by anything else 

which is not invariably connected. Thus, it is to be concluded that a 

positive entity is established only by two forms of the reason. 

(Nyayabindu 2120). 

It has already been said that of the three forms of the reason one is 

the cause for establishing negation (text 15). What his the nature of this 

third form of the reason? To this, the Dharmakirti says - it has already 

been said : there is no jar on this particular spot, because there is non -

apprehension of what fulfils the conditions of cognisability (text 1 0) and 

these two factors[ viz. non - apprehension as well as the cognisability of 

the object are the causes that prove the negation of an object. 

(Nyayabindu 2/2 1). 

How is it so? To this the author says- that is, if an entity is actually 

present, its non - apprehension would not be possible. (Nyiiyabindu 

2/22). How is it that the same non - apprehension as previously 

mentioned is also the ground for one's 'behaviour in respect of the 

absence of an entity' (vastu - abhava - vyavahara)? To this the author 

says - if the above - mentioned specific condition viz. non -

apprehension and cognisability taken together is not admitted, there can 

be no ascertainment of an absence in the case of objects which are 
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inaccessible - temporally, spatially or by nature, objects which do not 

thus fulfil the conditions of cognisability, even though the perception of a 

knower has ceased to function. The particle ca is to be understood as 

meaning 'because'. 

The compounded expresston desa-kiila-svabhiiva means space, 

time and nature - taken together. The expression desa-kiila svabhiiva -

viprakr$.ta thus means objects which are inaccessible in these three ways. 

Of these, the objects which are made distant by immense intervening 

space are the objects spatially inaccessible. The objects which are made 

distant by immense intervening amount of time are the objects temporally 

inaccessible. And the objects which are imperceptible are to be 

understood as objects inaccessible by nature. 

Thus, the expression "what does not fulfil the conditions of 

cognisability" (anupalabdhi- laksana - prapta) is used here to signify 
"' 

the absence of the totality of the conditions of cognisability. The 

expression "inaccessible - spatially, temporally and by nature" is added 

to show that there may be absence due to the presence of certain peculiar 

circumstances. It is to be concluded therefore that an absence is proved 

by the same non - apprehension as previously mentioned. 30 

It is also stated hereby that in certain cases when there is non -

cognition (agraha) relating to some particular period of time, the absence 

is proved by the same non - apprehension as has just been mentioned. 

(Nyiiyabindu 2/23). 

To show how an absence is proved by non - cognition relating to some 

particular period of time - which fact has been referred to above - the 
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author now says - the term 'reminiscent impression' means an 

impression which is the cause of recollection - in other words, the 'root 

cause' (vija) of recollection. The expression amfujha - smritisarrzskara 

means anything - a jar or the like - in respect of which the reminiscent 

impression has not been obliterated. 

"The cessation of the perception of a knower referring to the past 

or the present". The two words 'past' (atzta) and 'present' (vartamana) 

refer to an object - a jar or the like which is as cognizable as the 

particular spot etc. - that is, an empty spot or the like which constitutes 

the object of a cognition occurring in the past or at present. Otherwise, 

when there is an absence of a jar on some spot etc., how can there be a 

reference as 'past' or 'present'? 

A knower means any person such as Devadatta or somebody else. 

An object- a jar or the like- is characterized as 'perceived' when it is 

rightly revealed in the perceptual cognition of such a person. Here also 

the term 'perception' refers to a perceptible jar or the like, because it is 

also equally capable of being cognized just as the particular spot etc. 

which are revealed in a perceptual cognition. If there is the absence of a 

jar in reality, i.e., if the jar is something imperceptible how can there be 

perception at all? 

Thus, in the said manner, the cessation of the perception of a 

knower referring to the past or the present - being founded on an absence 

- becomes a pointer to something else, i.e. finally, points to something 

which is nothing but a particular spot, where a jar or the like is absent. 
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The behaviour in respect of an absence consists of a cognition in 

the form 'no jar is present here', the statement of this cognition in words 

and the activity (pravrtti) in the form of movement towards the spot etc. 

without any misgiving (sarpka). The cause of successful behaviour in 

respect of an absence signifies the means (siidhani) by which such 

behaviour in respect of an absence - consisting of a cognition, a 

statement in words and a certain form of activity- can be accomplished. 

It is also stated hereby that the cause of successful behaviour in 

respect of an absence is only that form of non - apprehension which has 

for its object anything produced either in the past or at present ; and not 

also that form of non- apprehension which has for its object anything to 

be produced in future. To explain, the substratum related to the future 

time, namely, the spot related to the future or the like is not yet perceived, 

and there cannot also be any non - apprehension in the form of the 

cognition of an empty spot as related to the future. But the substratum 

related to the past had been perceived and the spot having no jar is also 

recollected. 

The expression 'provided the reminiscent impression has not been 

obliterated' is added to collect both these conditions, namely, the 

previous cognition and the recollection. Hence, the behaviour in respect 

of an absence becomes successful when there is a recollection of the spot 

etc. having no jar as related to the past days. Again, the substratum 

related to the present, namely, the spot having no jar, is itself revealed by 
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perception and hence the behaviour in respect of an absence in such a 

place is easily successful. 

By adding the expression 'that in respect of which the reminiscent 

impression has not been obliterated', the author removes the fallacy of the 

"unproved reason" (hetvasiddhi). Otherwise, if there is no recollection of 

an empty spot etc. non - apprehension itself would not be possible. The 

words "past" and "present" refer to the particular periods as mentioned 

above. 

By adding the expression 'the perception of a knower' the author 

leaves out of scope the perception of all the knowers i.e. perception in 

general. Had there been a reference here to the perception of all the 

knowers, the reason itself would have been unproved. The cessation of 

the perception of all the knowers is a fact which is not admissible even to 

the opponent (prativiidin). (Nyiiyabindu 2124). 

How is it that only the same non - apprehension as has just been 

mentioned is to be regarded as the cause of successful behaviour in 

respect of an absence? To this, the author says - an absence can be 

ascertained only through the cessation of the perception of a knower 

which has for its object anything produced either in the past or at present, 

provided the reminiscent impression smrti - vija, lit. the root - cause of 

recollection thereof has not been obliterated. But such an ascertainment is 

not possible through any other form of non - apprehension which has for 

its object anything to be produced in future. 31 (Nyiiyabindu 2/25). 
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The author has thus explained, with the help of the reason 

mentioned earlier [under text 1 0], the nature of non - apprehension and 

the particular periods of time to which it may refer. 

To show the different varieties of its formulation, the author now says

the term 'formulation' means expressing through words a reason having 

three characteristics. Thus, non apprehension - following the difference 

in such formulation- may assume eleven forms. (Nyiiyabindu 2/26). 

To mention the different forms [one by one], the author says -the 

term svabhiiviinupalabdhi literally means the non - apprehension of the 

nature (sviibhiiva), i.e., the essential properties of an object i.e. ultimately, 

the object itself (Nyiiyabindu 2/27). 

To give an illustration of the above, the author says - the 

expression "as for example" is used to indicate that it is just an 

illustration. This is to be understood in all the cases of non -

apprehension mentioned subsequently. The word 'here' refers to the 

substratum. The expression'smoke does not exist' refers to the entity to 

be inferred. (Nyiiyabindu 2128). 

That is, in spite of the presence of the other conditions of 

cognition, there is non - apprehension of smoke which is perceptible by 

nature. (Nyiiyabindu 2/29). 

The term karyiinupalabdhi is now explained. The compound is to 

be expounded as karyasya of the effect anupalabdhi/J (non -

apprehension). The illustration is given by the words : as for example, the 

efficient causes of smoke do not exist here. The efficient causes of smoke 
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are the fire, fuel and such other things whose productive capacity has not 

been impeded. The word 'here' refers to the substratum. The expression 

'the efficient causes of smoke do not exist here' refers to the entity to be 

inferred. 

'Because there is no smoke'. it means finally : since there is the 

absence of smoke itself, there must also be the absence of its causes. If 

the causes of smoke having their productive capacity not impeded would 

have been present, the effect, viz. smoke, would also have been produced. 
32 (Nyiiyabindu 2/30). 

The term vyiipaklmupalabdhi Is now explained. The word 

'pervader' means what pervades (vyiipaka) i.e.. what has greater 

extension and the compounded term non - apprehension of such a 

pervader. The illustration is given by the words : as for example, a 

simsapii does not exist here, because there is no tree. The tree is a 

pervader of simsapii, because the term vr/cya refers to all kinds of trees 

while the term simsapii refers to a particular kind of tree only and its 

denial leads to the denial of the other [i.e. of simsapii]. The word 'here' 

refers to the substratum. The expression 'because there is no smoke' 

states the reason. The expression 'a simsapii does not exist here' refers to 

the entity to be inferred. (Nyiiyabindu 2/31). 

The term svabhiiva - viruddhopalabdhi is now explained. The 

compounded word svabhiiva - viruddhii means what is opposed 

(viruddhii) by nature (svabhiiva). the whole expression thus means the 

apprehension of such an incompatible object. An illustration is given : as 

for example, sensation of cold does not exist here, because there is fire. 
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The word 'here' refers to the substratum. The reason is given by the 

expression 'because there is fire'. The expression 'sensation of cold does 

not exist here' refers to the entity to be inferred. Thus, fire and sensation 

of cold being incompatible with each other, cold touch is negated by the 

presence of fire. (Nyiiyabindu 2/32). 

The term viruddhii - kiiryopalabdhi Is now explained. The 

compounded word viruddhii - kiirya means an effect produced by the 

opposite. The whole expression thus means the apprehension of such an 

effect. It is illustrated by the words : as for example, sensation of cold 

does not exist here, because there is smoke. The word 'here' refers to the 

substratum. The reason is given by the expression 'because there is 

smoke'. The expression 'sensation of cold does not exist here' refers to 

the entity to be inferred. Fire is intrinsically opposite to sensation of cold 

and smoke is an effect produced by it. Therefore, wherever there is 

smoke, there is also fire. How then can sensation of cold exist in a place 

where fire exists? (Nyiiyabindu 2/33). 

The term viruddhii - vyiiptopalabdhi IS now explained. The 

compounded word viruddhii - vyiipta means what has invariable 

concomitance with the opposite. The whole expression thus means the 

apprehension of such an invariable concomitant. An illustration is given : 

as for example, the destruction of even a produced entity is not something 

constant.33 The term 'constant' ultimately means 'what has the 

characteristics of being existent always'. The expression 'even of a 

produced entity' means 'even of an entity which is something originated'. 

The phrase 'the destruction of even a produced entity' refers to the 

substratum. The expression 'is not something constant' denotes to the 



entity to be inferred. Thus, the final implication comes to this : it cannot 

be maintained that the destruction of even an entity which is produced is 

something constant. 

What is the ground for such a conclusion? To this, the author says, 

"Because it depends on a further cause". This dependence on a further 

cause is explained to be the ground as follows. Whatever has dependence 

on a further cause is not necessarily constant, as for example, the red 

colour in a piece of cloth made of thread. 

Here the property of 'being constant' is opposite to the property of 

'being not constant'. The characteristic of 'having dependence on a 

further cause' is invariably connected with the property of 'being not 

constant'. Therefore, whatever is dependent upon a further cause is also 

not constant. Add how can anything possessing the property of 'being not 

constant' be characterized by the property of 'being constant'? 

(Nyiiyabindu 2/34). 

The term kiirya-viruddhopalabdhi IS now explained. The 

compounded work kiirya- viruddhii means what is opposed in nature to 

the effect. The whole expression thus means the apprehension of such an 

entity. An illustration is given : as for example, the efficient causes of 

cold do not exist here, because there is fire. The word 'here' refers to the 

substratum. The reason is given in the words : because there is fire. The 

phrase 'the efficient causes of cold do not exist here' refers to the entity 

to be inferred. Here the effect produced by the causes of cold is sensation 

of cold. Sensation of cold is opposed to fire. How can there be sensation 

of cold if there is fire? The efficient causes of cold can never be present 
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where there is no sensation of cold, because, had such causes been 

present sensation of cold too would have been necessarily experienced. 

(Nyiiyabindu 2/35). 

The term vyiipakii - viruddhopalabdhi is now explained. The 

compounded word vyiipakii - viruddhii means what is opposed to the 

pervader. The whole expression thus means the apprehension of such an 

entity. An illustration is given : as for example, the touch inhering in ice 

does not exist here, because there is fire. The word 'here' refers to the 

substratum. The reason is given in the words : because there is fire. The 

expression 'the touch inhering in ice does not exist here' refers to the 

entity to be inferred. The touch inhering in ice is touch inhering in frozen 

water. Sensation of cold in general is the pervader of such touch. Fire is 

opposed to sensation of cold in general. Therefore, how can there be 

sensation of cold if there is fire, and there can never be any touch 

inhering in ice where sensation of cold in general does not exist. 

(Nyiiyabindu 2136). 

The term kiiraf)iinupalabdhi is now explained. The compound is to 

be dissolved as karal)asya (of the cause) anupalabdhi}J (non -

apprehension). An illustration is given : as for example, smoke does not 

exist here, because there is no fire. The word 'here' refers to the locus. 

The expression 'because there is no fire' gives the reason as free from 

any fallacy. The expression 'smoke does not exist here' refers to the 

entity to be inferred. Here smoke is the effect produced by fire and as 

such smoke can never exist where there is no fire. (Nyiiyabindu 2/37). 
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The term kiiraf)a - viruddhopalabdhi is now explained. The 

compounded word kiirana - viruddhii means what is opposed to the 

cause. The whole expression thus means the apprehension of such an 

entity. An illustration is given : as for example, this person does not 

betray any special symptom of cold such as having erect hair etc. The 

words 'this person' refer to the locus. The expression 'does not betray 

any special symptom of cold such as having erect hair etc.' refers to the 

entity to be inferred. 'Having erect hair' means that the hair stands on its 

end. 'Having erect hair etc' means the various symptoms beginning with 

it. The term 'etc'. covers the other symptoms like the chattering of the 

teeth, shivering of the body and so on. 

The expression romahar$iidivise$a means nothing but these special 

symptoms of having erect hair and the like. Hair may stand erect due to 

various other causes, such as fear, joy etc. the word 'special' has been 

added to exclude such cases. Thus, having erect hair here is to be 

understood as referring only to one who is afflicted by cold wind. 

In the expression sannihita- dahana- vise$afviit (lit. because there 

is nearby a specific form of what bums)), the word dahanavise$a means a 

specific form of fire. The word sannihita means what stands nearby. The 

expression sannihita - dahana - vise$a means an object which has a 

specific form of fire nearby. The expression sannihita - dahanavise~atva 

signifies the general characteristic of such an object. The expression 

sannihita - dahanavise$afvat means because of such general 

characteristic. The words "a specific form" have been added to indicate 

the presence of that particular type of fire which is actually capable of 

removing the sensation of cold. Thus, in this case, sensation of cold is the 
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cause of the special symptoms of cold such as having erect hair and the 

like, and fire is opposed to it, for heat produced from fire removes 

sensation of cold. And, if sensation of cold is negated, the special 

symptoms like having erect hair etc. also can never exist. (Nyiiyabindu 

2/38). 

The term karanaviruddhii - karyopalabdhi is now explained. The 

word karana - viruddhii means what is opposed to the cause. The word 

karaf)a - viruddhii - karya means the effect produced by it. The whole 

term karaf)a - viruddhii - karyopalabdhi means the apprehension of it i.e. 

of karaf)a- viruddhii- karya. An illustration is given : as for example, 

this spot is not characterized by a person who has the special symptoms 

of cold such as having erect hair etc., because there is smoke. The words 

'this spot' refers to the substratum. The expression 'because there is 

smoke' gives the reason. The expression 'is not characterized by a person 

who has the special symptoms such as having erect hair etc.' refers to the 

entity to be inferred. The expression romahar.$iidiviSe.$a - yukta means 

one possessing the special symptoms such as having erect hair etc. the 

expression romahar$iidivise$ayukta - purusa means an individual as is 

characterized by the special symptoms of having erect hair etc. The 

expression romahar$iidivise$ayukta - puru$avat means the spot 

characterized by an individual who has the special symptoms of cold such 

as having erect hair etc. 

Here the cause of the special symptoms of having erect hair etc., is 

the sensation of cold. Fire is opposed to it and smoke is the effect 

produced by fire. Therefore, wherever there is smoke, there is fire and 



sensation of cold, how can there by any special symptoms such as having 

erect hair etc., which are nothing but the effects of the sensation of cold? 

(Nyflyabindu 2/39). 

At the outset, only one form of non - apprehension - that is, non -

apprehension of what fulfils the conditions of cognisability - has been 

mentioned as the cause for establishing an absence. But how is it stated 

now that an absence is proved by the non - apprehension of the effect and 

the like as well as the apprehension of the incompatible and the like? 

To this, the author says - the word "these" means the ones 

mentioned just now. The word "all" means the ten forms of non -

apprehension without any exception. All the ten forms of formulation 

based on non - apprehension can be included into the non -apprehension 

of the perceptible.34 (Nyayabindu 2/40). 

But it may be argued that a formulation based on the non -

apprehension of the perceptible is something quite different from the 

formulation based on the non - apprehension of the effect and the like 

and, again, any formulation based on the non - apprehension of the effect 

is something quite different from the formulation based on the non -

apprehension of the perceptible. Thus, in the case of the non -

apprehension of the effect and the like, something else is negated ; but in 

the case of the apprehension of the incompatible and the like, something 

else is affirmed. 
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How can therefore all the forms of formulation based on non -

apprehension be included in it i.e. the non - apprehension of the 

perceptible? It is argued by Dharmakirti that though the various forms of 

formulation actually differ from one another - since they either affirm or 

negate something else - still their inclusion in it i.e. the first form is 

intended to be in an indirect way and not in reality. Thus, for example, in 

the case of the non - apprehension of the effect, an absence is 

apprehended when the absence of the efficient causes of smoke has been 

proved on the basis of the absence of smoke. Wherever there is the 

absence of smoke, there is the non - apprehension of the causes of smoke 

which fulfill the conditions of cognisability, and thus it can be included in 

the non - apprehension of the perceptible. 

This difference is due to the difference in the mental process of the 

various knowers. Some persons ascertain the absence of the cause on the 

basis of the absence of the effect, while others ascertain the same on the 

basis of the absence of something perceptible by nature. Similarly is to be 

understood the indirect inclusion of the non - apprehension of the 

prevader as well as the non - apprehension of the cause. 

In the case of the apprehension of the incompatible, the absence of 

the sensation of cold is ascertained through the existence of fire. 

Wherever there is fire, there is the non - apprehension of the sensation of 

cold which fulfills the conditions of cognisability, and thus it can be 

included in the non- apprehension of the perceptible. In the case of the 

apprehension of the invariable concomitant of the opposite, the 

emergence of the various colours due to their dependence on various 
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further causes can be likened to the non - apprehension of the 

perceptible. 

Also in the case of the apprehension of the effect produced by what 

is opposed to the cause, fire is first proved through the existence of 

smoke. Thus the sensation of cold being negated there, the absence of a 

person possessing the special symptoms of cold such as having erect hair 

etc. - which is opposed to it i.e. presence of fire is ascertained. This 

however is nothing but the non - apprehension of such a person - who 

fulfills the conditions of cognisability and thus it can be included in the 

non- apprehension of the perceptible. (Nyiiyabindu 2/41). 

It may be objected that in the case of the apprehension of the 

incompatible and the like, absence of an object is conveyed by a source of 

knowledge quite different in nature, and thus what can be likened to what 

i.e. the formulations are actually different? Besides there can be no 

formulation in the case of sviirthiinumiina. How is it then mentioned in 

the chapter on sviirthiinumiina that there are eleven forms of formulation 

based on non- apprehension? To Dharmakirti the word- 'consideration 

of formulation' (prayoga-darsana) means cognizing in the form of a 

formulation. Its repetition (abhyiisa) means having such a cognition again 

and again. Thus, due to proficiency in the act of formulation, even when 

one has oneself an ascertainment of an absence, the ascertainment is 

produced just in the form of a formulation. That is why the formulations 

based on non - apprehension are specially mentioned even under the 

discussion of inference for one's own sake. 
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The word vyavaccheda - pratzti means the ascertainment of an 

absence. Or, the word vyavaccheda - pratzti may be understood as the 

cognition of some distinguishing character. (Nyiiyabindu 2/42). 

The distinct nature of svabhiivanupalabdhi has been explained. 

But, in the cases of kiiryiinupalabdhi etc., it i.e. the distinct nature which 

makes svabhiivanupalabdhi non - erroneous is absent and as such, how 

can they also be regarded as non- erroneous? To this, the author says -

various forms of non - apprehension have been mentioned as the causes 

for successful behaviour in respect of an absence. But all these are to be 

understood virtually as some particular forms of the non - apprehension 

of the perceptible, because the absence of an effect etc. can be proved 

only when there is the non - apprehension of a cause etc., which fulfill 

the conditions of cognisability, and not otherwise. (Nyiiyabindu 2/43). 

The apprehension of the incompatible can prove the absence of the 

opposite only if it fulfils the conditions of cognisablity and not 

otherwise. Why is it so? To this , the author says - the expression 

virodha-kiiryiikiirmJabhiiva - abhiiva means opposition, causal relation 

and their non - existence - taken together. The non - establishment of all 

these is meant here. It is thus shown that in the case of those which do not 

fulfil the conditions of cognisability - opposition is unproved, non -

existence of opposition is unproved, the causal relation is unproved and 

lastly, the non- existence of the causal relation is unproved. 

To explain, if an object is found to be non - existent m the 

presence of any of the objects that are invariably connected with 
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something that fulfils the conditions of cognisability, it is to be 

understood that the object absent is opposed to the one present and , 

again, the object present is also so i.e. opposed to the one absent. If it i.e. 

one of the two is found to be existing in the presence of the other, it is 

ascertained that there is no opposition between the two. 

Similarly, if an entity - previously absent - is found present when 

there appears another entity that fulfils the conditions of cognisability 

and, again, it is not found present when the other entity is absent, it 

follows that the one is produced by the other and hence a causal relation 

is established between two entities, if one of them is found to appear even 

in the absence of the other. In this way, here also it is maintained that 

successful behaviour in respect of an absence is based on the non -

apprehension of what fulfils the conditions of cognisability. (Nyiiyabindu 

2/44). 

It may be objected however, that behaviour in respect of an 

absence be based somewhere on something else. To this, the author says

an object which is inaccessible (viprals:r~ta) and by nature negates the 

possibility of being perceived or being inferred becomes only a source of 

doubt and cannot be the cause for successful behavior in respect of an 

absence. (Nyiiyabindu 2/45). 

Why is it so? To this, the author says - the non - apprehension of 

an inaccessible object implies the negation of pramiil)a. But the negation 

of pramiil)a does not necessarily prove the absence of an object. Pramiil)a 

i.e. knowledge is an effect produced by the object cognized and hence the 
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negation of pramiil)a i.e. the effect does not prove the absence of the 

cause i.e. the object.35 (Nyiiyabindu 2/46). 

Inference for Others 

To begin the discussion on inference for the sake of others/6 

Dharmakirti states - an inference for the sake of other is the statement of 

a mark having three characteristics. (Nyiiyabindu 311) The word 

'statement' means by which something is stated, i.e. a group of words. 

The expression 'having three characteristics' refers to something which 

possesses three characteristic features. The expression 'a mark having 

three characteristic features' means what is a mark and possesses as well 

all the three characteristics. An inference for the sake of others means the 

statement of such a mark. (Nyiiyabindu 3/1) 

Inference has been mentioned as a form of right cognition. How is 

it now stated that it is a group of words ? To this, the author says - 'word' 

is the cause and 'inference' is the effect and thus by metamorphically 

attributing 'inference' [ i.e. the effect] to 'word'[ i.e. the cause], word 

itself is characterized as inference. That is, word is characterized as 

inference since it is the cause of inference. (Nyiiyabindu 312) 

In the statement 'it is of two kinds', the word 'it' stands for 

inference for the sake of others. It has been said that it is only a statement 

of a mark having the three characteristic features. How can it be then of 

two kinds? To this, the author says, "According to the difference in 

formulation". 'Formulation' means expressing through words and 
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inference is admitted to be of two kinds, because of the difference in such 

formulation. (Nyiiyabindu 3/3) 

What are the two forms ? The author says - an object which 

possesses characteristics common to something else is said to be similar. 

Similarly means the general property of similar objects. An inference is 

called siidharmyavat when it is based on such similarity, which means 

'having the property of similarity'. An object which possesses 

characteristics not common [to something else] is said to be dissimilar. 

Dissimilarity means the general property of dissimilar objects. An 

inference is called vaidharmyavat i.e. having dissimilar properties when 

it is based on such dissimilarity. Finally, the two forms of 

pariirthiinumanii are those based on 'positive concomitance' (anvaya) as 

well as those based on 'negative concomitance' (vyatireka). (Nyiiyabindu 

3/4) 

If a formulation based on similarity is characterized by positive 

concomitance, and if again, a formulation based on dissimilarity is 

characterized by negative concomitance, there should be some difference 

between them in point of fact also. How can it be maintained, therefore, 

that it is of two kinds just because of the difference in formulation ? A 

formulation based on similarity is dependent on a mark having three 

characteristic features and a formulation based on dissimilarity too is 

dependent on a mark having three characteristic features. As such, a mark 

having three characteristics being present in every case, there is not the 

least amount of difference in point of fact. 

1.1..1. 



"Except the difference in formulation". It means that the difference 

here concerns the mode of formulation only and is not in other respects. 37 

Thus, in the first form, though actually positive concomitance is 

expressed, negative concomitance too is understood through implication. 

In the second form, though actually negative concomitance is expressed, 

positive concomitance too is understood through implication. (. 

Nyayabindu 3 I 5.) 

~ 

Of the two forms of parliJhanumana, the one based on similarity is 

mentioned first. Anything which in spite of satisfying the conditions of 

cognisability is not found present is accepted to be an object of successful 

behaviour concerning the non-existent. Positive concomitance in the case 

of non-apprehension is mentioned here. For example, something like the 

horns on a hare's head etc., established as objects of such behaviour. 

There are things which are established as objects of successful behaviour 

concerning the non-existent. An example of such an object is the hom on 

a hare's head or the like. The word dr$.ta [Lit. seen] means established 

(siddha), i.e. finally, examined through the instrument of valid 

knowledge. 38 It is therefore offered as an example. 39 (Nyayabindu 3 I 6.) 

In Nyayabindu Dharmakirti indicates the 'presence of the mark in 

the subject' (Palcyadharma). (Nyayabindu 3 I 7). In this context the term 

'dharma' means 'existence' in the subject of inference. 

An example of a formulation based on identity is 'whatever40 is 

existent is non-eternal, e.g. a jar or the like' and this is a formulation 

showing an unqualified (suddha) reason based on identity. "A 

formulation based on identity". It illustrates a formulation showing the 



second form of reason as based on similarity. "whatever is existent is non 

- eternal, e.g. a jar or the like". Here 'whatever' stands for any existent 

· entity that is perceptible. All such entitles, without exception, are non -

eternal. This is a statement of the positive concomitance. 

"A formulation showing an unqualified reason based on identity". 

It means finally a formulation showing a reason based on identity -

having no qualifying attribute. The statement 'whatever is characterized 

by origin is non - eternal' shows the positive concomitance as in the case 

of the second type of the reason based on identity. 

"A formulation showing a reason based on identity, in which the 

property constituting the very nature is viewed as something different." A 

formulation is given here to show a reason based on identity, by viewing 

the essential properties of an object as something different from it. Thus, 

origin (utpatti) of an object means its coming into existence and the two 

are actually the same. But here the existent is sought to be mentioned as a 

different kind of object - as something characterized by origination. 

The statement 'whatever is a product is non-eternal' shows the 

positive concomitance of the third type ofthe reason based on identity. In 

the expression uplldhi-bhedena, the word upadhi means a qualifying 

attribute. Thus, finally, [the third type of the reason based on identity 

having a qualification not expressly stated.41 A reason may be based on 

diversity of limiting adjuncts. (upiidhi bhedena). 

How does it have a qualification not expressly stated ? To this, the 

author says, "A product means a positive entity which depends on the 

function of something else for the production of its nature". The 
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compound in ape/cyita-para-vyiipiira is to be expounded as meaning 

what has dependence on the function of something else, i.e. a positive 

entity which depends on the function of the causes for the production of 

its peculiar nature. 

But here such an entity is referred to by the simple term 'product' 

and as such, it is admitted to be another particular type of the reason 

based on identity, viz. one having a qualification not expressly stated. 

(Nyiiyabindu 3 I 8) 

An entity is said to be produced by conscious effort when it is 

caused through conscious effort, i.e. after the appropriate causes have 

been made to function. Hence the formulation 'it is non-eternal, because 

it is produced by conscious effort' is [to be understood as showing] a 

reason based on identity, having a qualification not expressly stated. 

Pratyayabheda means a change in the cause. Pratyaya-bheda

bheditva means the general property of such a thing, i.e. finally, having a 

form varying according to the change in the cause. For example, when 

the lump of clay is small, the jar produced from it is also small. But when 

the lump of clay is bigger, the jar produced from it also becomes bigger. 

Again, if a jar is produced through the activity of an expert potter, it looks 

nice. But if it is produced through the activity of a potter who is not 

expert, it does not look nice. 

Therefore, the formulation 'it is non-eternal, because it vanes 

concomitantly with a change in the cause' is also to be understood as 

showing a reason based on identity, having a qualification not expressly 

stated. ( Nyiiyabindu 3/9) 
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In the preceding texts, only the positive concomitance of the three 

types of reasons based on identity has been mentioned. Foil owing the 

·same order, the presence of each in the subject is now shown. 

The word 'or' is used to indicate three separate formulations : (i) 

sound is existent, (ii) sound is characterized by origination and (iii) sound 

is a product. (Nyayabindu 3 I 10.) 

The definition of a reason based on identity has already been 

mentioned : identity is the reason in relation to an inferable property 

which is invariably connected with nothing but it [i.e. the characteristic 

offered as the reason]. To show when and how it is to be applied, the 

author says, "All these characteristics offered as the reasons (etc)". That 

·· is, the three types of reasons based on identity- the presence of which in 

the subject has just been shown. 

The Phrase 'Property by the appropriate instruments of valid 

knowledge' means 'by its own instrument of knowledge', i.e. the 

instrument of knowledge as appropriate for each one. 

"To be considered in relation to an inferable property with which 

the invariable concomitance of nothing but the characteristic offered as 

the reason has been properly established". The expression siddha

sadhana-dharmamatranubandha IS now analysed. Sadhana

dharamamatra means nothing but the characteristic offered as the reason. 

Sadhanadharma-matranubandha means invariable concomitance with 

nothing but the characteristic offered as the reason. Anubandha means 

invariable connection, i.e. finally, positive invariable concomitance. 
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Thus, the meaning of the whole expression is : in relation to an 

inferable property with which the invariable concomitance of nothing but 

the characteristic offered as the reason has been properly established. The 

characteristics present in the subject can be considered as real logical 

reasons only when it has been established that the inferable property is 

invariably connected with nothing but these characteristics offered as the 

reasons. (Nyiiyabindu 3 Ill.) 

How is that the inferable property would be invariably connected 

with nothing but the characteristic offered as the reason ? To this, the 

author says -it is the very nature of a product that, in reality, it is non

eternal. It can never be said 'it is a product, but is different from the non

eternal' or 'it is non-eternal, but is different from a product'. 

Why is it so ? Because whatever is produced by causes and such 

other factors must be subject to destruction. (Nyiiyabindu 3112). 

Here an essential property of the inferable entity has been given as 

the reason. How can it be not connected with the inferable entity ? Thus, 

it is proved that it must be invariably connected with nothing but such a 

characteristic, offered as the reason. (Nyayabindu 3 I 13). 

What again is the ground for the above assertion ? To this, the 

Dharmakirti says - if the inferable property, e.g. non-eternality or the like, 

is not established even when the property offered as the reason, e.g. being 

a product or the like, is established, the two properties of non-eternality 

and being a product cannot be viewed as identical. (Nyiiyabindu 3 I 14.) 
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If it were possible that a product is first brought into existence and 

afterwards the property of non-etemality is created in it by certain other 

. causes such as a stick or the like, then there would have been an 

irregularity of the connection ; because a stick and the like also depend 

for their coming into being on their own causes. Hence it follows that 

whatever is not a product can also never be destroyed. (Nyiiyabindu 

3/15.) 

"A formulation showing a reason based on causation." is shown a 

formulation with a reason having casual relation - as in an inference 

based on similarity. "Wherever there is smoke, there is fire". The 

statement beginning with 'wherever' shows the positive concomitance, 

viz. whatever particular spot is characterized by smoke is always 

characterized by fire. 

"For example, in the kitchen or any similar place". It refers to a 

corroborative instance. "And smoke exists here". This shows the presence 

of the reason in the subject, viz. in the particular spot intended (abhimata) 

smoke is found to be present. (Nyiiyabindu 3 /16) 

REFERENCES 

1. A pronoun would naturally stand for a noun which is mentioned in 

closer proximity to it. The work tat would then stand for siddhi or 

attainment and 'it is expounded' would be equivalent to 

'attainment is expounded'. But such a meaning is obviously not 

intended here. To remove the difficulty, Vinitadeva remarks that 
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the word tat being in the neuter gender refers to the noun which 

also is in the neuter gender, viz. samyag-jfiiina, and not to the noun 

which is in the feminine gender, viz. siddhi. A further ground for 

such an explanation is that 'right knowledge' is here undoubtedly 

more important than 'attainment'. 

The difficulty can however be avoided more easily by saying 

that tat here should refer to right knowledge, because in that case 

alone the intention of the author is adequately explained. The 

implication of a word is to be determined, not simply by its 

position or formal aspect, but in accordance with the intention of 

the speaker as well ( cf. Hetu Bindu Tika) p.3 : vaktur 

abhipriiyiinuvidhiiyitayii sabdavrtteh... . . . . . . . . and the well known 

verse: arthiit prakara!Jii/lingiid aucityiid desakiilatah! Siibdiirthas 

tu vibhajyante na rupiid eva kevaliit!! 

2. The word vipratipatti literally means, 'contradictory knowledge' 

( viruddhii pratipattih ). It is used here in the sense of the causes of 

contradictory notions, i.e. the views upheld by the philosophers 

belonging to other systems. One's own position becomes 

unassailable and quite properly established only when the views of 

others opposing it stand refuted. 

There may also be a further logical justification for referring 

to the divergent views of other philosophers. According to Nyaya 

methodology, doubt is the very pre-condition for any critical 

discussion. As Vatsyayana (Nyaya Bhasya p. 35. cf. also Nyaya 
~ 

Sutra 1.1 41) puts it, "An argument (Nyiiya, lit. an inference for 
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others) is to be advanced in respect of only what is not known for 

certain (samsayita) and not in respect of either what is completely 

unknown ( anupalabdha) or what is already known for certain 

(nin:zita)". Thus the statements concerning the conflicting views of 

different philosophers would lead to a doubt and this doubt in its 

tum would justify a logical discussion. 

3. The term pratya/cya is a compounded word formed by the 

combination of the particle prati and the word a/cya. The particle 

prati here is equivalent to pratigata or dependent upon and the 

word aksa signifies the five (external) senses. Thus, the term 

pratya/cya would etymologically mean knowledge which is 

dependent upon the senses. But then the second form of perception 

(viz. manovijiiiina) cannot be denoted by this term inasmuch as it is 

not produced by any of the senses and mind is not accepted to be a 

sense in the Buddhist view. To obviate this difficulty, Vinitadeva 

says that the term pratya/cya only draws attention to the fact that 

the object cognized is one ·of the factors required for the production 

of perceptual knowledge. It does not specify that the characteristic 

of being dependent upon the senses is necessarily a pre-condition 

for being denoted by the term pratya/cya. The word go, for instance 

etymologically means an animal which is moving. But the word is 

applied to mean a cow even when it sits down or stands still. 

Dharmottara (Nyaya hindu tika p. 11) too argues in the same way, 

though he puts the answer in a more pointed and better form : 

'Being dependent upon the senses' is only an 'indication of the 

etymology of the term' (vyutpatti-nimitta) and not an 'essential 

mark for its application' (pravrtti-nimitta). 
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4. This account of inference should be taken only as an etymological 

analysis of the term anumiina and not as a definition too, for both 

Vinitadeva (under text 1, ch.2) and Dharmottara (Nyaya hindu tika 

p.29) point out that a single definition covering both 

sviirthiinumiina and pariirthiinumana is not possible. See however 

note 3, ch. 2. 

5. The tenet that each of the two sources of valid knowledge reveal 

quite specific type of objects is the very basis of the Buddhist 

objection to the Nyaya theory of pramiil)a-samplava. An object of 

knowledge must be either a svala/cyal)a or a siimiinyala/cyana, for 

there is no other third type. If it is a svala/cyal)a it would be an 

object of perception and if it is a siimiinyala/cyal)a it would be an 

object of inference. Just as perception cannot cognise a 

siimiinyala/cyal)a, so also inference cannot cognise a svala/cyal)a. 

Following the account ofVacaspati (Nyaya Vartika Tatparya 

Tika p 13) and Jayanta (Nyayamafijuri I, p.28) the Buddhist view 

of pramiil)a-vyavasthii may briefly be described as follows. 

Perception is capable of revealing an object (artha) only because it 

is produced through the efficiency (siimarthya) of an object. And 

such a thing alone can be an object of perception as is able to 

attribute its own form (paribhiisa-iikiira) to the piece of cognition. 

But a universal which is totally incapable of producing an "action 

in respect of an object" (artha- kriyii) can never do so. It can be 

done only by the unique particular which is essentially real, for a 

thing is essentially real only when it is characterized by the 

capability of producing an action in respect of an object. It is to be 
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admitted therefore that the unique particular alone is cognized by 

perception. On the other hand, the unique particular can never be 

cognized by inference. Inference results from the ascertainment of 

an invariable relation between two entities, which is established 

through either identity or causation. Such a relation however can 

never be established between two unique particulars and as such it 

is to be accepted as subsisting between two universals only. But a 

universal which is one and resides in different individuals at 

different times and under different conditions can never be a 

reality. Hence a universal is nothing but "an object of mental 

construction" ( vikalpiidhi$.thiina) originating from a beginningless 

stream of ideation (viisanii). In other words, perception cognizes a 

unique particular or what is essentially real and inference cognizes 

a universal or what is illustory. Since there is neither any other 

source of valid knowledge nor any other object to be cognized, one 

has got to admit the theory of pramaQa- vyavastha. 

Again, it is claimed by the Naiyayikas that the same thing 

may be an object of different pramaQa-s. As for instance, fire in 

the mountain is inferred by one at a distance, but the same is 

perceived by one after reaching the actual spot. To this, the 

Buddhist argues : Do both of the pramaQa-s reveal the object 

exactly in the same way or in different ways? If they reveal the 

object exactly in the same way, one of them would be redundant. If 

they reveal the object in different ways, the cognition produced by 

the former would be contradicted by the cognition produced by the 

latter. 
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Besides, if perception and inference are admitted to have one 

and the same thing for their object, the cognition produced there 

fore should also be of the same nature. But that is simply absurd. 

The sensations of burning as apprehended by the tactual sense and 

as apprehended through words are quite different. (For an 

annotated translation of the complete passage in Nyaya Vartita 

Tatparya Tika, Buddhist Logic ii, pp. 30 1-8). 

6. The author of the .tippani (p.l6) quotes these lines and informs that 

Santabhadra too held the same view. He however rejects it with the 

remark that the two terms had to be shown separately because 

otherwise the particle ca cannot be added to bring out the 

implication that perception and inference have equal efficiency. 

7. It appears from these remarks of Vinitadeva (which are very 

similar to those of Dharmottara) that the equal capability of 

perception and inference consists in their being equally non

erroneous and having thereby equal status as a source of valid 

knowledge. Santarak~ita and Kamalasila (TS verse 460) also share 

the same view. These remarks are probably added also with a view 

to emphasizing the point that inference, in spite of having for its 

object something which is only a mental construction and not real, 

must be considered a real source of valid knowledge. 

Though Vinitadeva establishes the equal capability of 

perception and inference, and also refutes, in the same breath, the 

primariness of perception on the ground that both are equally non

erroneous, it does not seem quite convincing. Those who advocate 
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the primariness of perception justify it by an altogether different 

argument, namely, that inference can never proceed except on the 

basis of a specific form of perception (cf. Tattvacintiimani p.5: and 

this cannot be denied even by the Buddhists. 

Besides, the two words samavalatva and mukhyatva usually 

have quite different implications and the use of both in the same 

context seems somewhat confusing. Arcata (Hetu hindu tika, P .40) 

mentions no less than three grounds for extreme importance 

(Pradhanya) of inference. 

First the ascertainment of the four noble truths ( iiryasatya) 

which leads to the 'highest goal of human existence' (priidhana

puru$iirtha) is possible only through inference. Secondly, if there 

arises any dispute regarding the nature of an object perceived, there 

is no other means except inference which can lead to a final 

ascertainment. Thirdly, inference alone is the cause of human 

activity (pravrtti) in general. When one wishes to acquire or avoid 

an object, one must first determine it as a cause of either pleasure 

(sukha) or pain (duhkha). But the presence of any such capability 

in an object which is yet to produce an effect in the form of a 

feeling of either pleasure or pain cannot be proved beforehand by 

perception. It is to be admitted that the specific determination of an 

object as a (future) cause of either pleasure or pain can be made 

only through inference and as such, inference is the underlying 

cause of human activity in general. 
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As one of the instances in which inference is to be 

considered more authoritative than perception, Srzdhara (Nyaya 

kandli p. 375) mentions the cause of one having a 'mistaken notion 

regarding the directions' (diilmoha) and quotes in support the 

words of the 'older people' (vrddha). 

8 This is the most celebrated Buddhist definition of perception. It has 

been quoted and discussed in almost every later work on logic or 

philosophy of all the systems. 

Perception is generally of two kinds, indeterminate 

(nirvikalpaka) and determinate (savikalpaka). Indeterminate 

perception is the perception of an object as such, without any 

qualification. Determinate perception is the perception of an object 

as qualified by name, class or the like. 

Here perception is defined as knowledge free from 

construction (kalpanii), i.e. as a kind of pure sensation - a piece of 

cognition by which the object is revealed only in its simple and 

pure nature, bare of all attributes and associations. Like the 

sensation of a young child or of the dumb, such a piece of 

cognition can never be verbally communicated in as much as any 

connection with a "verbal expression" (abhilapa) would necessarily 

involve an element of construction. This definition of Dharmakirti 

thus applies only to the indeterminate form of perception. 

9. Haribhadrasuri (NPV p.35) dissolves the compound m 

Kalpanapo<;lha in no less than three ways. In this connecton also 

note the use of the word alpasah in PaQ.ini. ii. 1-38. 
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10. This contention however does not seem to be convmcmg. A 

general definition of inference may be given as 'a cognition 

produced by the apprehension of a mark having the three 

characteristics or a mark having invariable concomitance with the 

infereable property' (cf. Vinitadeva under ch.i, text 2; NP p.7; NV 

pp.161, 163). The objection that it would not apply to 

pariirthiinumiina as consisting of only a group of propositions 

would be simply out of the place, because the definition is not at all 

intended to cover it. The group of propositions does not really 

constitute the essence of an inference which is admitted only as a 

form of right cognition. Dharmakirti himself points out at the 

beginning of the third chapter that the term pariirthiinumiina is 

applied to a proposition conveying a valid mark only in a 

secondary sense ( upaciira) on the ground that 'through an indirect 

chain of causal connections' (paramparayii), it also helps to 

produce a cognition in somebody else (which actually constitutes 

pararthiinumiina and to which the above definition applies). CF. 

also VD p. 375. 

11. This peculiar Buddhist tenet of an essential distinction between 

svarthanumana and pararthanumana - as a process of thought and 

as a mode of communicating it - was first set forth by Digniiga 

himself. Buddhist Logic ii, p. 47, n 2 and also Fragments, p. 82. 

12. The violation of the accepted logical procedure that a general 

definition should precede classification ts thus justified. 

Dharmottara (Nyiiyabindu tikii p. 29) further points out that here 

the statement of classification actually becomes a 'precondition for 
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the statement of the definitions' (la/cyat)anirdesii- anga) and that 

is why classification is given first. 

13. Vinitadeva here shows the justification for the separate mention of 

each of the three terms (pratipadavyiivrtti) in the general definition 

of sviirthiinumiina, which states that it (i) would be produced 

through a mark having three characteristics, (ii) would pertain to 

the inferable object and (iii) would be a piece of cognition. 

The first clause prevents the definition from being applied to 

a piece of (false) cognition produced through a pseudo - reason 

(lingiibhiisa ), for a pseudo - reason is always deficient in one or 

several of the three characteristics. 

If the second clause is omitted, sviirthiinumiina, according to 

the definition, would be simply a cognition produced through a 

mark having three characteristics. It would apply even to the mere 

perception of such a mark, for - the object cognized also being one 

of the causes producing perceptual knowledge - the perception of 

the mark also would be a cognition produced through the mark 

itself. 

The third clause is added to point out specifically that, as 

against the claim of some, inference (as an instrument of valid 

knowledge) is represented only by the cognition produced through 

a mark and not by the mark itself. 

14. i.e. a mark in spite of its presence in a similar case (sapa/cya) as 

well as its absence in a dissimilar case (vipa/cya) would be a 
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pseudo-reasons and not a valid mark, if it is absent in the subject 

(anumeya = palcya). As an illustration, Vinitadeva refers to the 

following false inference cited by Dharmakirti himself as an 

example of ubhiiyasiddha (ch. 3, text 68) : sound is non- eternal, 

because it is visible. Here the reason 'visibility' is not present in 

'sound', which is only audible. 

15. i.e. the particle eva has been added to emphasise the point that the 

mark must cover by its presence the whole class comprising the 

subject and not merely a part of it. The violation of this condition 

would lead to the pseudo - reason known as pa/cyaikadesasiddha. 

Dharmottara (Nyiiyabindu tikii p. 31) illustrates it with the 

following Jaina inference that seeks to establish the animation of 

plants : trees are conscious beings, because they sleep. In the case 

of trees, 'sleep' which has been offered here as the mark means the 

closing of the leaves at night. But such sleep is proved as related to 

only a part of the subject, because only some kinds of trees - and 

not trees in general - close their leaves at night. 

Prasastapiida 's enumeration (see note 7 above) does not 

contain any such additional word. In its explanation, Sr"idhara 

(Nyiiyakandali p. 4 78f) who uses the term bhiigiisiddha in place of 

pa/cyaikadesasiddha and give a different illustration shows that 

even then there is no scope for the definition being applied to a 

case involving the above - mentioned pseudo - reason. According 

to the line of argument indicated by him, the objection against the 

above illustration of Dharmottara would be that, in the inference 

cited, the subject actually is 'trees in general' and not trees as 
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particular members. 'Sleep' is present only in some kinds of trees 

and not trees in general. In other words, the reason 'sleep' is not 

present in the actual subject and as such no objection is possible. 

Dharmottara draws attention also to the position of eva in the 

sutra. The particle has been intentionally placed after the word 

sattva and not before it. If it were placed before the word sattva, it 

would have syntactical connection with the word anumeya and the 

meaning finally would be that a mark is some thing which belongs 

exclusively to the subject and nothing else. In other words, a mark 

should always be something which is an "exclusive property" 

(asiidhiiraf)adharma) of the subject. Thus, in the inference of non

eternality in sound one would have to state as the reason nothing 

but the property of audibility (Sriivaf)atva). To avoid such an 

absurdity the particle eva has been so placed. 

The above interpretation of Dharmottara however does not 

seem to have much significance, for the difficulty mentioned by 

him is avoided by the second characteristics of a valid mark, viz. its 

presence in a similar case. 'Audibility' being an exclusive property 

of sound cannot belong to any other non - eternal object and as 

such, its presence in a similar case is also not established. 

16. I.e. the violation of this second condition would lead to the fallacy 

of asiidhiiraf)anaikimtika. This fallacy occurs when the mark is 

present only in the subject and neither in a similar case nor in a 

dissimilar case. An illustration would be : sound is non - eternal, 

because it possesses sound - ness (sabdatva). Here the reason 
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'sound - ness' is located exclusively in the subject 'sound'. 

According to Dhannottara, the second characteristic excludes a 

reason involving the fallacy ofviruddhii (cf. note 11 below). 

17. The particle eva coming immediately after the word sapa/cya 

implies that the mark must be located in a similar case only and not 

also in a dissimilar one. It therefore excludes a reason involving the 

fallacy of siidhiiralJ,iinaikiintika which is present in both similar and 

dissimilar cases. An illustration would be : sound is non - eternal, 

because it is provable (prameya ). Here the reason "provability" is 

present in all entitles - both eternal and non - eternal. 

18. The fallacy of viruddha occurs when the mark has an invariable 

connection with the absence of the inferable property, i.e, when the 

mark is present always in a dissimilar case and never in a similar 

one. An illustration would be : sound is eternal, because it is 

something produced. Here the reason 'being produced' is present 

only in non- eternal entitles. 

By the word ubhaya Vinitadeva seems to refer to the words 

saPa/cya and eva. His explanation that they are mentioned together 

to exclude a pseudo - reason in the form of viruddha is quite 

unnecessary. 

Dhannottara further explains that the significance of putting 

the particle eva just before the word sapa/cya is to indicate that a 

mark even if 'it is not present in all the similar cases but only in 

some of them' (sapalcyiivyiipi) is to be regarded as a valid reason. 

Thus, for instance, in the inference 'sound is non - eternal, because 
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it is produced by conscious effort (prayatniintarfyaka ), ' the reason 

'being produced by conscious effort' is 'valid', though it is absent 

in some similar cases such as the flash of lightning etc. 

19. A siidhiiral}anaikiintika reason is present in both similar and 

dissimilar cases, while a viruddhii reason is present only in 

dissimilar cases. 

20. As an illustration of vipa/cyaikadesavrtti Dharmottara cites the 

following inference : sound is produced by conscious effort, 

because it is non -eternal. Here the reason 'non - eternality' is 

present only in some of the dissimilar cases such as lightning etc. 

(which are not produced by conscious effort and are non- eternal), 

while it is absent in some other dissimilar cases such as space etc. 

(which are not produced by conscious effort and are eternal). In 

other words, the reason here involves the fallacy of 

siidhiiral}anaikiintika. 

21. i.e. all these three characteristics must be ascertained by the knower 

beforehand. Otherewise even if a person apprehends a valid mark 

in a certain place, he would not be able to deduce the presence of 

the inferable property there, for the efficacy of the mark would 

remain doubtful to him. 

22. i.e. in the preliminary stage when a person with a vtew to 

formulating an inference determines the presence of a mark in a 

certain substratum in respect of which he seeks to establish a 

certain property, that substratum alone would represent the 
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anumeya, for the presence of the particular property there is yet to 

be established. 

23. i.e. in the final stage when one has established through a valid mark 

the presence of the property sought to be established, the anumeya 

would be represented by the substratum (i.e. Pa/cya or Dharmin) as 

possessing that particular property (i.e. siidhyadharma). 

Dhannottara adds a further alternative : at the stage of 

ascertaining the invariable concomitance between the reason and 

the inferable property, the anumeya would be represented by a 

property (dharma). Thus, when one detennines "wherever there is 

smoke there is fire and wherever there is the absence of fire, there 

is the absence of smoke"~ tfle Interaofe ti:Icc is cac invariable 

relation of smoke which is a property of fire. 

As to the actual object of inference, divergent views have 

been held. For Digniiga 's view which is identical with that of 

Kumarila, Fragments pp.18-21. 

24. Thus in the inference parvato vahnimiin the similar cases would be 

the kitchen (mahiinasa), the cowshed (go$.tha), the yard (catvara) 

and the like. Every one of them can be the object of an 

apprehension in the same fonn "It possesses fire" (vahnimiin). A 

simpler definition current in Nyiiya - Vaisesika texts ( cf. 

Tarkasatngraha p. 43) is : sapa/cya is an indisputable locus of the 

inferable property ( niscitasiidhyaviin ). 
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25. i.e. the point of similarity between Palcya and sapa/cyas would 

consist in the common possession of the inferred property alone 

and nothing else. Thus, in the inference of fire in the hill, a lake 

would not be sapa/cya in spite of being similar to the hill by the 

common possession of the property of knowability (jiieyatva) 

which is not sought to be established. 

26. Nyaya hindu tika p. 34 f. 

27. This is because deficiency in one or several such characteristics 

would invalidate the reason and make it a pseudo-reason. Cf 

Prasastapiida 's remark (following the enumeration of the three 

essential characteristics of a valid mark) : 

viparitam ato yat syiid ekena dvztayena vii I 

viruddhii siddhasandigdham a/in gam kiisyapo vravzt I I 

28. It is to be noted that in the Buddhist view, the term anupalabdhi 

does not signify simply a total absence of cognition. The particle 

naii (=an-) forming a part of the above term is to be taken, as 

Dharmakriti points out (HB p.64), as a paryudiisa. In a 

paryudiisanaii, the force of affirmation is predominant and the 

force of negation is subordinate (cfpriidhiinyam tu vidher yatra 

ni$edhe ca 'priidhiinatii). As for instance, the expression abha/cyya 

griimya - kukku.tiil) (literally, domestic fowls are non - eatables) 

actually implies that all other fowls except the domestic ones - i.e. 

the wild ones - are eatable ( cf. Mahiibhiisya p.41 ). Similarly, the 

term anupalabdhi also really signifies the cognition of something 



else, i.e. of an entity other than the absent one - but similar to it in 

a certain respect. That is why Vinitadeva here equates 'non -

perception of a cognizable jar on the spot' with 'the perception of 

a spot without a jar'. Dharmottara's concluding remark (Nyaya 

hindu tika p. 36, 11.18f) also is virtually the same. 

Arcata (Hetu hindu tika p. 167) informs that the opposite 

v1ew was held by logicians like 'isvarasena and others who 

maintain that the particle nan in the above term is to be taken as a 

prasajyapratisedha in which the force of negation is predominant 

and the force of affirmation is subordinate ( cf. apriidhiinyaftl vidher 

yatra nisedhe ca priidhiinatii) and hence anupalabdhi should be 

regarded as nothing but a total absence of cognition. One of the 

objections against such a contention is that it would lead to the 

absurdity of infinite regress (anavasthii). The absence of a jar is to 

be established by 'non - apprehension of the jar'. But this 'non -

apprehension of the jar' can lead to such establishment only when 

it is itself ascertained. Thus. a second non- apprehension would be 

necessary for the ascertainment of the first one (i.e. the non -

apprehension of the jar). On similar considerations, a third non -

apprehension would be required for the ascertainment of the 

second one, a fourth one for the third one and so on. As a result, it 

would be necessary to assume an endless series of non -

apprehensions. ( cf. Nyayanmafijuri i, p. 54). 

The four pratyaya- s admitted by the Buddhist (as for instance in 

the perception of a jar) are : i) hetu - pratyaya - light etc., ii) 

samanantara - pratyaya - a preceding piece of cognition, iii) 
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adhipati- pratyaya - the visual organ etc., and iv) iilambana -

pratyaya- the jar etc. cf. Durveka (p.381) on Hetu Bindu Tika. 

30. According to Hetu Bindu Tika which classifies non- apprehension 

under three heads only - I) sviibhaviinupalabdhi establishes simply 

the behaviour in respect of an absence, ii) vyiipakiinupalabdhi 

establishes the absence of the pervaded as well as the behaviour in 

respect of it and iii) Kiiral}iinupalabdhi establishes the absence of 

the effect as well as the behaviour in respect of it. 

31. As Dharmottara (Nyaya Bindu Tika p.47) explains, the very 

existence of a future non - apprehension is uncertain and thus 

being itself unproved, it cannot lead to the ascertainment of an 

absence. 

32. Dharmottara (Nyaya Bindu Tika p. 48) adds further that 

kiiryiinupalabdhi is resorted to when the cause is invisible ( adrsya) 

; if the cause is visible (drsya) it would be a case of the non -

apprehension of the perceptible (drsyiinupalabdhi = 

svabhiivaiiupalabdhi). He also gives an elaborate description of the 

exact circumstances under which kiiral}iinupalabdhi would become 

effective. He makes similar remarks under the explanation of the 

subsequent forms of non - apprehension also. 

33. Stcherbatsky's Buddhist Logic, Vol. ii 

34. It is very difficult to state the exact number of non- apprehensions 

admitted by Dharmakirti. Jayanta who generally offers a very 

faithfully account of the views of Dharmakirti as well as other 
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Buddhist philosophers quotes (Nyaya mafijuri I, p. 53) these eleven 

forms almost in the same order, along with the same illustrations 

(only occasionally substituting synonyms for certain words). But in 

HB (p. 68) only three forms of non - apprehension have been 

recognized (see note 27 above), while PVS (p.4) speaks of eight 

forms in all. 

35. The argument here seems to be as follows. The absence of the 

effect does not necessarily indicate the absence of the cause, as for 

instance, a stick producing a jar may be present on a particular spot 

even if the jar itself is absent there. Here pramal).a (which is 

nothing but a piece of valid cognition) is the effect and the object 

cognized is the cause. Hence the absence of prami:u;a (=effect) 

does not indicate the absence of the object {=cause). 

36. Jayanta (Nyiiyamanjuri ii, p.130) and Sridhara (Nyaya-kandali 

p.504) mention and discard a view according to which the very 

idea of parJtzanumana is an absurdity. The objection may briefly 

be put as follows. Even in the case of an alleged pararthiinumiina 

there is no difference in the inferential process and the knowledge 

is acquired by the hearer himself and not by anybody else. Just as 

sometimes one may one self perceive a mark having invariable 

concomitance and ascertain the presence of the inferable property, 

so also sometimes one may oneself ascertain a valid mark through 

the statement of another person and come to know of the presence 

of the inferable property, nor can it be argued that pararthiinumiina 

is so called on the ground that in such a case there is a statement 

made for the benefit of others. Thus, for instance, when one 
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communicates one's own perceptual cognition to somebody else 

for the benefit of the latter, it would never be recognized as 

pariirtha-pratyalcya on a similar ground. 

In answering the above objection Jayanta says that it is quite true 

that the inferential knowledge in the case of pariirthiinumiina also 

pertains only to the hearer himself. Still it is so called because the 

hearer becomes aware of a mark having invariable concomitance -

which he himself does not ascertain - through the words of 

somebody else who has already ascertained it, and he 1s 

subsequently led to the inference. The basis of the inference is thus 

furnished by a different person. With regard to the hearer, it is 

sviirthiinumiina ; but with regard to the speaker, it is 

pariirthiinumana. As to the case of the communication of a piece 

of perceptual cognition, there is no question of similar admission, 

because there the words of the speaker do not help the hearer to 

have any subsequent perceptual knowledge. 

37. Dharmottara (Nyayabindu-tika p.63) explains the point as follows. 

The two forms of inferences are different with regard to only the 

verbal structure and not with regard to the implication they are 

intended to convey. The verbal structure which follows only the 

'ordinary meaning' (abhidheya) may vary. But it does not mean 

that the implication 'intended to be conveyed' (parkiisya) also 

becomes different. As for instance, the two expressions 'this plump 

Brahmin does not eat at daytime' and 'this plump Brahmin eats 

only at night' have different ordinary meanings. But the 

implication they convey is the same. Similarly, the two forms of 
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pan1rthanumana also vary only with regard to the verbal 

arrangement, but they are identical with regard to the implication 

intended to be conveyed, namely, revealing a mark having three 

characteristics. 

38. As Dharmottar (Nyayabindu-tika p.64) explains, no hom on the 

head of a hare is ever cognized through the eyes ; but it is proved to 

be an object of successful behaviour concerning the non-existent 

through drsyanupalambha ( svabhavanupalabdhi). 

39. i.e. an object can be offered as an example only when the 

characteristic sought to be illustrated is already proved to be 

present in it. That is why the subject (Pak~a) of an inference can 

never be offered as an instance corroborating the invariable 

concomitance. 

40. Dharmottara (Nyayabindu-tika p.65) says that the word sarva 

(whatever) has been added to specify that whatever is real must be 

non-eternal and (as against the views of some other philosophers) 

there is no entity which is both real and eternal. Reality ( vastutva 

or arthakriyakaritva) can co-exist with non-etemality alone, and 

never with etemality. Cf. TS versa 394. 

-41. Dharmottara (Nyayabindu-tika p.66) applies slightly different 

terms. According to him, the three varieties of reasons here are- i) 

suddha or a reason without any attribute, ii) avyatirikta-vise.$a1Ja or 

a reason with an attribute which is not separable from it and iii) 

vyatirikta- vise.$a1Ja or a reason with an attribute which is separable 

from it. 
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CHAPTER -IV 

Some Problems Concerning The Theories of Inference 

Forwarded By The N aiyayikas And The Buddhists 

This section deals with the problems whether the property of being 

uncontradicted ( avisamvadakatva) is inconsistent to the phenomenon of 

momentariness admitted by the Buddhists. One may raise a question that 

an uncontradicted experience cannot be known within a moment. Hence 

to admit cognition as uncontradicted is to accept its non-momentary 

character. Such problem will arise in connection with the concept of 

svalaksana. In this work an effort will be made that there is no such 

contradiction so far as the Buddhist theory is concerned. 

To the Buddhists the valid cognition (prama) is defined as a 

cognition corresponding to the reality (avisamvadakam jiianam). 1 The 

term samvada means one to one correspondence or transparent to the 

reality. Whatever is in one's cognition must correspond to what really 

exists in the external world for being a valid cognition. If there is a 

successful communication between a speaker and a hearer, it is also 

called samvada in the sense of dialogue. In such case also there is 

transparency in correspondence. If a hearer understands what the speaker 

says and the vice-versa, we may describe it as correspondence (samvada 

or avisamvada). The Buddhists have preferred to the usage of the term -

avisamvadaka i.e., cognition which does not have an unsuccessful or 

failing correspondence as found in the case of illusion, doubt etc. The 
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originated cognition capable of apprehending the real object is also the 

means of cognition (pramiina).2 

To the Buddhists a source of knowledge (pramiina) is not different 

from the valid cognition itself (pramii), because the valid cognition of an 

entity depends on its external feature or form. The form which is in an 

object of valid cognition becomes the source of its knowing and both 

pramii and pramii1)a having the same form must be identical. In this case 

the object of valid cognition is the form of an object, which becomes at 

the same time the source of it.3 Moreover, both pramii and pramii1)a must 

be originated simultaneously without any temporal gap, as such gap is not 

permissible in their philosophy due to the acceptance of the theory of 

momentariness. Hence they are to be taken as non-different. As pramii 

here is different from illusion, doubt etc, the pramii1)a is also the same. A 

valid cognition is the presentation of an object what it really is while 

illusion represents an object as what it really is not (atattviinubhava) e.g. 

water in mirage etc. In the same way doubt is taken as an uncertain 

cognition (anavadhiira!Jiitmaka - jfiiina), as it bears cognition of 

uncertain object e.g. a man or a post (sthii!Jnurvii puru$0 veti). And hence 

such cognition cannot be taken as a valid one. In other words, this is the 

general definition of pramana given by Dharmakirti in his 

PramiiJJaviirttika. Right cognition is uncontradicted in the sense that it 

does not mislead one, i.e. an object indicated by the right knowledge or 

pramana in a particular place and a particular time could actually attained 

by one. In common discussion also an individual is said to be a 

'dependable guide' if his informations correspond to the actual state of 

being (samviidaka). In the like manner, pramiiiJa is to be understood. 

PramiiJJa only reveals the true nature of an object and it can lead 



correctly an individual to the attainment of the object. The false 

cognition, which is not pramiif)a, is contradicted by experience. To them 

the validity of pramiif)a cannot be doubted, since the nature of an object 

as revealed by it is in conformity of the actual order of things. Hence the 

Buddhists have defined valid cognition as an uncontradicted experience 

( avisamviidakajiiiina ). 

An objection may be raised by the opponents in the following way. 

A valid cognition remains in an agent (pramatii) and an object of the 

cognition is the thing known (meya), which remains outside the pramata. 

It is not correct to call valid cognition pramiif)a if it cannot lead an 

individual to attain the object i.e. prameya. Due to the non-availability of 

the real object in the practical field (apriipakatviit) it cannot be said as 

pramiif)a. In reply, the Buddhists are of the opinion that the cognition or 

valid cognition cannot compel an individual to perform some activity or 

to attain object compulsorily, because it depends on the agent's will. But 

with the help of pramiif)a he ascertains the exact nature or essential nature 

of an object as such and such type ( evambhutamidam vastusvariipam ), 

but not otherwise (niinyathii). Pramiina provides an individual with such 

certainty. If there is any necessity, a person can utilise his valid cognition 

by way of attaining the object in the external world, otherwise not. One is 

having certain knowledge about an object which he may encash or may 

not. If it is utilised, it proves the uncontradictory nature of pramiif)a. The 

generation of the sense of certitude regarding cognition is the mark of 
- 4 pramaf)a. 

It may again be argued that the fact of unfailing correspondence is 

confirmed through the real attainment of the object seen 
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(dr$tiirthapiipafJa). What is seen or perceived cannot be attained due to 

the continuous change of the nature of an object as per the theory of 

momentariness. The external form of an object which is seen is not 

touched, because the object seen has been lost in the continuous flow of 

time. How can the validity of cognition be established in terms of its 

uncontradicted nature? 

The Buddhists reply this problem in the following way. To them it 

1s true that the object seen cannot be attained due to the effect of 

momentariness. Though a different object is apprehended altogether yet 

we have a strong and definite cognition ( adhyavasiiya) in the form - 'the 

object which is perceived is apprehended' (dr$tameva priiptam). It is the 

case of the attainment of what has been perceived (pratitaprapana), but 

not the attainment of the unperceived. When there is the cognition of 

water in the case of mirage, it is the case of the attainment of the 

unperceived, because the perceived object is mirage and attained object is 

water. In fact, there is no capability of attaining the perceived i.e. the real 

nature of an object ( apriipaf)ayogya ). 5 

The problem does not come to an end here. In fact, whether an 

object is capable of causing us to attain an object seen earlier or not 

cannot be determined until its causal efficacy IS known 

(arthakriyiipriipti). In other words, whether an object is really water or 

mirage is known through its causal efficacy i.e. quenching thirst, which 

is not possible in the same moment. It cannot also be said that the 

distinction between a valid and an invalid cognition is known at the point 

of its origination, because the causal efficacy of it cannot be known at this 

moment. How can it be known as right cognition? In response to the 
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above-mentioned charge the Buddhists argue that, though it is very 

difficult to know the distinction between valid and invalid cognition at 

the time of its origination in general, the distinction of one from another 

can be known through the acquaintance with the specific cognition of the 

features of the object (jiiiinavisesodayiit). A less intelligent person cannot 

apprehend the validity or invalidity of cognition of an object at the time 

of origination due to the absence of the knowledge of its unfailing 

correspondence (avisamviidakatva) or failing correspondence 

(visamviidakatva). Though it is true, the same individual can apprehend 

the validity of the same through the causal efficacy of an entity, (e.g. 

water) in the forms of bathing, washing, drinking etc. In the same way, he 

can know the validity of fire through the perception of burning, cooking 

etc. or by the emergence of smoke from a distance. 

There is another type of man having sharp intellect who can realise 

the validity of cognition though their keen observation or matured 

perception (pa.tutara pratyalcya). From this it follows that one can know 

the unfailing character of the cognition or uncontradicted cognition 

within a moment with the help of one's matured perception - without 

depending on the fact of its causal efficacy (na tu arthakriyiipraptyii).6 

It may be again be argued that the auditory perception does not 

enable an individual i.e., hearer to attain the object he knows. If 

uncontradicted experience is the mark of valid cognition, how is such 

cognition proved to be valid? 

In reply the Buddhists are of the opm10n that the validity of 

cognition lies on the apprehension of the real nature of an object 
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(arthasvariipaprafiti). Such encounter with reality does not always need 

confirmation through the attainment of the causal efficacy in the external 

object. 7 This view is subscribed by Dharmakirti also in his 

pramiil)aviirttika (1.1)-" pramiil)am avisamviidi jiiiinam arthakriyiisthitih 

avisamviidanam"8
· That is, valid cognition is uncontradicted cognition 

and uncontradiction means the realisation of causal efficacy in an object. 

To Dharmakirti the knowledge of the essential quality of an object is 

accepted as the causal efficacy. In the case of sound of a word the hearing 

is the causal efficacy, because the purpose of sound is served if it is 

heard. In the like manner, the purpose of Sun, Moon, Sky etc. is served if 

it is seen. The simple act of seeing is their causal efficacy. The essential 

nature of the object is its causal efficacy (jiieyasvariipasamvittih istii tatra 

kriyiisthitih).9 If such nature of an object is known, it is to be known as 

valid. This exact nature of the object is its causal efficacy, which is 

different in different object. Due to the differentiation of the causal 

efficacy a jar is treated as different from a cloth. When a child looks at 

the jar, it is not of same type, but it is of different type due to meeting 

diverse needs. As it serves different purpose in different time, it is called 

momentary. For this reason the causal efficacy is nothing but the 

realisation of the true nature of an object (jiieyasvariipabodha). 

To the Buddhists a wise man comes to know of an object by 

means of clearer perception (pa.tutara pratyalcya ). As soon as it is 

attained, he comes to know of its causal efficacy at the same moment. But 

the blunt persons come to know of the causal efficacy of an object 

through inference. Hence the validity of perception is intrinsic to the 

Buddhists having clearer perception. But others having less intelligence 

can know of its validity by other cognition i.e., inference. This is 



applicable to the persons who fail to ascertain its causal efficacy at the 

initial moment. 10 Bhasasarvajfi.a puts the Buddhists rejoinder in justifying 

their position. The Buddhists say that the same santana (continuity), 

which was perceived, is to be determined (ya eva santanah, pratya/cyef)a 

dr$tah, sa evadhyavas'iyate ). 11 Dharmottara has explained it in a clearer 

manner. To him the same santiina of existence which is to be determined 

(adhyavaseya) as non-difference is the object of action of fulfilling a 

human purpose. 12 

From the above we may draw the conclusion that Dharmakirti and 

others believe that if perception is 'perfect', it can reveal both the object 

and its causal efficacy within a single moment. In this connection a 

question may be raised: how do the revelation of the object and its causal 

efficacy arise within a single moment? In normal viewing the object is 

known first and then its causal efficacy. If it is a habitual knowledge 

(abhyasadasotpanna jfiana), the cognition of an object may quickly be 

followed by its causal efficacy, which may be described as 

'Satapatrabhedanyaya'. Just as a pin can prick hundred of petals, a 

particular cognition of an object may be followed by its causal efficacy 

swiftly. However minutest it may be there has to be accepted a temporal 

gap. In the same way, the thesis that the same santana, which is 

perceived, is to be determined can be rejected. Bhasasarvajfia rejects this 

in the above-mentioned manner. To him without the moment (/cyaf)a) 

there is no santiina in reality (fcyapavyatirekena santanasyapi 

vastuto 'sambhavat). 13 If there is at all any santana, it is to be taken as 

existing in different moment. 14 
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It is to be pondered how do the Buddhists understand by the word -

patutara pratyaksa (clearer or matured perception)? They have opined in 

favour of two types of perception - one by the wise persons and another 

by the blunts. The above-mentioned objections may be raised by the 

second category of people. So far as the former is concerned, they have 

clearer perception (pa{utara pratyaksa). Is it a normal viewing? I think it 

is a kind of samyagdr~ti (right vision) which is connected with our 

intuition (prajiiii). This type of perception being intuitive in character can 

reveal both the object and its causal efficacy within a moment just like a 

flash of light. Without accepting a transcendental or yogic element in 

viewing the Buddhists position cannot be explained. If an individual 

possesses such vision, he will have vision to see the object and its causal 

efficacy within a moment, because it is a kind of subtle perception 

revealing both. The momentary nature of an entity is to be understood by 

intuitive introspection (samvedana). For, the intuitive introspection 

indicates that sensation is only a 'momentary flash' and that it is nothing 

but the reflex of a momentary thing. What a momentary sensation grasps 

is only the thing that corresponds to the sensation. The sensation of a blue 

colour apprehends the blue colour and the present moment, but not that 

which precedes or follows before or after. The external objects are 

nothing but sense data and corresponding sensation confined in the single 

moment. This pure sensation points to the instantaneous nature of 

elements. 15 The entities, even held to be momentary cannot exercise 

causal efficacy whether in succession or in simultaneity and hence it is 

just a futile attempt to take refuge in the doctrine of continual flux for 

them. 16 
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In reply Santarak~ita says that though several factors of production 

of the sprout do not have any action one another at the initial stage or at 

any stage of production yet they cooperate with each other in the matter 

of producing a 'self-same effect'. For though they do not have mutual 

interaction, they are not the same or similar entities as before, they, on 

each one of them, though momentary, having derived its peculiar causal 

efficiency from its own proper cause, severally contribute to the 

production of the second set of efficient factors. 17 The idea behind all that 

has been said above is that without the help of the subsidiaries the fact of 

the sprout arising out of seed cannot be accounted for. But the difficulty 

is that, under the doctrine of momentariness, there is no room for mutual 

assistance amongst the several factors involved in the production of the 

sprout. It is contended that the seed and all other factors severally derive 

their causal efficacies from the proper causes of their own. And distinct 

causal entities thus born of these factors at the second stage are severally 

endowed with the efficacy to bring out the ultimate cause viz, the sprout. 

What follows, therefore, is that in the event of each being causally 

efficient to produce the ultimate effect, there should be no room for so 

many factors getting involved in the process. In order to understand this 

one should have a right vision. 

Hence a person having such right vision has matured perception 

(pa£utarapratya/cya), which can reveal both the object and its causal 

efficacy within a single moment. Hence there is no inconsistency in their 

thought. 

Excepting Ciirviikas inference as a Pramiil}a has been accepted by 

all the systems of Indian philosophy. The Buddhists are the fore runners 
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in refuting the view of the Carvakas regarding the priimfu;ya of Inference, 

which is supported by the Naiyayikas also. Though there is a common 

agreement on the acceptability of Anumiina as a priimiif)a between the 

Buddhist and the Naiyayikas, there is a lot of controversy about nature of 

inference, the varieties of inference, means for ascertaning Vyiipti etc. as 

discussed earlier. Due to a different set of metaphysical presuppositions 

both the systems have looked at inference in different ways so far as its 

nature and classification are concerned. An effort has been made to give 

an account of a different set of presuppositions leading to accept different 

forms of inference and classifications. It has been shown that how the 

theories like momentariness, non existence of a permanent soul etc work 

behind the formulation of the nature of inference by the Buddhist. In the 

same way, the acceptance of the categories in Nyiiya is working under the 

formulation of their theory of inference. Even in the classification of 

inference such presuppositions have got much influence. Moreover, the 

Svala/cyaf)a eharacter of an object is accepted by the Buddhists in the 

perceptual entity and hence the object which does not come under it is 

taken as inferential. This meaning is totally unaceeptable to Nyiiya, 

because the Naiyayikas do not believe in an entity which is of svala/cyaf)a 

type and all objects that are connected with sense organ are called 

pereeptual even if they are not svala/cyaf)as. A comparative and critical 

study of these two pioneer systems on the issue of inference has been 

undertaken. 

First, the inference is taken as priimiif)a both by the Buddhist and 

Naiyayikas. But its nature and classification vary in two systems due to 

the concept of pramii accepted in these systems. In fact, the instrument 

of pramii (priimiif)a) is related to the nature of pramii. Hence, a 
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comparative study on the notions of pramii in these systems may lead us 

to understand the intricasies of the accepted priimii!Jas. If something is a 

momentary, can its unfailing corresponding character (Avisamvada) be 

known? In the same way, it has been considered whether memory 

cognition can be included under Pramii or not according to Nyiiya. 

Secondly, what is the determinate perception (savikalpakapratyalcya) in 

Nyiiya is inferential to the Buddhists. The Buddhists prove the existence 

of hetu in the form of identity, causality and non-cognition and also the 

relation between hetu and Siidhya. 

Thirdly, the classification given by both the systems need to be 

pondered upon. For Nyaya the kevaliinvayz is problamatic. When 

nameability is inferred from the knowability, it is called Kevatanvayz. Is 

nameability really inferrable? As soon as we see 'nameability', we know 

its knowability, which may at best be called jiiiinala/cym;ii pratyalcya to 

Nyaya, but not inference. Fourthly, Dharmakirti's classification of 

inference as sviirthanumiina, pariirthiinumiina, and yogaja creates some 

problems. If any Savikalpaka- cognition is inferential, it is very difficult 

to describe it as sviirtha or pariirtha anumiina. Moreover yogaja is subtle 

and quick, and then how are its sub classifications conceivable. Lastly, 

the Naiyayikas have presented some aids to remove the doubt of 

deviation (Vyiiptigraha samkii) like Siimiinyala/cya!Jii pratyasatti, Tarka 

etc. But the Buddhists have not suggested any means to it. From this 

does it follow that they do not believe in the existence of samsaya? All 

these questions are related to the theories of inference. 

The Idealistic philosophers like Buddhists do not entertain any 

relation. For, to them acceptance of relation amounts to the acceptance of 
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relata and thereby the acceptance of the reality of the relata. The 

Buddhists do not accept any relation because they do not admit the 

ultimate reality of this world. The non-acceptance of a relation amounts 

to the non-acceptance of its relata, which leads to admit the unreality of 

the world. Though Dharmakirti has tried to challenge the reality of the 

world around us with the help of some logic, the main problem remains 

unsolved whether the same logic can establish that an uncontradicted 

qualified cognition (aviidhitavisi$.tajiiiina) is erroneous. Unless it Is 

established or substantiated, it cannot be said that Dharmakirti IS 

succeeded in refuting all relations. From Nyaya point of view the 

description and debate involve a relation between the sign (significant) 

and the object signified (viicya-viicaka-bhiiva-sambandha). Let us 

suppose one can show that the concept of relation is problematic, then it 

would be shown that the Nyaya theory at its basic level rests on a 

problematic conception. That is why, Dharmakirti undertakes a polemic 

against the notion of relation as understood by Nyiiya in his work

Sambandha-pari/cyii. 

In order to situate Dharmakirti's polemic one should understand 

two Buddhist key-terms: svala/cyal)a and siimiinyala/cyaf)a. The first term 

means 'that which is characterised by itself and the second term 

'characterised by general features'. The first is open to a form of 

perception what the Naiyayikas call 'nirvikalpaka pratyalcya' which 

means 'perception without being transformed' (by a concept), i.e, the 

cognition of a singular (svala/cyal)a) . Any description, on the other hand, 

involves ascription of predicates to this singular (svala/cyal)a). The Sat or 

real is asserted by the Buddhists to be the nature of svala/cya1Ja on the one 

hand and the nature of arthakriyiikiiritva (i.e.causal efficaciousness in a 
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purpose- oriented activity) on the other. That is, 'Sat' is momentary and 

singular and has a causal efficaciousness in a purpose-oriented activity 

(arthakriyakaritva). Usually perception is distinguished into the act and 

the objects of perception. 'Svala/cya~J,a' as Buddhists understand, is neither 

an act nor an object of perception, but rather it is the experiential 

singular. When we attempt to grasp the singular through identifying them 

as instances of general features (samanyala/cya~J,a), we fail. For, the 

general features by their very nature are constructions in language. An 

object in its own nature has got its causal efficacy as it can serve the 

purpose of an individual but not the quality, name etc. associated with the 

object. The perception is to know an object devoid of ascriptions and 

non-erroneous (kalpanapoqhariz abhrantariz pratya/cyariz). 

An object remaining for only one moment and without having any 

association with kalpana or ascription is called perceptual. To him this 

perceptual momentary object is alone real and hence non-perceptual and 

non-momentary object associated with ascriptions is regarded as unreal 

because it covers (samvrta) the essential nature of an object. 

Grasping in terms of general features involves using predicates, 

which are linguistic constructions (kalpana). The 'real' escapes the net of 

language. The svala/cyal)a entity, linguistically mapped, is not the 

sadvastu, rather it is constructed by mental ascriptions through 

language.In this sense the experience of singular is immediate and 

experimental general features, mediate i.e. it involves the use of linguistic 

means. Further, svala/cyal)a should neither be understood in the mode of 

natural events. For, this distinction itself involves linguistic construction. 

Even in terms of its definition of arthakriakarf i.e. an activity causally 



efficacious when directed to a purpose, the svala/cyal)a cannot be an 

object of description These entities and relations in which they stand to 

each other are brought about by linguistic mapping. What is due to the 

linguistic mapping cannot be causally efficacious. Hence, the relation 

called expressed - expressor-relationship (viicya - viicakabhiiva -

sambandha) cannot be taken real in language -level. 

If the above - mentioned definition of perception is taken for 

granted, a problem may be raised as to how the non-erroneous character 

of an object is to be known. In order to know this character i.e, 

abhriintatva (non-erroneous) we have to depend on the external world 

where there is corresponding fact or language or relation which is 

regarded as kalpanii by the Buddhists and hence it is not at all 

svala/cyal)a. This non-erroneous character of an object, abhriintatva, 

cannot be taken as having no importance in as much as this phrase alone 

can differentiate pratya/cya (perception) from pratyalcyiibhiisa (pseudo

perception). The awareness of water in mirage is a case of pseudo

perception, because it does not possess the non-erroneous character of an 

object. How is this character known in a moment? The causal 

efficaciousness in a pupose-oriented activity (arthakriyiikiiritva) of 

an object cannot be known within a moment. If we wait for a few 

moments to see whether our known objects correspond to the fact or not 

(i.e, a relation between a known object and its corresponding fact), it will 

remain no more as a svala/cyal)a, but as a siimiinyala/cyal)a. If an object 

does not possess svala/cyal)a character, it cannot be taken as a perceptual 

one. The understanding of non-erroneous character of an object within a 

moment is not at all possible. The Buddhists have subscribed to the 

theory of momentariness. This presupposition leads them to reject the 
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existence of relation, language and universal. The acceptance of these 

will totally collapse the theory of momentariness. 

It has been shown earlier that the acceptance of the theory of 

impermanence leads to the non-acceptance of language or relation. The 

Buddhists have accepted language or relation under the category of 

inference or $iimiinyala/cyaf)a because they are nothing but kalpanii or 

mental constructions, but not real entities or sadvastu. Word or language 

cannot reveal 'the real object'. The fire in reality can serve our purpose 

(arthakriyiikiiri) but the word 'fire' cannot do the job. In other words, 

reality exists in the object but not in a word etc. Let us make an effort to 

show how language is misleading. The use of the term 'diirii/.t' bearing 

plural form conveys the idea of only one wife, while the use of the term 

$annagari being a singular form refers to six cities. From these usages it 

follows that the word has nothing to ·do with reality. As word, name, 

universal etc. are not capable of revealing reality, the relation consisting 

of word, language, qualifier etc. cannot give the true picture of the real 

world. 

The Buddhists are of the opmwn that reality is of two types: 

Absolute Reality (paramiirthasattii) and phenomenal Reality 

(samvrtisattii). When an object is known as such without the association 

of the name etc, it is regarded as having absolute reality 

(Paramiirthasatta). When it is known in terms of its relation with other 

objects, name, universal etc, it is called having phenomenal reality 

(samvrtisattii). The relation, language etc. are called samvrti by virtue of 

the fact that they cover (but not reveal) the 'true nature' of reality. The 

derivative meaning of the term ' samvrti' is 'properly concealed or 



covered'. The normal function of truth is to reveal an object, but here the 

truth manifested through language or relation does not reveal the essential 

charecteristic of an object. On the other hand, it properly covers the same 

(samyagriipef)a vrta). The former reveals the essential nature of truth 

while the latter gives us an idea of covered reality (samvrtisatya) of the 

object. The samvrti is also described as truth on account of the fact that it, 

though does not give the essential nature, provides us a hazy idea of the 

reality which may help to understand the essential character. This is sat 

from standpoint of samvrti but not from the standpoint of absolute reality 

and hence relation etc. that are known as siimiinyala/cyaf)as have got a 

second order importance in Buddhist philosophy. It is important on 

account of the fact that through it one can attain the knowledge of 

Absolute Reality. After ignoring this phenomenal world one cannot reach 

to the region of Absolute Reality and hence it, though important, has got 

a second order reality in Buddhist philosophy. All mental constructions 

(kalpanii) come under samvtfi as they have covered the true nature of 

Reality. As relation is an empediment to the attainment of his Ultimate 

Reality, there is hardly any justification to accept it as a category of real. 
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